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REPORT ON THE PRICE WATERHOUSE COMPUTER 
CONTRACT WITH N.J. DIVISION OF MOTOR VEHICLES 

INTRODUCTION 
This report covers the final phase of the Com

miooion'o inveotigation of the Divi:;ion of Motor 
Vehicles (DMV). On April 30, 1985, the Com
mission announced an extensive investigation of 
the DMV's agency system. As part of this in
vestigation, and in response to a legislative re
quest, the SCI concluded within 30 days, as re
quired, an inquiry into the award by DMV of a state 
contract for photo drivers licenses to Sears, 
Roebuck & Co. and William F. Taggart and the 
"rrorriAty of thp. r.onr:p."lmpnt of T"oo"r!'» rMtir.i

pation in the contract." This initial phase of the 
SCI's overall investigation was requested by As
sembly Concurrent Resolution 180, enacted on 
May 2, 1985, and concluded with a public report 
issued on June 2, 1985. 

After completing its DMV-Sears-Taggart report 
(which condemned the manner in which contract 
specifics were concealed), the Commission 
widened its investigative focus to encompass the 
operations of DMV's 50-odd motor vehicle agen
cies, their administration by DMV headquarters 
and the adverse impact of the system's deficien
cies on the public and on law enforcement. This 
probe culminated in a public hearing on Decem
ber 18 and 19, 1985, The results of the hearing 
and numerous recommendations for reform of the 
DMV and its agency system were reported in the 
Commission's 17th Annual Report, issued in 
March, 1986. The present Attorney General, W. 
Cary Edwards, whose department includes DMV, 
and the new DMV Director, Glenn R. Paulsen, 
have been in the process of making changes in 
keeping with a number of the SCI's recommen
dations, including Ule abolition of the political 
patronage system for the selection of DMV agents, 

While preparing for the public hearing on the 
agency system, the Commission began the final 

phase of its DMV investigation-an inquiry into the 
failure of the new DMV computer system being 
implemented by Price Waterhouse, a "Big Eight" 
accounting firm, pursuant to a time and expense 
contract not to 9xce9d $6.5 million, When the new 
computer system went on line in June, 1985, DMV 
operations all but collapsed because the system 
could not process hundreds of thousands of 
transactions or otherwise function at an accep
table level of effectiveness. 

The Assembly Law, Public Safety and Defense 
Committee conducted limited hearings concern
inq the computer crisis in September and Octo
ber, 1985. The Commission subordinated its in
vestigation to that of the legislative committee, 
which heard from 15 witnesses during six days of 
testimony and issued an eight-page report on 
January 13, 1986. The committee divided along 
party lines with two Republicans "strongly" oppos
ing the conclusions and recommendations of the 
four Democratic members, The Democratic ma
jority concluded that there had been an "abuse of 
the discretion in waiving bids which is exercised 
in a loose manner." They also concluded that 
"there is a strong appearance that [Price Water
hOUSej had a relationShip With the Kean AdminiS
tration wherein the firm would continue to receive 
hefty non-competitive State contracts in return for 
sizeable campaign contributions." The dissenters 
deemed release of the committee report to be 
inappropriate before a report by this Commission 
or the conclusion of hearings by the new As
sembly Select Committee on DMV. 

During the final phase of its DMV investigation, 
the SCI heard from 30 witnesses during many 
more full days of testimony. In addition, it exam
ined virtually every document accumulated by 
Price Waterhouse (PW) and by DMV and other 



state agencies, among other private and public 
sources, dUring ttle uumputer probo. More than 
200 exhibits were marked in the record. 

The Commission found that the computAr pro
ject was unnecessarily rushed to accomodate 
DMV's desire to achieve a significant 
DMV /l;Ol1lputer initiative prior to the 1985 
gubernatorial election. It further concluded that 
DMV improperly precluded competition from 
filius other than PW, a deci.~ion which Adminis
tration officials merely ru bber-stam ped. 
Moreover, the SCI determined that DMV was In
capable of effectively managinq PW's per
formance on such a highly technical and complex 
project. 

Regarding PW, the Commission established 
that it unnecessarily risked the success and 
financial viability of the project by Improper utiliza
tion of an advanced programming language. In 
addition, PW's contributions to three annual Re
ptlblican fund-raisers at the time 01 these events 
tainted the public's perception that Its per
formance would be judged without favoritism. 
Furthermore, the Commission found that PW fail
ed to adequately document and account for its 
allocation of employees' hours between tasks in
cluded within the $6.5 million job and extra work 
for which PW argued it was entitled to auullional 
sums. Finally, the SCI questioned PW's judgment 
in charging numerous inappropriate expense 
items to the State, even though Hie lotal amount 
of such expenses was minor in comparison to the 
total contract price. 

The SCI developed serious concerns as to 
DMV's inability to deal with each of these prob
lems and has, ttlererole, prop03cd In this report 
a number of recommendations to improve the 
State's system for doing business with pro
fessional and technical consultants. 

ORIGINS OF COMPUTER 
FIASCO 

The Long Range Master Plan 

Tile New Jer30y Division of Motor Vehicles 
(DMV) in 1981 awarded a contract to Price Water
house (PW) for a "long range master plan" to 
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modernize its management and computer oper
ations. The $88,000 contract was awarded after a 
"waiver of advertisements for bids, with IImlteu 
competition." Only "Big Eight" accounting firms 
were invited to submit proposals. These firms 
were approached because state otflcials beli.;wed 
their experience and credibility would ease DMV's 
task of justifying funding for the project. An infor
mal request for proposals was Issueu un Augu3t 
27, 1981. An informal bidders' conference was 
held on September 4. Seven of the Big Eight firms 
submitted proposals by the Septelflbel 15 dcad 
line. 

A technical support \,IIOUp, composed of sys
tem-oriented individuals from DMV, the former 
Division of Systems and Communications (SAC) 
in the Department of Law & Public Safcty (L & PS). 
the former Division of Data Processing and Tele
communications in the Department of Treasury, 
and the New Jersey Institute of Technology re
viewed the proposals. The group recommended 
four firms for final interviews with a steering com
mittee. Based on a number of performance fac
tors and the fact that, of the four firms interviewed, 
it offered the lowest price, PW was recommended. 
After obtaining tho necessary TrAasury Depart
ment approvals, the contract was awarded to PW 
in December, 1981. 

The master plan, which PW delivered to DMV 
on March 22, 1982, contained recommendations 
for vast improvements in data processing, office 
automation, organizational structure, employee 
development and driver rehabilitation programs. 

In the data processing area the plan recognized 
that necessary modernization would require the 
purchase of additional processing hardware. In 
addition, the plan noted that "entire reliance un 
outside [data processing consultant] assistance 
would probably multiply the estimated costs by 
three or four times." Therefore, the plan indicated 
that a "mix" of consultants and additional staff for 
SAC-the state agency then providing computer 
support for DMV -"provides the must practical 
solution." As will soon be evident in this study, 
DMV and PW itself should have followed this ad
vice. 

The consensus at the time the master plan was 
commissioned was that DMV wuulLl be unablo to 
handle its increasing workload (involving over 20 



million transactions per year for approximately 5 
million licensed drivers and 5 million registered 
vehicles) without marked improvements in its data 
processing capabilities. DMV's old sys
tem-designed, developed and implemented by 
SAC in the 1960s-could still handle all of the 
transactions anticipated in the short term. How
ever, by current st8nd8rds of computer tech

nology it was cumbersome and slow. Most import
ant, it utilized a "vertical data base" which made 
it incapable of "connecting" various files to allow 
automated searches for all information relating to 
a particular driver or vehicle. 

Price Waterhouse initially estimated that 
enhanced DMV and SAC staffs would accomplish 
substantially all master plan tasks over a five-year 
period at a cost of approximately $5 million, in
clusive of equipment, state personnel and some 
private sector assistance. These estimates as
sumed that work on the tasks would start in 
mid-1982. (Note: Under the PW-dominated im
plementation program finally selected, DMV has 
yet to fully achieve the data processing portions 
of the plan, and the cost of those portions alone 
is expected to exceed $15 million). 

Implementing the Master Plan-Phase Two 

Implementation of the plan was delayed while 
DMV searched for sources of funding. The plan 
had anticipated that yearly appropriations from 
me Legislature WOUld fund It and SAC would Im
plement it. However, the funding proposal was 
rejected by the Legislature. DMV and SAC there
fore proceeded to the next step with limited funds 
scrimped from existing budgets. A bid waiver for 
$700,000 was obtained, and a contract for that 
amount was awarded to PW by GAC in January, 
1983, to achieve specific master plan projects. 
These included a "requirements definition study," 
a systems design for the computerization effort 
and a plan for Implementing word processing 
technology. The idea was to have SAC work over 
at least a throe yoar period to design, program, 
test and implement a new system while receiving 
consultant services from PW. 

No competition was Invited for the second 
phase of the DMV modernization effort. This was 
" qllAstionRhlA dAcision. AVAn though it madA 
sense to limit the negotiations to large accounting 
firms for the previous master plan project that 
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dealt with numerous aspects of DMV operations 
besides computerization. Nonotholom" when the 
overall project moved into a second stage requir
ing significant data processing expertise, the 
transaction should have been exposed to broader 
competition. To the contrary, only PW was con
sidered, to the exclusion of all other account
ing firms. as well as major computer industry 
giants. 

Representatives of DMV. SAC and PW served 
on a steering committee to coordinate the second 
phase implementation, including PW's per· 
lormance of its new $700,000 contract. PW's "re
quirements definition study" was to provide "user 
specifications." or an opportunity for DMV to tell 
PW what it would like the new computer system 
to do. The contract also required PW to monitor 
the detailed system deSign, for whiCh SAC was to 
bear the primary responsibility. PW would not 
under the contract assign any of its own staff to 
perform design tasks. 

At the beginning of the second phase, then SAC 
Assistant Director Robert J. Meybohm served as 
the project manager. This assignment comported 
with the usual practice of haVing the State's teCh
nical experts supervise computerization projects. 

Roy E. Levi, a senior ",anager of PW, advised 
the steering comrr,iltee on February 1, 1983, that 
PW would not know what additional staff SAC 
would need for the design work until after comple
tion of the requirements delinition study, That 
study was not formally delivered until June 24, 
1983, following tho submission of a partial draft 
on May 23. Even before the draft was in hand, 
however, DMV sought to substitute PW for SAC 
as the party primarily responsible lor designing 
and programming the new system. 

RUSHING THE JOB 

The master plan required careful staging of sys
tem improvements. Former Director Joan H. 
Wiskowski. who left DMV in March, 1982. shortly 
after the master plan was delivered, testified at the 
SCI that she envisioned a distinct design and re
quirements stage between the master plan "blue
print" or "wish list" and the final stage of full im
plementation. Such an orderly process never ma-



terialized because of two suddenly improvised 
deadlines. One deadline was set by the Ltlgis
lalure for a new DMV program and the other was 
dictated by DMV's desire to achieve a Republican 
Administration accomplishment prior to the 1985 
gubernatorial election. 

New Program Mandate 

In February, 1983, the Legislature and Gov
ernor Kean approved the Automobile Insuram.a:l 
Reform Act and the Automobile Full Insurance 
Availability Act. These laws mandated that, effec
tive January 1, 1984, and pursuant 10 a New Jtlr
sey Merit Rating Plan, DMV collect driver license 
fee surcharges from motorists with poor driving 
records in order to finance a JOint Underwriters 
Association, which replaced the old assigned risk 
system. Since the success of the surcharge pro
gram would depend on the accuracy and time
liness of DMV's violation and accounting systems, 
it became increasingly desirable for the DMV to 
completely revitalize lIS computer operation:). 

In April, 1983, DMV obtained legislative ap
proval to finance tile new surchargo program by 
borrowing from the Unsatisfied Claim and Judg
ment Fund. This money was to be paid back at 
current illlel"st rates from tho 20 percent nf thA 
surcharge collections that was earmarked for 
DMV to cover its administrative and computer 
Go,;l,;. 

Although PW's master plan projected a five
year timo lapse (1982-1!l1l7) for the desiQn of the 
entire system, the surcharge collection deadline 
and other lactors caused DMV to seek faster im
plementation. A rlA~ire to integrate the surcharge 
system with the new computer program and a 
hope for budget savings contributed to DMV's re
quest that PW make the essential features of the 
system "installed and operational" by July 1, 1985. 

Unrealistic Deadline 

The Commission is convinced, based on testi
mony and other investiQative evidence, that a 
purely political objective primarily motivated the 
decision to seek the July 1 commitment. Early in 
H1R:i officials at DMV indicated that they wanted 
a showplace accomplishment during the 
gubernatorial election year of 1985. In a 
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memorandum to PW's files, dated January 27, 
1083, even before thA surcharge leQislation be
came law, PW project manager Levi related 
DMV's intention to accelerate the performance of 
the master plan (based on a meeting between 
himself and DMV Special Assistant Patrick R. 
Brannigan) as follows: 

{DMV Director Clifford w.J SnedeKer wanl/; 
entire master plan implemented during 1985; 
complete schedule needs to be developed, 

* * * 

DMV plans to complete a "visible" project 
each quarter to demonstrate to leglslatuff; 
and press that progress is being made; i.e., 
customer service telephone system, agency 
automation, remittance processor, pltoto 
licensing. 

At a November 28, 1984, meeting with Richard 
Kauffman of Applied Data Research (ADR), Ranji! 
R. Advani, PW's "engagement partner" for the 
DMV jOb, deClared Unil then DMV Deputy Director 
Robert S. Kline "sold" the system to the Attorney 
General and the Governor and wanted it with full 
state-Of-the-art implementation bafore the N,,
vember, 1985, election. 

PW'& William J. Driccoll, who sArvArl as the 
"client partner" or principal contact between PW 
and DMV, was questioned by SCI Deputy Director 
Robert J. Clark on the relatinMhip between the 
project and the upcoming election: 

Q. Do you fA"AII talking to Mr. Kline about that 
subject, getting the implementation completed 
prior to the 1985 gubernatorial elections? 

A. I am sure that that was mentioned. 

Former SAC Director Donald Bianco testified at 
the SCI that DMV officials expressed the deSire to 
have a major accomplishment prior to the end of 
Governor Kean's first term: 

Q. And did Mr. Snedeker indicate to you that that 
was the deadline for completion of the DMV 
system, sometime beful e the end of tho first 
four-year term? 

A, very derillil"ly, they wanted to ... have signifi_ 
cant accomplishments during their term, yes. 



Q, This is what Mr, Snedeker indicated? 

A. Words to that effect, yes, 

* * * 

Q, Are you saying that, , , Mr, Snedeker, [then 
First Assistant Attorney General Thomas] 
Greelish and [then Attorney General Irwin] 
Kimmelman a/l indicated to you that the com
puterization system should be completed 
before the end of the first four years? 

A, No, I can't say that. 

Q. What one did, if any? 

A, I think-when you say "completed," again, the 
specific word is difficult to place in some
body's mouth three years ago, but Snedeker 
certainly indicated to me that he wanted it 
done in this Administration during his tenure 
here, and, you know, that's without question, 
and so did Kline, I don't remember the General 
or (3reelish really saying it that way, They-you 
know, my recollection of their comments or 
their attitude dUring thiS time was mUCh more 
attentive to the , ' , process, 

III "10 leoUlllullY "lllie SCI fUlllle! DMV DI!e(;lUl 
Snedeker also acknowledged the role of politics 
in the selection of the mid-1985 deadline: 

Q, Were there any discussions at which the elec
tion was discussed with relation to the time 
when the implementation had to be com
pleted? 

Q, Were you a participant in those discussions? 

A, I'm sure Mr, Kline and I had discussed it, yes, 

Q, With whom? 

A. I'm sure we discussed it with Mr. Bianco, I'm 
sure we discussed it with a number of our staff 
that we would liKe to get It completed before 
the election period, 

Q, And w/Jat reason did you /Jave in mind lor 
completing it before the election? 
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A. Certainly you wanted to get a project done that 
would be a benefll to an Admini~trAtion and 
that was a major project and we felt it could 
be done by that period of time and Price 
Waterhouse did when they signed the con
tract. 

Under questioning by SCI Counsel Charlotte K, 
Gaal, Kline admitted that the upcoming election 
played a role in the timing of the project: 

Q, ", We've heard from several different entities, 
individuals, that the election of '85 was men
tioned, including from yourself, 

A, Sure, 

Q, AfI(i I lIlillk evell Mr, S"",t/",k"'f , , , j"t/i(;ct{",t/, 

that's what we're driving at here, 

A, It was a factor but it also coincided with what 
we felt at the time would be our departure from 
the Administration, And, accordingly, there
fore, we wouldn't be In state government for 
six years or eight years to see this thing 
through, So there were several reasons for it 
and obviously that was one. 

Q, But, I gather from what you are saying, you 
didn't !Jet any indications from Price Water
house that it was not doable? 

A. Never, never at aiL 

COMPETITION RULED OUT 

Waiver of All Competition Not Justified 

The SCI believes that DMV selected Price 
Waterhouse to implement the new DMV computer 
system at a cost not to exceed $6,5 million without 
fully exploring other and possibly better alterna
tives that competition might have provided, In
deed, it is incomprehensible to the Commission 
that UMV even tailed to determine It such a huge 
contract could have been awarded in stages, 

Dur illY ito in-llUuse deliber "lion,;, DMV 
promoted a waiver of formal advertising partly 
because the contemplated services ostensibly fell 
within the statutory exc.eptlon for tec.hnic.al and 
professional work, As a matter of policy, however, 



waivers are not \0 be routinely granted for techni
cal and professional servicp.~ unless the following 
justification is verified by the using agency: 

;r"n{),olitivf> specifications, placing all poten
tial bidders on an equal footing, cannot be 
Cle'Vel!'pS'Ci because the scope of work is high
ly complex, technical, unique or specialized 
and/or sufficient lead time to develop the bid 
specifications is not available. 

The SCI found no objective record to suppOrt 
the utilization of this exception. Although it ob
viously helped to convince Administration de
cision-makers to opt for a bid waiver witl10ut com
petition, the exception was not Cited on any of 
DMV's bid waiver documents. 

DMV also embraced in-house the statutory ex
allowing a waiver of advertising when 

"more favorable terms can be obtained from a 
source of supply," DMV's Snedeker 

stated in a memorandum to then Deputy Chief 
Governor's Coun"el Kenneth D, Merin, dated June 
7, 1983, that this exception "supports contracting 
with a consultant who has already provided 
prellmi"",ry work and who thorofore has knowl
edge which another vendor would have to spend 
extra time (and cost) to obtain." No factual record 
io «'«iiable to Indloate that other sourCE'g r.()"lrl 
not have performed as well as or better than PW. 
And again, this exception also was not cited on 
any bid woivor papers, 

One of the more strident arguments proffered 
DMV for formal advertisinQ lor bids 

was trlat it would take up to a year to develop 
~n,,,r.i!i,,,.!i(>n" for a request for proposals, to re
view thE' hirl,; and to award a contract. DMV con
tended that such would cost approximately 
$3 million 01 savings anticipated under the new 
system (antiCipated, however, without considering 
the additional resouroes needed to implement the 
AutomObile Insurance Reform Act). DMV there
fore maintained that the "public exigency" excep
tion to advertising for bids was applicable and 
made this exception the official lor the bid 
waiver 

Time pressure arose from the Legislature's 
mandate that the surcharge system take effect by 

1, 1984. This pressure aCtually bey,," in 
February, 1983, when the law was enacted. On 
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February 25, 1983, for example, Snedeker 
circulated an "action plan" which called for "a Joint 
task force to 'fast track' ail tne departme"ls in
volved," and lor the State to "commit to a major 
effort, utilizing outside contractor assistance, to 
reduce from 40 months to 24 rnunths the Price 
Waterhouse timetable lor the development and 
implementation of a DMV .. 'state of the art' 
computer-based support syster"." The action pion 
stated that the "cost to adopt this approach ... 
will approximate $15,264,455 over a 24 month 
periOd." Tnls total illcluded the figure of 
$7,900,000 for "outside contractors" of SAC, 

TtlUl>, with a funding meohanism in the IAOiRlst
ive hopper and an action plan calling for substan
tial private assistance, DMV and Administration 
officials knew by early March, 198:'1, that an ex
pedited DMV computer modernization project 
was to be conducted. However, when the bid 
waiver was Circulated for Treasury Department 
approvals, it stated that the date on which the Law 
& PubliC Safety Department "first realized the 
neod for this ... servir.f!" was July 11, 1983. By 
that time over four monthS-during which period 
other firms could have been asked to submit 
proposals-h"rl heen allowed to pass, Obviously, 
the "pu blic exigency" excuse for a bid waiver was 
a matter of contrivance rather than of substance. 

Moreover, the record contains no proof 01 
DMV's contention that development of the com
plex and costly comprehensive computer system 
had to coincide with that of the surcharge system. 
Indeed, the surcharge program was scheduled to 
operate for 18 months with the old system before 
the new system went on line. 

The Commission therefore is convinced that 
any urgency pertaining to the compret'tmsive sys
tem chiefly resulted from an arbitrarily-imposed 
1985 political deadline, The only "public exigency" 
was DMV management's desire to finish the pro
ject before election day, 1985. Administration de
cision-makers failed to sufficiently examine the 
justification Offered for lire exclusion of competi
tion and adherence to pre-election deadlines. 

Waiver Process-Final DeciSions 

As set forth in detail below, a host of officials 
in the Attornoy General's Offl"f!, Governor's Of
fice, Treasury Department, DMV and SAC re-



viewed the request lor a waiver of competition on 
the major contract prior to its formal signing in 

November, 1983, Certain officials raised concerns 
while others did not adequately explore those 
concerns. Yet others supplied misleading support 
for the waiver, Finally, those who pressed substan
tial objections were, at best, treated with polile 
conelp.;;cp.n;;ion 'mel, At wor"t, ch,,;;ti;;p.el ,,;; oh
structionists, The bottom line was that justifi
cations were not subjected to adequate scrutiny 
and a rubber stamp attitude prevailed in favor of 
an unrestricted waiver, 

Negotiations were conducted primarily by DMV 
Deputy Director Kline and PW's William Driscoll, 
PW originally requested $9 million to do the job, 
Eventually the price was negotiated down to a 
maximum of $6,5 million, The contractual project 
that resulted did not include every task called for 
by the master plan, It did include the new 
surcharge system, which was not a part of the 
master plan. 

A bid Waiver request for ttle ttlird and final 
phase, calling for PW to design and program the 
surcharge and comprehensive systems, was sub
mitted on July 11, 1983, for $5,995,000, not Includ
ing expenses which PW also indicated it intended 
to bill. At a meeting with several other State of
ficials on July 27,1900, then elate Trea5urer I<en
neth R. Biederman recommended that the second 
phase contract with PW be cancelled since by that 
dato only $200,000 out of $700,000 authorizod had 
been expended and since virtually all tasks to be 
performed under the earlier authorization would 
be accomplished under the proposed waiver, As 
a result, it was agreed that the $500,000 remaining 
on the second phase contract would be rolled 
over into the third phase contract. 

Biederman directed DMV to modify the request 
lor a waiver 01 advertising to include a figure lor 
the out-Ol-pocket expenses which would be In
curred by PW on the project. This modification 
increased the request for a waiver from 
$5,995,000 to $6.5 million, an increase that rough
ly equalled the remainder of the second phase 
contract. 

A day later, on July 28, 1983, PW submitted a 
one-page supplement to lhe proposal with the 
new price and an indication that it included out
of-pockel expenses, The initial waiver had not in-
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cluded such a figure, and the expense issue was 
apparently pressed by PW when faced with 
cancellation of the balance of the second phase 
contract. The expense supplement served as a 
justification for the rollover of approximately 
$500,000 from the second phase contract to the 
final contract. 

PW's proposal indicated that little 01 the heavy 
participation work required for the comprehensive 
system would be done until the interim surcharge 
system was completed. PW planned not to 
produce a complete "conceptual systems design" 
until the middle of the second quarter of 1984. In 
analyzing PW's proposal for Leroy E. Weber, Di
rector of the former Division of Data Processing 
and Telecommunications, Henry J, Murray, then 
supervisor of the Bureau of Data Processing Man
agement, stated in a memorandum dated July 18, 
1983: 

This will be a very complex project, and I 
don't know what alternatives we may have 
relative to the proposal and the timeframe 
projected for completing the Surcharge Sys
tem and the redesign of the entire Motor Ve
hicle system, My opinion is two separate 
waivers would be a better direction, but at a 
minimum we should firm up the actual dedi
cation of personnel from Price Waterhouse 
on the Surcharge System by category of per
sonnel and task as well as the comparable 
personnel requirement and any other hard
ware/sottware resource required from DMV 
and the Criminal Justice Data Center. 
[Emphasis added} 

Witnesses at the SCI have provided no ade
quate explanation why a firm that had successfully 
competed for an $88,000 contract should have 
had a lock on a $700,000 second phase or a $6,5 
million third phase, particularly since several 
qualified potential competitors were available, In
cluding large firms specializing in data pro
cessing, There has also been no convincing 
evidence that such firms would not have been able 
to "quick-study" the technical requirements in 
order to submit acceptable bids and competently 
perform the work, Moreover, for a project of this 
complexity, the bidding process itself, if utilized, 
would have given the State valuable inSights into 
the feasibility of variOUS approaches, including 



PW's. The State might have avoided the problems 
encountered in dpvAloping the present system if 
it had had the benefit of analyses in alternative 
proposals. 

Even if a formal advertisement for bids for the 
third phase contract was not utilized, no adequate 
explanation appears in the record for excluding 
even limited competition which also might have 
provided realistic alternatives for consideration. 
Such a procedure would have been more ex
peditious than formal bidding and would perhaps 
have provided the State with another-and lower 
cost-option. 

The governing Procurement Circular, effective 
March 1, 1981, cautioned all agencies to seek as 
much competition as possible ill tile purchase of 
goods and services: 

Informal competitive bidding among multiple 
suppliers is encouraged for al/ purchases 
even if a waiver of formal advertising is grant
ed. 

* * * 

Agencies of'" required to see/< as muoh oom
petition as is reasonable and practical under 
the circumstances of each waiver requested. 
TI,,,, informalion should include, (1) thl'l 
number of firms contacted, (2) the method 
used in choosing firms to be contacted (i. e., 
industry data, provious experlencp, tele
phone directory, etc.), (3) the number of 
proposals received including prices, and (4) 
the roasons for selectino thA recommended 
vendor. 

The rp.~l1lts of JJl1 inquiries, inCluding 
proposals, price quotations, denials, etc., 
must be attached to the waiver request form. 

Apparently because of continuing laxity by state 
agencies in seeking out competition, the first 
paragraph of the above was amended in Decem
ber, 1984, to state, more strongly: 

Informal competitive bidding among sup
pliers must be obtained for all purcilI:Jses 
even if a waiver of formal advertiSing is grant
ed. Sole source requests must be fully and 
completely documented. 
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The record reveals no attempts by DMV to con
tact potential competitors, and the deciSion to 
award a contract to PW on a "vie source bid 
waiver even surprised PW. William Driscoll, PW's 
primary contact with the State, testified before the 
Assembly Law, Public Sar",ly and Defense Com
mittee: 

Through this process, from the lim", 01 our 
being involved in the requirements definition 
study and then the surfacing of the require
ment to put up a surcharge alld the ongoing 
desire to build a comprehensive system, the 
fact or even the possibility that this would 
culmmate In a large eOIl/ract under a waiver, 
was something that was astonishing to me. 

Although he was pleased witn their work on the 
master plan and the second phase contract, SAC 
Director Bianco would not have advocated PW for 
the technical data processing implementation. 
Under questioning at the SCI, Bianco testified: 

Q. . .. Was it yow intelltion to have that [program 
wrIting and speCific technical task] work per
formed by personnel at SAC with some as
silSlewee from an outsido consultant? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Did you intend at that time to recommend 
{PWj to be that outside consultant? 

A. No. 

Q. Did YOU have any particular company in mind? 

A. I had a couple of the types of companies ... 
that specialize in technical systems analysis 
and technical data processing programming. 

Q. Data processing speciality firms, is that cor
rect? 

A. Yes. 

Q. At that point you contemplated, is it correct, 
that the accounting firms would not be in
volved as outside consultants? 

A. I would not put them in this category of outSide 
help. I would not hBVA considered them, no. 



That doesn't make me a hundred percent cor
rect, you Know, but that's the way I felt al lhe 
time. 

Af./f./"f\,mUy, ;;Ol11e concern developed within the 
Administration as to whether it should proceed 
with more caution in awarding such a tremendous 
responsibility to an outside vendor. In a memoran
dum dated June 15, 1983, Deputy Chief Gov
ernor's Counsel Merin asked Gregory Stevens, 
Gory S. Stein ond W. Cory Edwards (then respec
tively Governor's Chief of Staff, Director of the 
Office of Policy and Planning and Chief Counsel) 
to roview memoranda in which DMV Director 
Snedeker proposed th-lt a bid waiver be obtained 
for PW to have primary responsibility to complete 
the surcharge and comprehensive systems In his 
memorandum, Merin stated: 

Both Clift [Snedeker] and [DMV Deputy Di
rector] Bob [Kline] feel that [SAC] possesses 
neither the number of personnel nor suffi
cientlv capable personnel to update the DMV 
software. The alternative to SA C is an outside 
consultant that would be most likely be hired 
through a bid waiver process. Questions have 
been raised regarding the propriety of a bid 
waiver in the amount that will be necessary 
to implement the necessarysofi'ware modi
fications. [Emphasis-added] 

Stein responded that "the responsibility for 
making a recommendation ... should be del
egated to" the office of Alfred F. Fasola, then Di
rector of the Governor's Management Improve
ment Program "since [he] can draw upon the 
computer expertise of Science Management Cor
poration in evaluating the problem." Stein noted, 
" I hiS would give us the advantage Of Objective 
evaluation from people outside [DMV] and uncon
nected with [SAC]." 

Dennis J. Clark of Science Management, a 
computer consultant working for Fasola, subse
quently reported that "outside assistance" to SAC 
from PW would be the "logical first choice." Clark 
pointed out: 

• Because of the size, duration and cost of 
the project, a blanket waiver for the entire 
implementation may not b'!l in (hI> h".~t 

Ti1ierest of the state. 
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• Within the department of Law and Public 
Safety, the appropriate divi,;ium; lIIu;:;1 ""

sume the management responsibilities in the 
project consistent with their charter. 
{El,ipill:J.sis atlded] 

SAC's Bianco was not given an opportunity to 
discUS3 these recommcndotiono with thon I\t 
torney General Kimmelman or his staff. On June 
30,1983, Kline told SAC's Assistant Director Rob
ert Meybohm that the Administration had decided 
to award PW primary responsibility for implemen
tation of the surcharge and comprehensive sys
tems. At a well-orchestrated, simultaneo"" hili 
separate meeting, Snedeker confirmed for Bian
co, the other main objector, essentially the same 
ininrm"tion "hOLJt PW and the contract. Bianco 
had already learned of this decision from Kim
melman. 

Kline laid Meybohm that "SAC would have sec
ondary responsibility throughout the entire pro
ject." An attorney by profession, with no computer 
or technical experience, Kline said he "would 
manage the project and oversee [PWl's involve
ment." The day-lo-day duties of the position were 
delegated to DMV Senior Assistant Director 
Christine R. Cox, another data processing novice. 
ASSigning such responsibility to computer 
amateurs broke with the well-founded practice of 
state government in past technical projects. In
deed, in a memorandum of July 18, 1983, to Leroy 
Weber, the state Data Processing and Tele
communications director, Henry Murray, Super
visor of the Bureau of Data Processing Manage
ment, staled: 

I recommend this division be part of a work
ill>! IIlidlll:J.>!elllel71 cOlltrol team to assur<:l each 
task is monitored and any changes in the 
proposed project plan [are] agreed-upon and 
adequately and accurately measured to the 
possible end completion of both [the 
surcharge and comprehensive} projects. 

In the past SAC had typically performed the 
project manager role on complex technical pro
jects. Now SAC found itself performing" R"pporl 
function without control over technical deCisions . 
The only other technical experts routinely on the 
joh wp.rp. lhp. vp.ndnr's-PW's-employees. As a 
result. the State's lay project managers, Kline and 



Cox, deferred to the private vendor's judgment in 
all of the important toohnical decisions-with dIs
astrous consequences. 

PW FAVORED OVER 
STATE'S COMPUTER EXPERTS 

With little or no deliberation or consultation, 
and over the objection of in-house and consulting 
computer experts, DMV's recommendation that 
PW, instead of SAC, design and implement both 
the surcharge and comprehensive systems was 
approved. 

Turnkey Operation vs. Joint Effort? 

In promoting the $6.5 million PW contract over 
a SAC operation with outside help, DMV touted 
the advantages of a "turnkey operaiion"-despite 
considerable disagreement as to wnal DMV 
meant by that concept. PW representatives 
preferred that the project be considered a "team 
ettort" rather than a turnkey operClliofl. 

Kline testified at the SCI that DMV "felt that 
logiGCllly it WCi;; ue5t to get somebody in to do a 
turnkey operation and let them run the [computer] 
operations on a day-to-day basis." Kline added 
that "turnkey" meant 

everything from soup to nuts. You have a 
consultant come in from the oul.~irl" .. hp. does 
the design, the requirement study . .. the 
programming, the coding, the testing, the im
plementation, thp. trRining, every thin". and 
turns it over at the end to the client, the user. 

William Driscoll, who was the partner in charge 
of PW's management consulting department at 
Morristown, testified that "turnkey" is a term that 
is "abused by a number of people." He testified 
that PW did not plan to provide a turnkey Oper
ation for DMV, because SAC would have to 
provide the hardware to run the system and would 
maintain the system after it was programmed by 
PW. SAC would also purchase from other vendors 
certain data base and programming software to 
be utilized by PW in its designing and program
ming work. 

lU 

Contrary to Driscoll's understanding, DMV's 
justification for thp. hid waiver to retain PW to 
design and implement the new DMV system 
stated: 

The system to be developed by Price Water
house would be "turnkey operations." Price 
Waterhouse wOuld provide comprehensive 
user documentation and training to enable 
DMV and SAC to operate and modify the 
systems after the consultants leave. 

As noted, this view of PW as the dominant 
provider of a complete product differed sharply 
from PW's own vision 01 Its role. Driscoll 1estlfled: 

The complexity of [the DMVj environment 
means rnat you lu:;;( ""'!I't yo in there dnd 
operate without a lot of guidance and consul
tation with SAC. These are statements that 
were made very early on. And this is why the 
concept or the idea of this, "a turnkey sys
tem" or "turnkey job," it's a misnomer, be
cause, in fact, II contrector or a oonsultanl 
could not come in and do a turnkey job for 
Motor Vehicles operating in the SAC environ
ment without tho full oooporation and I.l lot of 
advice and consultation from the people at 
SAC. 

PW's view of the project as a team effort com
ported with the language of the written agreement. 
Until the contrAct w"'" "'ignp.d four months after the 
waiver process was initiated, there was no explo
ration of realistic turnkey options. DMV sold PW's 
rrnposal as a turnkey operation but contracted 
with PW to be the dominant member of a team 
effort. 

SAC Capabilities Misrepresented 

In the bid waiver request for the creation of the 
surcharge and comprehensive systems, DMV 
stated: 

Neither the Division of Motor Vehicles nor the 
Division of Systems and Communications 
have the personnel resources to complete 
this project while continUing to mamtain day
to-day operations. In addition, the technical 
detailed systems and data base design re
quire additional expertise whICh neltner DMV 
nor SAC possess. 



Months earlier, DMV officials had expressed 
this sarna ooncorn about tho quantity and quality 
of SAC expertise. At that time, however, they ap
peared content to deal with the situation by provid
ing funds to SAC to increase its staff and 10 hire 
outside consultants to provide aSSistance where 
necessary. In a January 27, 1983, memorandum 
SUmm.::lri7ina 8 m8eting with DM\I's 8rannig8n, 

PW manager Levi stated: 

DMV has serious reservations about SAC 
doing system design-SAC needs to be 
beefed up with state-of-the-art people; 
Snedeker has the power and the dollars to 
do this. 

DMV finally opted to substitute PW for SAC as 
the organization with primary responsibility for 
creating the new computer system, and no funds 
were made available to improve SAC's resources. 
The process of hiring additional SAC employees 
to backfill the slots of experienced SAC staff that 
would work on the DMV project never began. 
DMV now turned to persuading the Administration 
to adopt the PW panacea. 

Priur tu tile waiver request, DMV Dire<;tur 
Snedeker had submitted two memoranda to 
Deputy Chief Counsel Merin arguing that SAC 
Gould not implement the DMV mastel plan by 
June 30, 1985. Both memoranda were prepared 
by several members of Snedeker's staff Linder his 
and 1<line':,! direction. 

One memorandum dated June 7, 1983, noted 
that SAC "has assured DMV that the normal bu
reaucratic processes will be able to complete the 
master plan project by July, 1985." It concluded, 
however, "I have seriOllS reservations about SAC's 
ability to deliver on its promise." Nonetheless. for
mer DMV Special Assistant Brannigan, a primary 
drafter of the memorandum, testified that, while 
"I think my preference was to go out to bid to Price 
Waterhouse," SAC could have done the job with 
sufficient funds and commitment "from the top." 
Brannigan told the SCI that his "personal feeling" 
was expressed in the following language of the 
June 7 memorandum: 

If the Division of Systems and Communica
tions is assigned primary responsibility for 
the design, programming, testing, conversion 
and implementation of the DMV Master Plan, 
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then a detailed schedule and evaluation sys
tom must bo oolabliohod, Tho Governor's Of 

fice must take a direct role in reviewing the 
progress being made by the Division . .. 

A Snedeker memorandum 01 June 15, 1983, 
cited outdated and irrelevant funding situations in 
an effort to make his point. It also used strong 
rhetoric to deride SAC personnel as "carry-over 
employees or civil service employees" and to 
belittle SAC management. The SCI's investigative 
record contains no objective information challeng
ing the competency of SAC personnel. All except 
Director Bianco were career civil service em
ployees, and he was a merit appointee of a former 
Republican attorney generai and served four 
other attorneys general as a computer pro
fessional. Bianco referred to the Snedeker 
memorandum as a "Pearl Harbor letter." Under 
questioning by SCI Counsel Gaal, Brannigan testi
fied about the unfairness of such generalized 
characterizations: 

Q. Havc you had any conversations with SAO 
people or others about that kind of language, 
what that kind of language in this memo has 
resulted in, in terms of repercussions? 

A. That kind of language personalizes things and 
m;:JkA~ it-!nokino hACk from hindsight, it's un ... 

fortunate. I have had a 10-year relationship 
with Don Bianco dating back 10-1 am one of 
the principal authors of the PubliC Advocate 
reports [on DMVj, so 1 have been interested 
in the reform of Motor Vehicles lor a long lime, 
dati no back throuoh the Byrne Administration, 
and I spoke far harsher things about the Byrne 
Administration's operation of Motor Vehicles 
than I have against the Kean Administration. 
And one of the results of the second Public 
Advocate report was the establishment of an 
interdepartmental task force by Attorney 
[General] John Degnan, and I served on that 
and so did Don Bianco, and he was always 
most helpful in trying to facilitate and resolve 
problems and was always looking at the point 
of view, from a state perspective, state govern
ment perspective, so I had a very good work
ing relationship with Don Bianco. 

• * • 

Q. Is there any question, or was there then, as to 
whether Don Bianco or anyone else at SAC 



would put their shoulder to the wheel and do 
the best tney coUia to Implement tfle pruject? 
Because certainly the language of Hcarryover 
employees" implies more than just that they 
are CIVIl Service, /.Jut (fla( we !Jave a new Ad
ministration and we might not get this thing 
done on time. 

A. When those words were put in there there 
wasn't much thought given to them, and I think 
everyone would liko to pull those words back 
and have them disappear. I think it was an 
unfortunate choice of words, and I think par
tioularly with people like Don 8iMco ;mrl Rob 
Meybohm, they enjoy the professional respect 
of everyone around there. I think really the real 
iSSUG shouldn't h", thA inrlivirluals. but was this 
too big a burden to put on SAC and the time 
frame involved in it and I think that was the 
driVing force. 

In addition to citing data in misleading contexts, 
the June 15 memorandum flatly declares that SAC 
could not perform, in part because it "must design 
and implement the Insurance Surcharge System 
by January 1, 1984. . [using] between 80 and 85 
percent of SAC's resources." This was an ex
traordinary statement since it was known at DMV 
that design and implementation of the surcharge 
system was to be part of the contract to be 
awarded to PW. 

The Commission particularly questions 
Snedeker'S assertion that the "floundering projec! 
to automate the Motor Vehicle agencies" was 
further Justilication for preferring PW tu SAC. Dur
ing its investigation of the DMV agency system, 
the SCI confirmed that the key factor in the delay 
Of agency automatlU!l WetS tile extremely tardy ap
proval of lease sites lor automated agencies. As 
Brannigan testified, the Snedeker memoranda 
were solely "designed to support the DMV pos
ition" that the Price Waterhouse route was the way 
to go. 

The representations concerning SAC's short
comings, although misleading and presented with 
almost no opportunity for rebuttal. WAr" "r"cial to 
the decision to give PW the pivotal role in the 
overall project. Note the political irony of 
Snedeker's "bottom lin,," Rrlmonition in his memo 
as to the consequences if PW were not given the 
job: 
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The Division's operations will begin to fall 
apart just about tho summer of 1985. This will 

give the motoring public the impression that 
this Administration has failed to improve the 
Division of Motor Vehicles. 

SAC Better Than Portrayed 

Other officials outside of DMV's top manage
ment told the SCI that SAC was a respected, full
service data processing center providing ade
quate services to the Department of Law and Pub
lic Safety and other criminal justice-related agen
cies within the State. Former DMV Director 
Wiskowski testified, for example: "There was 
nothing that was a priority to me that [SAC] didn't 
get done." SAC was accustomed to programming 
and operating complex computer systems. In
deed, former SAC Acting Director Meybohm testi
fied at the SCI that the main reason SAC had 
assumed it would eventually supervise and per
form the application programming for the new 
system "is the fact that we always knew that we 
would be the responSible agency for me ... ongo
ing maintenance and enhancement- of whatever 
system was put in." 

The assumption changed when SAC Director 
Bianco began talking with Snedeker and Kline 
about ltle f./us,;ilJilily of an outside vendor provid 
ing a turnkey operation. Bianco was finally told 
that PW had submitted a draft proposal. When he 
objected, Gianco was given a more throo days to 
prepare a counterproposal explaining how SAC 
would do the job. The SAC proposal conSisted of 
an oral prooontation with outlines and Slides to 
Greelish, Merin, Snedeker and Kline, on June 9, 
1983. SAC officials estimated that SAC could 
complcto the design and programming of th" nAW 
system at a cost of $2,096,000-counting ad
ditions to its own staff (16 programmers or 
analysts) and contracts for outSide consulting as
sistance. Another $410,000 would have to be 
added for second year salaries for the 16 ad
ditioMI SAC: p.mployees. SAC also estimated that 
hardware would cost an additional $3,250,000. 

The SAC presentation was put together on such 
short notice that it could not fairly be construed 
as in competition with PW's proposal. Yet this is 
exactly how DMV officialS characterized the SAC 
document. Bianco testified at the SCI that, in hind
sight, the SAC estimates might have been approx-



imately $1 million short of a realistic figure. After 
including this additional amount. the potential sav
ings of over 50 percent in comparison to the cost 
of the PW proposal (which did not include millions 
of dollars for necessary hardware) was so great 
that the SAC alternative should have been given 
much more serious consideration. There should 
have been more of an opportunity for further SAC 
input 

Bianco was not informed of Snedeker's June 15 
memorandum denigrating SAC. Only after hear
ing about its existence and obtaining a copy from 
another source was Bianco able to respond. He 
characterized Snedeker's critique as "nonsense" 
in a memorandum to Attorney General Kim
melman on June 27, 1983. Bianco further noted 
that ::;AG had designed, developed and Im
plemented numerous complex computer systems 
for state government By that time, however, 
DMV's pro-PW decision was a fait accompli. Bian
co was questioned by SCI Commissioner William 
S. Greenberg about why he did not more ag
gressivt>ly pursue Ilis puinls willi lilt> Allur lIey 
General. The testimony: 

A. ... A more cogent argument was provided in 
some of the justification, I think even in 
Snedeker's letter to Merin. that the system 
needed overhaul and the oorvieo would do 
teriorate to such a point if we didn't get them 
done in two years we would be in a terrible 
situation; therefore, we had to act quickly. 

* * * 

COMMISSIONER GREENBERG: 
Do you agree with that conclusion? 

A. No. 

COMMISSIONER GREENBERG: 
I know you didn't want to do a letter and so 

forth. I can understand that But did you tell him 
why you thought it was nonsense or did you tell 
anybody that you didn't think the system was 
going to collapse in two years? 

A. Well, you know, you want me to be perfectly 
honest with you? 

COMMISSIONI::R GHI::I::NBI::RG: 
Yes. 
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A. The first couple of weeks after this happened 
I was concerned as hell about the job. as a 
matter of fact I went to Greelish a couple of 
days later and I said, "Tom, do I stili have a 
goddamn job?" I wasn't about to stand up at 
that point in time under that kind of pressure. 

* * * 

COMMISSIONER GREENBERG: 
I don't expect you to. 

A. I mean, it was a difficult situation at the time. 
I had an entire organization that had to support 
this effort and under circumstances which 
were less than desirable, put it that way, under 
lousy circumstances. No, I never said-I told 
Fasola, I said, "You know, we got an accident 
on the way to happen there, you know." But, 
we get crises ali over the state, so you take 
them in order. 

COMMISSIONER GREENBERG: 
I understand. 

A. I don't enjoy being here and [saying] "I told 
you so" and being a Monday morning quar
terback. I don't 

On June 27, 1983, Snedeker forwarded to 
Greelish :::I list of °responSAS to f1IIA~tion~ whir.h 
you raised concerning the implementation of 
DMV's Master Plan." The responses gave ad
ditional support for previous criticisms of SAC by 
Snedeker. Although the SCI's investigation in
dicated that SAC would have had convincing re
plies, it was again denied the opportunity to re
spond. 

In a memorandum to Greelish on June 28, 1983, 
Kline listed several "key questions concerning 
SAC's ability to deliver complete implementation 
of the DMV master plan by July 1, 1985." Although 
the answers to the questions might have con
tributed to a correct decision, and could have 
been provided expeditiously by SAC, the verdict 
reached the next day was to go with the PW 
proposal without further consultation with SAC. 
DMV's one-sided input was reviewed by Stevens, 
Merin, Kimmelman, Greelisn, Snedeker and Kline 
at a meeting on June 28, memorialized in a 
memorandum from Kimmelman and Snedeker to 
Stevens on June 29, and a bid waiver In favor aT 
PW was recommended on June 29, 1983. 



On July 1, 1983, Attorney General Kimmelman 
submitted a memorandum ju,;Ufyillg the PW bid 
waiver to the Division of Budget and Accounting. 
Kimmelman noted that Kline would serve as Pro-

Manage, amJ "coordinate the activities bo 
tween the Office of the Attorney General, SAC, 
DMV, all other State agenCies and the consultant." 
Sieve",; alld Edward" 01 the Govornor'o Offioe 
received copies. On July 14, the Division of 
OU'UY';1 and Accounting gave approval for DMV to 
retain a consultant for the project. PW submitted 
its 292-page formal proposal on July 14. On July 
19, 1983, a formal request for waiver of advertis-

woo and forwarded by KimmelmRn tn 
Treasury officials for Signatures. 

PW Not a Panacea 

PW did not, however, live up to the degree of 
perfection ascribed to it in DMV's formal and in
formal representations. PW obviously was not im
mune from problems that would have plagued any 
organization, public or private, attempting to com
plete the DMV project within the arbitrarily con
stricted timeframe established by DMV manage
ment. Testimony in the record at the SCI demon
strates also that DMV decision makers, with little 
supporting data and a great deal of apparent bias, 
too readily accepted the notion of SAC's fallibility 
and PW's infallibility. 

Although PW had a large and experienced data 
processing organization, It had never done Cl "'y,;

tem implementation job of the magnitude 
of the DMV project for any other state. Some of 
the PW Slaf! on the DMV pruje<.;l wei e only recent
ly hired by PW and some had only limited ex
perience on a large scale implementation project. 

8ased on SCI analyses of PW records, between 
April 1983, and July 1, 1985, 68 PW em
ployees, from the rawest programmer to the most 
seasoned worked on the DMV project. 

wenl\'-Sr3VEln of the 68 were hired by PW after 
April 30, 1983. Twenty-two of the 27 new hirA"-1'lr 
more than 81 percent of those employed for the 
most critical project work-were in the consult

category Fnur were managers 
and one was an accountant. PW experienced a 

of turnover of staff assigned to the 
project. In " ","tin", "sAcnnd partner review," Nor
man Sjatland, a PW principal and data processing 
expert, wrote on September 26, 1984: 
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There is overall concern with morale through
out tho project stalf and, specifically, th" Viol
ations subsystem team. The reasons are re
lated to the resignations and turnover in key 
personnel, and the sitlJation that replace
ments have not been delivered within a short 
time period. Furthermore, management has 
not alway.~ "'r:ngnized and adiusted the im
plementation schedule to reflect that when 
replacements are assigned, there is a startIi" time during which they are essentially 
non-productive. 

Statland further mentioned that he had noted 

significant mistakes in entering and manipu
lating data within the respective data base 
files, by inexperienced {PWj data base per
sonnel who have each had significant learn
ing curves and considerable turnover-i.e., 
seven changes in the data base adminis
tration function, within the course of the pro
ject. 

Statland testified, regarding the team aSSigned 
to data base design, that PW was "victimized by 
clrcumstance~ lJeyund our control, thatthera woo 
a continued succession of change in that particu
lar position." He explained that the person princi
IJCllly I ""ponsible for the data baoa funotion was 
replaced lor inability to get along with other staff 
members. His replacement married and then left 
New Jersey after only two months on the project. 
A third person, hired specifically for the project, 
was replaced because his work was not 01 suffi
cient quality. His "understudy" replaced him hut 
shortly thereafter left for a better job offer. Yet 
another replacement worked a few months but 
also left for another job. The rrnject was com
pleted finally by a sixth employee. As a result of 
these problems, at Statland's recommendation, 
PW had to make additional revisions of its data 
base design. Stalland described a specific exam
ple of the adverse impact of turnover on the pro
ject In hi,:; ",,,,cond partner review of January 17, 
1985: 

My review indicated that we will indeed have 
a small over-run on the over-all budget, with 
the exception of the Revenue Reporting area, 
where essentially we have had to write off 
over 1,000 hours of effort put forth by two 
employees who left the firm prior to comp/e-



lion of their work. Because of this situ
ation-i. G., thGir work was takGn OVGr by less 
knowledgeable staff-system testing tor the 
revenue reporting area should be much more 
extensive than provided in other areas. 

One major "unplanned turnover" occurred 
when PW's project manaoer on the DMV job. 
Henry Fryd, left PW to take a job with another firm 
in September, 1984. Fryd had replaced Roy Levi 
in January, 1984. as a "planned rotation" to brinq 
in a project manager with more technical ex
perience. Levi in his SCI testimony indicated that 
he knew nothing about his so-called rotation: 

Q. Were you surprised when you were trans
ferred off the project? 

A. Was I surprised? Yes, I was a little bit sur
prised. 

Q. Did you have any difficulties in any area prior 
to your transfer? 

A. Not that I was aware of, no. 

Q. Did you find out that you had any? 

A. No, I did not. 

Q. Were you ever given any particular reason or 
basis for that transfer? 

A. As I recall, the reason was to give a manager 
who was, perhaps, with one year less ex
perience than I did, some experience at be
coming a project manager. 

Q. And would that be Mr. Fryd? 

A. Yes, it was. 

PW partner Driscoll testified at the SCI that 
"there were some periods of time when we did 
have some heavy turnover, non-characteristic 
turnover I would call it, during the summer of 1984 
when we appeared to be the target of a particular 
executive recruiting firm that stole a number of 
people from us to a client of theirs in New York 
City." Although Driscoll insisted that PW's overall 
staff turnover on the project was normal for the 
industry, the particular turnover problems PW en
countered were similar to the problems that prob-
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ably would have faced SAC on account of classi
fied civil service requirements. As described by 
former SAC Assistant Director Meybohm: 

Civil service doesn't really put constraints on 
you in hiring people . .. So it's not the prob
lem of hiring as much as keeping. In other 
words, AS .A m8nsoe.r of 8 line oroani7Ati(')n of 

state government, the problems you have 
with civil service is retaining your qualified 
people, not so much hiring them . .. So civil 
service is an operational problem tor line 
managers in state government but it is not-it 
is not an obstacle that prevents us from ac
complishing our jobs. 

PW's turnover difficulties are noted to indicate 
not only their adverse impact on the DMV project 
but also to show that PW had to deal with the same 
kind of problems that would have faced SAC in 
implementing the project. Obviously, DMV in
tended to promote PW by convincing decision 
makers that only SAC would face turnover and 
other personnel problems. DMV's readiness to as
sume PW's superiority regarding staff and man
agement continuity derived, in part, from PW's 
own representations. The PW proposal states 
that, in order to meet the requirements of the 
project, one of its aims was to "provide continuity 
of staff at the engagement management level 
(partner and manager) over the twenty-four month 
project life cycle." 

One official who finally realized that PW did not 
deliver all it had promised was DMV's own Robert 
Kline. He testified on this subject under question
ing by Counsel Gaal: 

Q. Prioo Waterhouoo['o turnover] wao high? 

A. Yes, it was high. Well, I talked to them about 
that, and they have the same problem, I think, 
that we all have with state government, a law 
firm, or private industry; when a person gets 
a better opportunity, they go. and you can't 
restrain them physically. So in the case of their 
project managers, they would get jobs with 
banks, or whatever, and they would qo. What 
are you going to say, no, you have to hold that 
man here? 

Q. The reason I'm asking you is because in the 
early letters [to the Governor's office], particu-



larly the one that Mr. Snedeker wrote evalu
ating SAG, I believe lr's mentiufI"<.l ill there 
how Price Waterhouse, one of its selling pOints 
was management, project management, 
whereas SAC has IIigll turnover, and so forth. 
It seems that in reality, or at least on this pro
iect, Price Waterhouse also had the same 
managermml fllob/ems and turnovers. 

A. You're absolutely correct. Again, I think that is 
a far cry from what was promised and whM 
was delivered, and I would state to any state 
agency to tread very, very carefully when deal
ing with a consultant, becausf! thl'>Y promise 
you the world, and hindsight is 20/20. 

DMV's Christinl'> Cox testified that DMV officials 
were sufficiently concerned about the level of 
turnover to discuss the subject with PW's Driscoll 
and Advani. She testified that such diSCUSSions 
took place so that DMV could "reemphasize the 
level of commitment to the project that we ex
pected from Price Waterhouse." 

The quality of PW's job performance-perhaps 
as a result of turnovers-was frequently question
ed. For example, PW's system design was tar 
more complex than the application reqUirements 
of the project called for, including coding that 
sometimes ran as deep as 16 levels. I hiS Situation 
prompted a technical observer from Applied Data 
Research (the State's system software vendor), to 
write, "I cannot help but wonder now this 5yste", 
is to be maintained in the future." SAC's JoAnn 
Rue testified that she believed the PW system's 
excessive use of central processing c"pacity de
rived from inadquacies of design and "the way 
they coded their programs" as well as inade
quaCies 01 the prognill""ing language which PW 
selected for the job. 

G. Bruce Jones, Deputy Administrator of the 
Office of Telecommunications and Information 
Systems (OTIS), Which now serves as the umbrella 
organization for all tho State's computer ceni",r~, 
testified at the SCI about his own review of PW 
work: 

Again, my observation, having come from an 
environment [at New Jersey Department of 
Lauol] where we had stringent managoment 
over the consultant, and that was agreed [toj 
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from the CommiSSioner on down, I've noticed 
{in ('W'e work1 an absence of standarrl.~ or 
conventions, what we call naming conven
tions, usage conventions of the way the 
IDEAL tool is used It looks to me just in 
having gotten involved and looked at what 
went on that there wasn't an awful lot of stan
dardization in th" 11 •• " of the language. I think 
it was misused in many occasions. I think it 
was poorly managed. And there was no stan
ril'lrriization so that as new people were 
brought on and other people left, they all 
seemed to do their own thing. 

An indication of PW's staffing inade
quacies was its need, at critical times, to seek 
outside help. On one occasion, as the 1985 
computer crisis erupted, PW billed the state 
approximately $20,000 for the subcontractor 
services of Telecommunications Tech, Inc., 
on the project. Although the DMV-PW con
tract provided that PW could not subcontract 
work "without the prior written approval of 
the state," PW did not obtain sucn advance 
written approval before hiring ilnd billing (as 
out-of-pocket expenses) for the services of 
Telecommunications Tech. However, DMV's 
Christine Cox testified at the SCI that PW 
representatives did mention that they had 
hired outSide assistance "t til" weekly statu3 
meetings. (Note: Just as SAC officials pOinted 
out that SAC would have to hire outSide con
sultants \u ,,:;:;ist it in performing the job, tho 
contract with PW recognized that PW might 
have to bill the state for similar assistance). 

Earlier, in April, 1984, PW's engagement part 
ner, RanJit Advani, and project manager, Henr) 
Fryd, solicited proposals for assistance from twe 
firms experienced in the design and implementa· 
tion of IDEAL and DATACOM/DB applications 
Decisions Support, Inc., and DBD Systems, Inc 
Neither firm was hired but, interestingly, Robir 
Gillett, the person selected by DBD's president a~ 
thc account manager for thf! propo""cI assistance 
was later employed by PW to aSSist in the re 
medial work at DMV. 

PW's internal documents indicate that the com 
pany was concerned about the experience levell 
of its own proj<>ct st8ff In" ""cond partner review 
PW principal Statland noted on September 14 



1983, that the programmer productively factor €IS

lim<ltAd hy f"''''jACt pl"nners w,," "optimisti"." 
based on the fact that "most of the staff is un
known, and that the programmers will be recent 
graduates of" PW's specialized training program. 
PW's detailed work plan for the comprehensive 
system, dated July 27, 1983, assumed that such 
graduates would be used as programmers start· 
ing in January, 1984. Moreover, additional "learn
ing curve" time was required for PW staff to learn 
how to use a new data base and related software 
at the beginning of the project. 

PW was warned early on not to promise that the 
new DMV system would be operational before the 
November, 1985, election. In a tone sharply con· 
trasting with the puffery utilized by DMV upper 
management to tout PW's ability to deliver the new 
system within arbitrary deadlines, PW's Statland 
commented in his second partner review in Sep
tember, 1983: 

The key issue then lor completion of the con· 
tract revolves around our ability to bring up 
three major subsystems . .. by June 1985. In 
my o{lininn. it i .• not {In!'lsibIA tn brina u{l tbr"" 
major subsystems such as are encompassed 
in Licensing, Registration, and Violations 
within a three-month period and expect 
everything to go smoothly. Therefore, I 
strongly advocate that the firm not commit 
contractually to brinqin.o UP all of the system 
prior to the end of 1985. 

UMV's Kline, once me most forceful advocate 
for PW to do the project, testified under question
ing by SCI Counsel Gaal about his heavy reliance 
on pW's reputation: 

Q. Did you rely, to a large degree, on the pro
fessional reputation and the name of Price 
Waterhouse? 

A. And the fact-yes, and the fact that they had 

done the master plan. 

Q But the ma!'lter plan i8 nnt a technical plan, is 
it? It's really a wish list, isn't it? There is nothing 
there to implement, there is no hardware or 
software or anything else laid out in the master 
plan, is there? 
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A. That's true, but it's the blueprint that you then 
gn o"t Ano 00 yo"r rA'lllirement" oefinitinn 
study and everything else from, There was no 
reason for us not to think that [PWj could do 
it I have yet to hear anybody give me a reason 
why they felt that [PWj couldn't do it, and I 
think their reputation does have a lot to do with 
it. I mean, I could see if we were going out and 
getting Joe Schmaltz, you should have a lot of 
questions, but we went out and got [PW], and 
I contend that that reputation means a lot when 
you're dealing with the taxpayers' money. 
True, the results didn't come out, and I'm just 
as annoyed and disappointed as everyone 
else, even more so, but we did get a reputable 
firm. And I think if there is anything that's a 
shame or should be looked at is how firms like 
[PW], who holds themselves out as consult
ants, and related software houses like ADR 
[Applied Data Research], can make promises 
to government entities to do this and then 
don't deliver. Maybe we should be looking at 
that in the sense of, you know, how do we hold 
them accountable tor that, because It seems 
to me that It's a very lucrative area for consult· 
ants and yet the promises far exceed the de
IIverables, and I ttjlnK that's something that's 
a real shame on the part of the taxpayer. 

WHO'S IN CONTROL? WHO WILL 
DO WHAT? 

Confusion of Roles and Tasks 

Even before DMV contracted with rw on No
vember 9, 1983, and before formal contractual 
roles and relationships were established, ali 
partie", be9an to work on the overall project. As 

a result, It was agreed that PW could submit bills 
under the authority of its second phase contract 
until after the new contract was signed. DMV 
meanwhile turned over responsibility for final 
technical decisions to PW rather than to the more 
AXf1AriAnr.p.ti in-house dBtA processing managers 

at SAC. As noted, DMV's Kline became "project 
manager" even though neither he nor Christine 
Cox. DMV's day-to.day coordinator for the pro
ject, had any significant data processing ex
perience. The only experts readily available to 
them were the people at PW or SAC. but there was 
confusion over who was responsible for what. 



From the start, in fact, the project waS plagued 
by concerns as to what roles and tasks would be 
performed by PW and SAC. Minutes of a meeting 
held on July 7, 1983, attended by representatives 
of DMV, SAC and PW, indicate that DMV and SAC 
were described as "working users." Although PW 
was apparently to have "responsibility for the de
sign and implementation of the Surcharge Sys
tem," the minutes note, " ... it is difficult to spell 
out this primary responsibility in great detaiL" 
Kline is quoted as saying that the "primary re
sponsibility rests with Price Waterhouse:' but PW 
representatives raised concerns that only SAC 
knew the current system "well enough to make 
significant mOdifications" and to "do the program
ming necessary to access SAC's files" in time to 
meet the surCharge system deadline. 

The minutes state that the group had to "work 
out and wrestle with" various roles, but that "the 
main concern right now is that Mr. Kline wants to 
be sure that the justifications for the waiver are 
met." Levi, PW's initial project manager, sug
gested that the "relationshipo must be clarified 
before PW can submit a [formal] proposaL" 
Kline's summary is set forth: "PW will be running 
the show in conjunction with SAC and DMV, and 
the Administration will be relying on SAC's ex
pertise throughout the project." However, as 
pointod out balow, SAC's advice was not fnllnwp.rl 
on the most crucial technical decision of the pro
ject: selection of the programming language. 

The programming language, IDEAL, was a soft
ware product purchased from Applied Data Re
search of Princeton bv SAC. Since It was to be 
used at PW's direction on the DMV project, ADR 
representatives dealt primarily with PW In defining 
and refinina the capabilities of the IDEAL 
language and other ADR software utilized during 
the engagement. Because PW was ADR's princi
pal contact regarding technical concerns, ADR's 
cautions concerning IDEAL's limitations were 
communicated primarily to PW. In addition, PW 
was chiefly responsible for asseSSing such cau
tions and deciding if they justified any changes of 
course. ADR was in a difficult position. Its contrac
tual relationship was with the State, through SAC, 
but it had to deal primarily with a third party when 
detailed applications of its products were 
assessed. Thus, a private party, PW, made the 
decisions on whether the 5tate should take tech-
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nological riskS and more technically informed 
State representatives had little or no input. 

A number of meetings were held between ADR 
and PW representatives without including anyone 
from SAC. JoAnn Rue, Director of T<l<;tmi<;al Ser
vices and Data Base at OTIS, and at the time of 
these events a SAC liaison with ADR, was ques
tioned by SCI Deputy Dlr<l<;lvI Clark about details 
of the primary role played by PW and the second
ary role played by SAC in coordinating with ADR: 

Q. Now, did you ever have to, by you, I mean 
anyone from SAC/OTIS, have to invite yourself 
to any of tho meetings between Prioe Water
house and ADA? 

A. Yes ... On9 in pArtl""I"r was a meeting that 
was taking place In Dallas, and I believe it was 
in August of '84, which I found out about, I 
don't even remember how at this pOint in time, 
but It was to be a meeting where design re
views were to take place by ADR .... Price 
Waterhouse had additional contacts within 
ADR that we, the State of New Jersey, were not 
privy to those contacts. 

Q. You mean with different individuals? 

A. Yes. They had names and phone numbers that 
they could call that we did not have as people 
that we could call. 

All Team Members Not Equal 

When it came to technical concerns, It was 
made apparent to SAC that PW had the dominant 
voice. In late 1983, Robert Meybohm as Acting 
Director of SAC criticized PW's coding documen
tation during the programming of the surcharge 
system. Partly In response to such criticism and 
to SAC's apparent reluctance to accept PW's role 
of primary responsibility on certain technical 
aspects of the project, and partly to encourage the 
partiCipants to work togetner, Attorney Gef1<llal 
Kimmelman held a meeting of ali parties. The tes
timonial record shows that the meeting was 
SCripted by DMV's Kline to have ttl~ AllvlIley Gen
eral focus on the Importance of SAC cooperation. 
Under questioning by SCI Counsel Clark, 
MeybotHTl u~~t;IIt;~u lI,e Ineeting: 



Q, You were critiquing the procedures that were 
being followed during Ihe programming? 

A, That's correct. But that was pre-IDEAL, 
though, Understand, , , , that would have been 
in the fall 01 '83 and that was in the process 
of the implementation of surcharge, and our 
conversations and our tests and so on and so 
forth relatiVe to IDEAL [me programming 
language] did not come until the spring of '84. 

Q, So it was at that point that you really learned 

that Price Waterhouse was in charge? 

A. Oh j yos. 

Q, And how was that expressed to you? 

A, I think the best way to maybe describe that is 
that after the meeting, Bob Kline apologized to 
me that he had to do that to me today. 

Q, Who did the talking during that meeting? 

A. Well, there was Kline and the Attorney Gen
eral. 

Q. What did the Attorney General tell your 

A. Well, he didn't talk to me specifically, He said, 
"This project will be a success, This Is lIle 
largest waiver in history in the State of New 
Jersey and we will be successful, and 
Meybohm, it's your job to see to it that it's 
successful." And, you know, "You are to do 
nothing that is going to hamper these [PWj 
people from being successful." 

Q, Did he use the word "obstruct"? 

A. I don't remember. 

Q, What was your response to that? 

A. "Yes, sir." 

O. Despite that meeting, you still felt that you 
could, at the time you conducted the tests in
volving the IDEAL language, go to Mr, Driscoll, 
Mr. Kline and Ms, Cox and indicate your reser
vations concerning that language? 

A. Yes. 
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0, So you did not feel entirely bound not to criti
cize the implementation; is that correct? 

A. No, no, not at all. But I understood in no uncer
tain terms who the boss was, and basically the 
boss was Bob Kline with regard to the im
plementation of [Division of] Motor Vehicles. 
So I had an obligation to Kline to make him 
aware Of my reservanons, and I did SUCh. 

O. Was that meeting in Mr, Kimmelman's office 
in response to any complaints by Price Water
house about your criticisms, that you know? 

A. I don't know what the genesis of that meeting 
was. I was told to be there. 

Q {)iri ynll IJnriA'stAnri AltAr thAI mAetina thAt it 

was the consultant, Price Waterhouse, that 
was in control and would say what procedures 
would be followed during the implemenlation 
programming? 

A. I understood very clearly that Price Water
house and [DMV were] calling the shots, and 
that my role was to see to it that they had the 
resources and the wherewithal to be success
ful. 

Meybohm apparently was not completely sub
jugated by Kimmelman. Indeed, PW's Driscoll told 
the SCI that Kimmelman also instructed Meybohm 
to-as Driscoll put it-"hold [PW'sj feet to the fire" 
during the proJect. AS a result, Meybonm adOpted 
a low key approach in attempting to persuade PW 
about his concerns, although he had no control 
over PW's decisions. In a memorandum In No
vember, 1983, Driscoll wrote to then PW project 
manager Levi about an occasion when Meybohm 
tried to advise PW; 

Bob [Meybohmj continues to express con
cern to me (on a confidential, low key basis) 
about the experience level of PW people writ
ing code. He knows they work hard, i.e., long 
hours and weekends, but is concerned that 
they are not working smarter, Not so much 
a problem now, with only 10 programs, four 
people wrltmg code and accessing the ma
chine, but when the comprehensive system 
programming gets underway with 300 plus 
programs ana '15 pIUS start wrlitng code and 



the same computer configuration we have 
today (until J",nUMY, 1985), there could be 
some difficulties arising with response time 
as well as the timetable. Consider this just a 
cautious warning message. 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
CRISIS 

Selection of language 

PW selected the IDEAL programming language 
for the DMV project-a decision that wac to Cause 
serious performance problems for the firm. This 
language was newly released to the public in Oc
tober, 1083, by Applicd Data Research. (A pro
gramming language is computer software which 
is utilized as a tool during the application pro
gramming of a system). After a competitive 
search, SAC had purchased data base software 
for the new DMV system, DATACOM DB, another 
ADR product. SAC also decided to purch",se 
IDEAL as part of a package discount offered to 
the state by ADR since IDEAL was the only "fourth 
generation" I",no"",oe compatible with DATACOM 
DB. SAC later concluded for various reasons that 
IDEAL was no! yet a "mature" enough language 
to "tili7e for it~ various jobs, including the new 
DMV system. PW nonetheless specified in the 
1983 contract that IDEAL was its language choice 
for DMV, IDEAL became available to the project 
for training in January, 1984, and for testing in 
April, 1984 (the testing release being available 
from ADR three months later than SAC had prom
ised PW). 

Although IDEAL is easier to use and maintain 
than less sophisticated programming languages, 
such as COBOL, it is-in computer 
jargon-"inefficient on the hardware." That is, 
IDEAL requires more machine power, or com
puter cycles, in order to keep the processing 
times for transactions within reasonable bounds. 
Its exclusive use Initially In tna DMV project was 
the primary cause of the system's collapse in 
mid-1985. 

The essence of PW's defense of its selection of 
the IDEAL language was that DMV wanted a 
""t"'fA-nf-fhA-art ~y"tAm" and IDEAL was the onlv 
fourth generation programming language that 
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could be used with the data base software that 
had been selected and put into place by SAC. 
Although its contract gave PW authority to select 
any data base software for the new DMV system, 
PW's position was based on what the SCI regards 
as a faulty assumption that a fourth generation 
language is necessary to achieve state-of-the-art 
performance. According to expert testimony at 
the SCI, it is technically naive to say, that "state
of-the-art" means that every component of a sys
tem is at the cutting edge of available technology 
and that there is no room for artful combination 
of both mature and emerging technologies. For 
example, OTIS's Bruce Jones said: 

Fourth generation language is not ap
propriate to all solutions. Fourth generation 
language, at thIs point In tim", c.;ellainly isn't 
appropriate for a system of this size to do the 
kinds of things of the production load of [the 
DMVj system because fourth generation 
languages within the computer are very inef
ficient. They are not intended to be a solution 
to systems of this magnitude. I would venture 
to say you would be hard pressed to find a 
system with this transaction load, with this file 
size, with this kind of requiremonts for over
night updating anywhere else in the country 
using a fourth generation language ... 
Fourth gonora.tion languages are state-of
the-art in terms of people productivity that 
are trying to convert a need to a machine 
solution. But they're not state-nf-thp.-Rrt by 
any stretch of the imagination in terms of 
machine performance or system per
formancA 

PW officials realized that they were assuming 
certain technological risks by utilizing IDEAL. As 
PW's principal, Norman Statland, stated in his 
February 8, 1984, second partner review: 

It should be noted that the key to the success
ful completion of the programming and unit 
testing activities is heavily dependent on use 
of IDEAL as a program report generator, 
which wi/l~hopefully~give us the ability to 
reduce the currently scheduled 15,700 hours 
of programming activity to something under 
10,000 hours. At this point in time, it appears 
that the only Significant problem we could 
have in this engagement is some unexpected 



problems with IDEAL A prototype program 
will be generated and tested in March to de
termine if there are any problems other than 
known limitations present in IDEA L The set 
of restrictions related to use of IDEA L will 
have to be adjusted to by the staff. 

The reference to anticipated reduction of pro
gramming hours relates to one of the major incen
tives available from using IDEAL. Its code could 
automatically perform several steps which a pro
grammer using a less sophisticated language 
would have to perform himself through additional 
instructional coding. Since programmers using 
IDEAL may write shorter programs and in less 
time than would be required with other languages, 
application programming for computer systems 
can be developed faster and at substantially less 
cost. 

These features would not only give the state an 
easier system to maintain but also provide PW 
with certain productivity advantaqes. For exam
ple, the successful use of IDEAL might possibly 
have prevented PW's billings on the project from 
exceeding the contract's $6.5 million cap and also 
might have saved PW from having to devote non
billable resources to the project. Richard Kauf
fman, ADR's vice president, testified that approx
imately 600 customers use IDEAL and that 
surveys of these customers indicated up to a four
fold improvement in productivity for IDEAL over 
less sophisticated, though more mature, pro
gramming languages. 

Driscoll testified at the SCI that PW partners 
John B. Singel, Ranjit R. Advani, Norman Statland 
and himself participated in the PW decision to 
select the IDEAL language. Asked if any of these 
individuals considered whether IDEAL might pre
vent PW billings from exceeding the $6.5 million 
cap, Driscoll testified: 

A. I believe that some people did give some con
sideration to that. 

SCI DEPUTY DIRECTOR CLARK: Do you know 
who? 

A. I don't-I would not-I don't know who specifi
cally, but I know that that was a consideration. 
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Q. That was part of the discussions? 

A. Put on the table, yes. 

Statland testified that programming pro
ductivity savings anticipated by using IDEAL were 
not his own belief but reflected the judgment of 
"others" at PW. 

PW's insistance on using IDEAL for all appli
cation programming until the time when the sys
tem finally proved unworkable was its "Iajor fail
ure. ADR's Kauffman testified that other cus
tomers commonly used a "mix" of tools in their 
applications: 

It's quite common in business data pro
cessing to mix your programming tools or 
programming languages as appropriate. 
Some language in some cases you would de
velop applications where the resource con
sumption was not so great and so it was per
haps more important to have a maintainable 
application or one thflt c(wlri he rip-vR/operi 
more quickly. In other cases there were in
stances where the performance that can be 
achieved with a more primitive language 
might be the mitigating factor that would 
cause you to go that way. 

The Risks Increase 

In a memorandum on April 24, 1984, Statland 

accented PW's early recognition of the risks as
sociated with the use of IDEAL: 

This leads to my other concern, which is the 
proposed total use of IDEA L as the program 
(Jenerator. While IDEAL has many facilities in 
terms of its macro functions, which will help 
with on-line data entry, screen and report 
production, I am concerned that the use of 
IDEA L for the complex processing will make 
it very difficult to debug, particularly because 
of the limited debugging aids that are avail
able with the use of IDEAL. We have agreed 
that we will revisit this question after the beta 
test of the IDEA L program development takes 
place in May. 

These tests in Mayor June, 1984, involved writ
ing a program in both IDEAL and COBOL 



YU'"\Jt'" and comparing the run times. Accord
ing to Statland, me results rev""led that the pro
gram produced with IDEAL code ran 25 to 30 
percent slower than the program prOduced with 
COtlUL code. At tt,,, lillie of the test, this meant 
to PW that a COBOL-based eight-second 
response lime would instead take 10 seconds. In 
any event, tll,,~" figure" included a throe·second 
delay estimated for the statewide communication 
network. However, PW expected to receive a new 
rele""", of IDEAL in the Gummer of 1984 that wOlllri 
reduce this response time. Finally, PW believed 
that the scheduled purChase of a larger computer 
would handle the workload more rapidly. Aut, as 
Sialland testified, PW experienced some surpris
es: 

As it turned out later, we found out that the 
way IDEAL works, the PA2 [testing] monitor 
was unable to give us the complete infor
mation so that some of the overhead pro
ce"sin!Q attached to IDEA L was not included 
In the PA2 statistics. And, therefore. we did 
not have a complete picture 01 what IDEAL 
would do in a real-life environment. Sec-

we ran snmA stress tests [in May of 
1984] ... Now, our stress tests did not reveal 
the Achilles heel, if you will, of IDEAL, which 
was th" way IDEAL handles the use 01 main 
memory within the central processing unit 
under peak load conditions. And what hap
pAns is that IDEAL, essentially, reserves each 
of the program requests for input or output 
data into a slot and as it turned out later it 
actually, in the so-called multi-user facility, 
otherwise called MUF, it keeps it there for an 
average of about up to eight seconds. 

While OTIS' Jones testified that the PA2 monitor 
is universally accepted, OTIS' JoAnn Rue testified 
that PW's methodology prevented it from receiv

important feedback during tests: 

One of the ways a monitor works is by having 
identification characteristics to hang on to. In 
other words, every transaction that comes 
Into the system has a unique identification. 
The way the system was initially put together 

PWj and tested in early stages, you have 
the ability within IDEAL that everything takes 
on a uniform IDEA L transaction identification. 
One of the specific requests that SAC had 
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made to Price Waterhouse was would you 
please break Ur> into unique identification so 
that we can track right down to a specific 
program what is happening. That was re
fusI5!d. And it was refused in the fact that it 
was not done, that there was not time to do 
it. This was not done until much, much later, 
Rnd, in fact was still being requested by SAC 
after the implementation of the project. 

As Statland pointed out, PW eventually dis
covered that an otherwise deSirable ie"lule 01 
IDEAL was contributing to the response time de
lays,-but it did not learn how to cope with this 
problem until June, 1985: 

Ideal has a feature in it cal/ed CBS, which 
sta.nds for compound Boolean selection And 
it's a very nice feature for this system since 
in many cases data is retrieved from the sys
tem under compound conditions which in
clude, let's say, a driver identification as well 
as a vehicle identification. Well, what was not 
dotormined until June nf 1985 was that the 
CBS feature, which is a very time consuming 
and very delaying feature, could be circum
vented by !lSR nf COBOL programs . .. In 
effect, in the remedial program we have done 
just that and that has produced most of the 
significRnf improvement in the run pro
cessing times on the batch side . .. [Since the 
CBS feature need only be used 30% of the 
time] ... you circumvent it the majority or the 
time . .. thus saving a lot of processing time, 
and that's been able to get us to get the batch 
processing time down to the area we were 
searching for. 

On Novemhp.r 2. 1984. Statland noted in a sec
ond partner review the significant problems ex
perienced as a result of PW's use of IDEAL: 

[IDEA L has] proven to be replete with soft
ware bugs and has produced object code 
that is Gomewhat slower than ohject code 
produced by comparable COBOL source 
code. 

Stalland pointed out that considerable time had 
been expended in meeting with ADR personnel 
and iii ru",dng test" to provo that IDEAL was gen
erating "slow-running code." He continued: 



The end result of al/ this is that whatever 
productivity benefits we might have gained 
from the use of IDEAL, which were expected 
to be approximately 25 percent of the time 
spent in coding and unit testing, have bFlFln 
largely diSSipated. 

Limitation of Terminals 

In the area of on-line performance. PW tests 
conducted on November 27 and December 11, 
1984, revealed that as few as 200 active user ter
minals would result in serious response time prob
lems with PW's system using the IDEAL language 
entirely. It should have been clear to all con
cerned, however, that DMV envisioned a system 
with at least 400 direct access user terminals at 
the outset-S69 by the end of 1986. Several hun
dred additional terminals would be part of high
volume networks linking the agencies, law en
forcement, insurance companies and the courts. 
Although the agreement between the state and 
PW does not specify the number of terminals that 
the system must be able to accomodate, DMV's 
Kline testified that the approximate need was well 
known: 

COUNSEL GAAL: 00 you recall what nlJmherR 
were discussed in terms of minimums? 

1\. We ta"<ed about 0 thousand. Four hundred at 
the Division, and then you had some 200 mu
nicipal courts, and then law enforcement. 
You're talking about a thousand terminalo. 

Q. To whom would you have talked about that? 

A. Price Waterhouse partners ... 

Q. From the beginning? 

A. From day one, from day one. 

C). In your mind, there is no dispute? 

A. There is absolutely no question in my mind, or 
"nYUllI" Clrrili"ted with this project, that they 
knew the volume. I mean, to suggest that we 
can only support 200, 220 terminals that we 
are supporting now, wll"" yuu liClve 400 tel
minals in the Division, is absolutely ludicrous. 
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Under questioning by SCI Commissioner 
Greenberg, PW partner Driscoll described the ter
minal issue as of December 10, 1985: 

I don't think there's any question in the mind 
of Price Waterhouse that the number of ter
minals which are available for DMV to do 
business today is inadequate. We haven'! 
questioned that. As a matter of fact, we've 
agreed we're going to improve that situation 
and that's what we're working towards right 
now. 

Driscoll testified that this difficulty arose specifi
cally from the use of the IDEAL programming 
language: 

Well, the core Issue here is that the concern 
for limited availability of terminals results 
from the use of the IDEA L language and that 
limitation, which became apparent only late 
in the game, forces this to become an issue. 

Problems With Terminal Response Time 

ReRponSA time is the time that passes before 
a system provides information on the terminal 
screen to an inquiring user or the time that passes 
before the system accepts lJprlatArl inform"tion 
from a user performing direct on-line mainten
ance. Total response time is the sum of "internal" 
response time and "external" response time. 
Internal response time involves the time it takes 
for the central computer to pick up the transaction 
and process it. External response time involves 
the time it takes for the communications network, 
which links the user terminals to the central com
puter, to transmit and return the data. PW partner 
Driscoll maintained that the programming 
language affects the internal response time and 
not the external response time. According to 
Driscoll, ADR, based on test results, was satisfied 
that the internal response time involving IDEAL's 
working with the data base was reasonable but 
that the network or external response time was 
unsatisfactory. According to OTIS, the external 
response time depended in part on the PW-de
Signed programs and terminal configuration. 

It was DMV's expectation that terminal 
lesfJulIse time for on-line users shOUld be tnree 
to five seconds, whether for inquiry only or for 



maintenance (updating of information). The 1983 
agreement states, rather ambiguouSly, "Both 
[PW] and [SAC] will work to achieve satisfactory 
response time." PW partner Driscoll testified that 
the many variables involved In achieving Ii salis
factory response time prevented contractual com
mitment to a specific figure in seconds: 

COMMISSIONER GREENBERG: 
As we understand it, Motor Vehicles believed it 

was gOing to gel a lI'IIee-to-five-3eeond response 
time on all transactions that were part of your 
enterprise. Is that your understanding? Is that 
what you iJromised to give thom? 

A. We did not promise to give them three to five 
secondo. 

COMMISSIONER GREENBERG: 
What was it? 

A. I would say it would be in the norm of five to 
!':",ven. five to eiqht seconds. 

COMMISSIONER GREENBERG: 
Was it the understanding between you and 

DMV that it would be five to eight seconds and not 
three to five seconds? 

A. No, my understanding IS what Wli:; lhe 
language in the contract, that we had to work 
together to achieve an acceptable response 
time. 

COMMISSIONER GREENBERG: 
And did you? 

A. And this requirement that speCified on May 
20th, 1885, is tho first time that somphody put 
it down on a piece of paper to say that it shou Id 
be three to five seconds. 

, , , 

COMMISSIONFR GREENBERG: 
What was the response time as of May 20th, 

1985? 

A. As of May 20th, the response time is sporadic, 
at best. 

COMMISSIONER GREENBERG: 
What does that mean? 
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A. Sporadic means at certain times you might hit 
lilis but most of the timo you weren't and ",ome 
of the time the response time was in excess 
of a minute or two minutes. 

For several months after the system went on
line DMV personnel performing certain tasks each 
had to utilize two tArminals. This expensive and 
cumbersome system had to be used because the 
slow response times for IDEAL-based trans
actions prAvpnted expeditious movement be
tween different data files through the main 
"menu." Ultimately, reprogramming of the system 
from mEAL to COBOL would eliminate the extra 
terminals. 

Initial Sign-On Delays 

Under questioning by the SCI's Clark, PW's 
Driscoll described another problem with delays in 
initially signing on to the system: 

Q. Now, the terminals in order to come on line 
have to be brouglll tlJrough " sign-on 
procedure, is that correct? 

A. TtH1l'~ ';;Qneet. 

Q. And we've heard information that that takes as 
much aD ton minutes and som"time'l an hour 
for a sign-in to occur. Are you aware of that 
situation? 

A. The signing on procedure with IDEAL 
language is inordinately long. 

Q. And those figures, ten minutes to an hour, are 
an accurate range? 

A. I don't know about an hour but I know the ten 
minutes is not unreasonable. 

PW COUNSEL: All the time? 

A. It varies at different times of the day. There is 
a tast Sign-on proceuul" in which you can put 
a lot of terminals up in the morning before 
everybody shows up but then there are, be
cause of the two terminal aspect, that's the 
best way to describe it, if I want to not have 
two terminals but do the same thing as the two 
te"llillals do separately but do them with only 
with one terminal, that means signing off and 



signing on within that terminal during the day 
::;v I wvulu I,,,ve that waiting time to sign on. 

Q. That would be another justification for using 
two terminals to avoid that delay as well? 

A. That's correct. 

Q. And Price Waterhouse is working on the solu· 
tion to that problem in addition to the others? 

A. That's correct. By taking IDEAL out of the on
line system. we elimiMte the sign-on problem. 

Slow Batch Run Times 

PW staff conducted tests of IDEAL's batch run 
time capabilities in August or September, 1984, 
and determined that, in comparison to COBOL, 
IDEAL run times were 15-20 percent slower. Ac
cording to Joseph Farrelly of ADR, the first time 
that PW was advised by ADR that complete re
liance on IDEAL might not be appropriate was in 
late September, 1984. At least one PW represen
tative realized at an early stage that PW should not 
rely entirely on IDEAL. PW's principal Statland 
wrote in his September 26, 1984, second partner 
review that the project's implementatien schedule 
had slipped, in part as a result of 

use of the IDEAL software which has had 
numerous technical problems associated 
with it during the course of the last few 
months-and now still has some pronounced 
performance problems, which require that all 
110 [input/output] handler activities be rewrit· 
ten in COBOL. .. 

ADR representatives did not communicate their 
early concerns regarding the use of IDEAL for the 
entire application directly to state representatives 
because PW was ADR's primary contact for the 
DMV engagement. It was PW's prerogative to de
Cide how many times to seek ADR's advice, what 
type of assurrances to demand and what course 
to follow based on the ADR response. 

SAC Opposition Overruled 

Increasing recognition of the problems with 
IDEAL caused PW tv try tu st,iH '''::;jJvlIsilJilily for 
resolution of the problems to SAC, which had cer· 
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lain technical support responsibilities. Although 
SAC was required to aooiot in receiving Goftwara 
related problems, the decision to use IDEAL in the 
first instance was-as previously noted-entirely 
PW's. The 19S3 contract stated that SAC "shall 
provide [PWj with ... appropriate software tools, 
as specified by [PW]," including "ADR/IDEAL." 
Indeed, PW's decision, which was supported by 
PrOject Manager Kline of DMV, overruled SAC's 
advice to use the more mature, though less soph· 
isticated COROI rrnommmino ;'mglJ:.gA 

When PW finally realized that its reliance on 
IDEAL created severe performance problems, it 
adopted the simplistic position-in the view of this 
Commission-that if IDEAL was part of the techni
cal support for the project, and SAC was respon
sible for technical support, then SAC should be 
responsible for any problems with IDEAL. This 
posture ignores two key facts: PW made the de
cision, against SAC's recommendation, to utilize 
IDEAL in a complex ground breaking application, 
and PW assumed the role of the primary contact 
party with I DEAL's creator, ADR. 

A review of IDEAL by SAC in March, 1984, 
caused SAG to deter use of IDEAL for Its own non· 
DMV projects. Even PW partner Driscoll, in a letter 
to Kline on March 30, 1984, acknowledged the 
validity Of SAC's concern: 

ADR had made representations as to certain 
software features and functions which, in fflct, 
do not exist in the installed software but are 
scheduled for delivery in future versions. A 
few of these yet to be delivered features and 
functions are technically significant, and give 
rise to justifiable concern on the part of SAC 
as well as PW. 

. . . 
Quite naturally, SAC is reluctant to rely com
pletely on software which lacks risk free stab
ility and could be operationally disruptive, 
when it has a lower risk option 01 dOing busi
ness using existing software. Therefore, the 
deciSion to defer further ADR software in· 
stallation is based upon technieal reasoning 
as well as business judgment on their part. 

SAC had advised PW find DMV to U3e the more 
mature COBOL language instead of IDEAL. Kline 



however, overruled the State's technical experts 
in deference to thA Rt"te'~ outside vendor, PW, 
which assured the project manager that any defi
ciencies could be overcome, As Driscoll's March 
:iO letter insisted: 

The use of IDEAL as the programming 
languagA i.~ moM important from the stand
point of the significant productivity gains an
ticipated during the coding and testing 
phases of the system development process, 
At this time, PW is satisfied, the uncertainties 
associated with the use of IDEAL represent 
an acceptable risk when measured against 
the significance of the potential benefits, We 
believe SAC management understands the 
basis for PW's decision and does not dis
agree with our judgment regarding the 
planned use of IDEAL in the development of 
the On-line System. 

Contrary to Driscoll's statement that SAC ac
quiesced in the PW judgment concerning IDEAL, 
the SCI's investigative record demonstrates that 
SAC disagreed and was being ignored for the 
most part by client partner Driscoll and engage
ment partner Advani of PW, In any event, tests of 
IDEAL by SAC in April, 1984, crystalized its op
position to the use of IDEAL, but PW and DMV 
failed to heed SAC's further warnings, The SAC 
tests confirmed that IDEAL-based programs took 
four times as many computer resources as 
COBOL-based programs to perform the same 
functions. SAC's Meybohm testified, under ques
tioning by SCI Commissioner Paul Alongi, that he 
reported hiS concerns based on theSe test results 
to officials at PW and DMV: 

COMMISSIONER ALONGI. 
Did you talk to anyone at Price Waterhouse or 

at the DMV about the use of I DEAL now? 

A. Yes, I did, 

COMMISSIONER ALONGI: 
And who did you talk with? 

A I have had extended conversations with Mr. 
Driscoll, and I have detailed my reservations 
on the use of IDEAL in this environment. 

DEPUTY DIRECTOR CLARK: Did you talk to 
people at DMV concerning these tests? 
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A, Yes, And then I scheduled a meeting and had 
a meeting with Kline and Cox from jDMVj and 
expressed similar reservations on the use of 
IDEAL. 

Q. And then were you going to DMV and Price 
Waterhouse with that information in an effort 
Lv lJonvinc.e thenl a/~o not to use it? 

A, That's correct. 

Q. When you spoke to Mr. Driscoll, did he in
dicate whether he was persuaded? 

A, I obviously didn't persuade him. 

Q, Did Mr. Kline or Ms. Cox indicate that they 
would attempt to persuade Price Waterhouse 
not to use IDEA L? 

A. No, I think they listened to me, they listened 
to me very attentively, they listened to my 
rationale and my reasons, and basically they 
said that, you know, but they would have to 
defer the final opinion to Price Waterhouse 
who in turn were their experts who they have 
hired to do thiS proJect. 

• • * 

Q. If you had been in charge of implementing the 
DMV computer system, your deCision would 
have been not to use the IDEAL language; is 
that correct? 

A, That's correct. 

Q. And in effect you were trying to persuade the 
people who did have control of the implemen
iation that they should 61130 not uac IDEAL; ie 
that correct? 

A. That's correct. 

COMMISSIONER ALONGI: 
To the best of your knowledge, had Price 

Waterhouse used IDEAL any time before this? 

A, To the best of my knowledge, they had not. 
IDEAL was a brand-new product. 

COMMISSIONER ALONGI: 
So you had experience over them already with 

IDEAL. 



A We had a little bit of experience with IDEAL. 
As I said, we had acquired it and we worked 
with it and tested with it. I sent some people 
to training and we trained some of my pro
fessionals on it. They in turn came back and 
wrote some programs. We evaluated the per
formance of those programs, and it was based 
on those evaluations that I came to the con
clusion that it was not appropriate for our en
vironment. Now, let me qualify something. I 
think probably IDEAL and languages like 
IDEAL are the things of the future. I think that 
someday IDEAL will be an excellent product. 
What I'm really saying is at this particular point 
in time, in my professional judgment, IDEAL 
was not mature enough for the environment 
that Price Waterhouse wanted to use it. 

DEPUTY DIRECTOR CLARK: How many times did 
you talk to Mr. Driscoll about these concerns? 

A. On a number of occasions, but when it comes 
right down to it, there was one occasion where 
w., s.,t aside a meeting to discuss Inat one 
particular subject. 

Q. How would you characterize that discussion, 
as an argument? 

A. No. It's a very open-ended type of (). die 
cussion. Now, understand here and this is 
a-this is a professional judgment call and be
cause I might-yoLi know, the circumstances, 
you know, it's all very easy to have 20-20 hind
sight. In this particular case I happened to be 
right. I cOllld have heen 1 nn pArr.Ant wrona 
also. So I mean this was a professional dis
cussion amongst qualified professionals. Price 
Waterhouse had a different opinion. Price 
Waterhouse's opinion was based on-they 
had their opinion. They were talking directly 
with ADR. They had their own consultants who, 
you know, are highly qualified technicians who 
had talked with ADR. They were convinced in 
their opinion that this was not only prudent and 
practical, but appropriate direction for them to 
go, an appropriate direction for [DMVJ. 

* * * 

Q. And Mr. Driscoll assured you that he would be 
able to make the IDEA L language work; is that 
correct? 
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A. No. He didn't really say that. He listened and 
so on and so forth, and then he gave me some 
of his side of the story. I mean when we got 
all finished, it wasn't necessarily the shoo!out 
at the O.K. Corral. 

Q. There was no acrimony . .. 

A. No. Uh, no. 

COMMISSIONER ALONGI: 
WI,,,l w"'" tile reoul[, ttlOugll, of the meeting? 

A. Well, the net result is that the-a technical 
decision wos mode on the par! of ['rice Water
house to go and implement a Motor Vehicles 
system with IDEAL. So from there they 
to writo programe uoing tho IDEAL language' 
and they have basically written Motor Vehicles' 
system using the IDEAL language. 

* * * 

DEPUTY DIRECTOR CLARK: Did you provide writ
ten results of those tests to Mr. Driscoll? 

A. No. 

Q. Did he ask lor them? 

A. No. 

Q. Did you offer them? 

A. No .... the idea was to convince him what I 

had said; number one, make him aware that 
in my professional judgment I was not going 
to uoc IDEAL for tho SAC data center, and, 
secondly, I thought that he was putting ... 
Price Waterhouse, Division of Motor Vehicles, 
Department of Law and Public Sah,ty and the 
State in jeopardy by using IDEAL for the im
plementation for this grandiose project. 

Q. And you expressed it to him in exactly that 
way? 

A. Exactly. 

Othor IDEAL Deficiencies 

Meybohm testified about further details of his 
assessment of the IDEAL language during his 
conversations with PW's Driscoll and DMV's Kline 
and Cox: 



· .. I'm on record having two discussions, one 
with Price W8ferhou.~'" I.ort onl'! with Division 
of Motor Vehicles management, and it seems 
like it gets buried that we only talked about 
performance. and I want to go on record it 
was more than performance. Index pro
cessing was one [thing discussed]. 

Index processing is a function of the DATACOM 
DB system software which allows storage of perti
nent data along with the index that facilitates ac
cess to the general data base. Meybohm ex
plained that he opposed the use of IDEAL in part 
because it would not support index processing, a 
feature which significantly reduces the amount of 
searches of the entire data base necessary to ob
tain limited answers from the system. Meybohm 
continued: 

A. Secondly, IDEAL did not support a computer
to-computer interface. Now, why is that im
portant? That is important in the sense that the 
environment at SAC had to support more than 
just DMV. Ttlal w,,~ nul a DMV stand-alone 
environment. So our environment at many of 
the counties had their own county computers, 
and the [police] terminals up in Dergen County 
interfaced with the Bergen County computer, 
[which] in turn, interfaced with the State com
puter. 80, in other word3, behind thot Bergen 
County computer you might have 50, 60, 70 
local municipalities in Bergen County, sheriff's 
offioe.. and IDEAL did not support that inter
face where it was a computer to a computer. 

DEPUTY OIRF(;TOR (;1 ARK' Anrl you rliRcuRRed 
that with Mr. Driscoll ... the person from Price 
Waterhouse? 

A. That's correct. 

Q. And with Ms. Cox and Mr. Kline from DMV? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And you specfftcally rememoer diSCUSSing 
those three things, the performance, the index
ing and the interfacing? 

A. Yes. There's more. 

* * * 
Q. Go ahead. 

A. IDEAL, and my statement to them prefacing all 
of thi", in oth"" worrl", what I really said was 
that IDEAL was not a mature enough software 
product for this environment, and this environ
ment was the SAC environment. 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week ... [Also] the fact that 
it did not-for an application development en
vironment, IDEAL had no backup and re
covery capability ... That particular version [of 
IDEAL] that was available at that time did not 
support logging and error recovery and 
backup and restart ... That's a lack of func
tionality within the product from an operational 
standpoint that caused me to make a decision 
that I would not use it in my environment. 

Q. And you communicated a/l these factors to Mr. 
Driscoll? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And all these factors to Ms. Cox and Mr. Kline? 

A. Yes. 

SAC's JoAnn Rue described still another factor 
which Meybohm testified he di"cuR""rl with 
Driscoll, Kline and Cox: 

IDEA L did not support sequential processinq. 
It only supported random processing. [With 
IDEA LJ you could go through the file one re
cord after the next, but each time you would 
have to go out [to the data disk] and get that 
record and bring it back in, rather than get
ting a group of records which now saves you 
an enormous amount of time. And that 
[feature] was very important to me, along with 
the index processing, .. 

DMV's Kline confirmed that he had received 
warnings from SAC's Meybohm about the use of 
the IDEAL language. Under questioning by SCI 
Counsel Gaal, Kline testified: 

Q. At any time dId you get any Indications or rtfu 
flags or concerns expressed by SAC or OTIS 
people? 

A. About what specifically? 

Q. About anything in connection with the project, 
that there may be programming problems, 



there might be response time problems, there 
might be support problems. 

A. The only thing-there was nothing specific. 
What SAC and Mr. Meybohm, who really was 
tne most Involved, spOKe about was tne tact 
that IDEAL was a fourth generation language 
and he was reluctant to use it throughout Sys
tems and Communication which supported 
State Police and other agencies and that he 
would want to see it in operation before he 
would go to tila\. It was a profession,,1 upirriorr 
that he had with no hard basis in evidence to 
support not using it. And because we were 
paying Price Waterhouse millions of doliars for 
this, both Director Snedeker and I decided that 
they were the consultant and we would go with 
their expertise and listen to them. 

In September, 1984, after a number of batch 
run programs had been written by PW using the 
IDEAL language, SAC conducted some tests to 
compare batch run programs written in IDEAL 
and COBOL. SAC's JoAnn Rue described the 
batch program tests and her recommendation to 
reprogram the high volume programs. 

A. We did that COBOL program in a couple of 
ways. There was no question ... that the dif
ference in time was significant, was very sig
nificant ... The difference in time was such 
that if we used ADR's most efficient processing 
mAthnn ["""luAntl,,1 prnCAssing]. which we 
already established that IDEAL could not use, 
the internal time within the machine I think 
came out to something like seven seconds to 
process these 300,000 records was all it took. 
If we used the random method [used by 
IDEAl], but. again, using random in COBOL 
the internal time within the machine, ... [it] 
was somewhere in the 20-second range in
ternally to process 300,000 records. The 
internal time to process with IDEAL came out 
in the minutes time frame. So when I say there 
was a significant difference, we went from 
some number of seconds up to over a minute. 

DEPUTY DIRECTOR CLARK: And this information 
was available to Price Waterhouse? 

A. It was available to Price Waterhouse and to 
ADR. We demonstrated to ADR people, who 
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were brought on Site for the purpose of this 
demonstration, how much faster we could pro
cess in COBOL than we could in IDEAL 

Rue further testified that PW's Advani and 
others had the Intormatlon. I he questioning con
tinued: 

Q. lind from IIDR who had it? 

A. From ADR the person that was sent to lead the 
ADR team was a person by the name of Lee 
Adamski, with their CICS expert. It was fol
lowed up later by ADR which sent in one of 
thAir "flAci"li7p.n flAnplA from D"lIas 

Q. Now, whose recommendation was it to repro
gram the {high volume] programs? 

A, Are you talking about on record to Price 
Waterhouse? 

Q. Yes. 

A. I certainly said It during all 01 those diS
cussions. 

Q. You said it? 

A. I said it at those discussions ... 

Q. And what was the response from Price Water
house? 

A. Response at that time was there are other 
things going on in the machine, that ADR was 
going to come in and do something with the 
way you could read records in IDEAL, so forth 
and so on. 

Limitations of IDEAL Ignored 

PW also attempted to shift responsibility for the 
limitations of the IDEAL language to ADA. PW 
contp.ndAd it was advised of problems "late in the 
game" and that SAC and ADR were responsible 
for resolving the problems. 

PW personnel determined that any drawbacks 
involving IDEAL or other ADR software utilized on 
the project could be overcome throuQh close con
sultation with ADR representatives. Meetings were 



held on May 21 and 22, 1984, with ADR represen
tatives, including CEO John Bennett, to discuss 
alleged technical problems with ADR software and 
10 solidify ADR technical support during the 
course of the project DMV's Kline testified al the 
SCI that he sought assurances from PW at the 
conclusion of one of those meetings: 

, , , I remember in the parking lot speakmg 
to Mr, Driscoll, and I said to him, "Now, are 
we all right, I mean, is this what you wanted, 
you're the consultant, now, consUlf, or should 
we be looking somewhere else and be doing 
something else," and he assured me this is 
fine and everything Is going tu /)Ii uk"y . .. 

In a letter, dated February 19, 1985, to Alfred 
Bocil":;",, tilen manager of GAC'~ Criminal JU3tice 
Information Center, Joseph W. Farrelly, ADR's 
vice and director of research and de
velopment, referred to the discussion at a meeting 
in DMV Deputy Director Kline's office in Decem-

1984: 

It is my understanding that the state is very 
much concerned with the capacity of ADR's 
. , . products to handle " 1""0':' network of 
approximately 400 terminals running several 

that are scheduled for im
p/Amf'lnIRfinn during 1985. 

* * * 

We a/ AUH have been aware 01 this requirli
men! since in 1984 through discussions 
with both Stala 01 New Jersey and Price 
Waterhouse ADR has expressed 
tile concern that the state will be among the 
first customers to attempt such a workload 
using IDEAL fJlUyrams, and that Ihere il$ ril$k 
of shortfalls in planned system performance 
associated with being among the first. 

* * * 

The question remains . .. as to whether the 
new {re/aase 01 IDEAL} will perform accep

the summer, and ADR remains un
able to provide a definitive answer to this 

In there are many other 
variables that impact system performance 
which are beyond ADR's scope of activity and 
responsibility . .. Thus, ADR will never be III 
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a position to provide guarantees regarding 
the performance of the State's entire appli
cation. 

The SCI found a transcript of a technical meet
ing between representatives of PW and ADR at 
ADR's Dallas facility between January 11-13, 
1984. The transcript demonstrated that even at 
that early date PW expressed Its deSire 10 use 
IDEAl. The transcript also confirmed that ADR 
had pOinted out at the time the trade-offs of using 
IDEAL and the compleXities associated wilil 
IDEAl. ADR representatives clearly confirmed, 
according to the transcript, that the development 
of IDEAL would be a gradual process. 

Farrelly stated that on September 25, 1984, he 
and others from ADR assembled willi PW partners 
and other employees at the Hyatt Regency in West 
Windsor for a breakfast meeting. Farrelly recalled 
he told PW's representatives that if PW intended 
to use IDEAL exclusively for the DMV system pro
gramming, "This meeting should end right now." 
A,; a (;uIIsequellce of those discussions, ADR ar
ranged lor PW personnel to receive training in the 
COBOL language. This training is added evidence 
that ADR tried to convince PW not to use IDEAL 
exclusively on the project. Further, in a com
munication dated September 29, 1984, from 
ADR'" Jeffrey Worthington to Patrick Magee of 
ADR, Worthington described IDEAL-Io-COBOL 
reprograming recommendations provided to PW. 

PW was initially reluctant to embark on a repro
gramming course because, according to PW testi
mony, it was unsure whether there was sufficient 
time to rewrite part of the application using a dif
ferent programming tool. The record indicates, 
however, that PW would have s~w"rI th" "tate and 
itself tremendous effort and expense-and public 
discomfit as well-had it begun the rewrite work 
when warnings were first sounded. 

SAC's primary liaison with ADR, JoAnn Rue, 
testified as to the cireumst;mr.A~ "",rounding later 
warnings from ADR representatives: 

DEPUTY DIRECTOR CLARK: When is the fln;t 
time thaI anyone ever can recall ADR sounding 
any warnings about the entire use of IDEAL? 

* * * 



A. The earliest I remember was after the large 
niqhttime testinq that took place, and that was 
November, I believe it was the November time 
frame of 1984. And it was after that, and to be 
more specific, after SAC presented to ADR 
and to Price Waterhouse their interpretation of 
how well that testing had gone, and by that I 
mean their interpretation, we asked-we ident
ified what transactions we had seen in the ma
chine while that testing was taking place ... We 
were able to put a response time, average 
response times to those transactions, and it 
was on the presentation of that information 
and a subsequent test that took place after, 
that was the first, that I heard ADR make any 
kind of warning statements. 

* * * 
Q. And to whom [was] this concern expressed? 

A. It was expressed to all parties in the room at 
the time, which included SAC people and 
Price Waterhouse people. 

Q. Who from Price Waterhouse? 

A. Ran Advani was there, Steve Clifford was 
there, Rick Harris was there, and I cannot re
member at this point who else might have 
been there. 

ADR viewed its IDEAL customers as pioneers 
in the use of state-of-the-art software. At the time 
il :;011.1 IDEAL lu lile ,;lal" for u"" 0" lile DMV 
project, as subsequently requested by PW, ADR 
had no data to indicate that even 400 terminals 
could be supported by IDCAL software. ADR 
emphasized that it never sold IDEAL as a per
formance product for the user, but rather sold it 
03 0 development tool. ADR WOOl not 0 designer 
of custom software for use in a specific appli
cation. IDEAL was an "off the shelf" product offer
ing generalized solutions to requirements com
monly encountered in data processing. The terms 
of ADR's contract with the state and the amount 
of compensation it received indicate that ADR's 
role was intended to be limited. 

PW recognized the gradual upgrading aspect of 
ADR's advanced software, a weak spot which PW 
built into the foundation of its DMV system, as 
PW's Driscoll noted on his correspondence with 
Kline: 
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It should also be painted out, the concerns 
which SAC has raised regarding the features 
and functions referred to previously which 
are not yet available, can only be corrected 
by ADA. They cannot be addressed by SAC 
technical staff without the specific expertise 
and exclusive knowledge of ADA support 
staff. 

PW placed too much emphasis on upcoming 
programming language developments as the solu
tion to problems with the system, according to 
ADR's Vice President, Richard Kauffman: 

The technical people with Price Waterhouse 
were very much advised that their implemen
tation and our implementation schedules 
were quite different and that there was no 
reason for them to believe that we would get 
certain things that they would like to see in 
our product put there at the time that they 
would [like to] receive it. 

ADR viewed the IDEAL language as a sophisti
cated but complex tool. Its users would have to 
be knowledgeahle enough to delerminA where il 
could be used with best advantage after consider
ing a multitude of variables, including the volume 
of transactions. the number of terminals. the size 
of the central processing unit, the particular appli
cation system, the telecommunication lines to be 
used, the tool environment in which the system 
would run and the operating system within the 
computer. ADR's Farrelly described the uncertain 
situation within which PW was, to the state's detri
ment, content to operate with total reliance on 
IDEAL: 

Q. Did you understand what the problem was? 

A. We did not have detailed information about the 
application that was being built around our 
product. However, we were aware of the per
formance characteristics of the application 
and, therefore, we knew how it was functioning 
or operating. 

COMMISSIONER GREENBERG: 
Well, that's not the answer. What was the prob

lem? Were there not problems, more than one 
problem? 



A. The general problem was that the system 
wasn't performing fast enough. My hesitancy, 
if I'm not being direct enough, is [ascribing] 
the problem to I DEAL or the application. ADR 
made the product IDEAL and sold the product 
IDEAL to the State of New Jersey. We had 
nothing to do with the application. We had no 
responsibilities for developing the application. 

COMMISSIONER GREENBERG: 
You knew what it was going to be used for, 

didn't you, Mr. Farrelly? 

A. Very generally we knew it was to be used by 
[DMV], but ttl'" "1J"'C;ifi(;s of building such an 
application is always done by our Clients. It's 
not done by ADR directly. We just give a prod
u(;;l and it':> like a tool to build things with. 

CRISES AND CORRECTIVE 
ACTION 

"Functional Success But Technical 
Compromise" 

PW finally recognized that complete reliance on 
IDEAL would produce a system that it euphem
istically characterized 8" " "ftmr:tiom,1 success but 
a technical compromise." PW therefore proposed 
to DMV, on January 8, 1985, a "modified system 
implAmAntl'ltion approach." Under this approach 
certain on-line inquiry-only users at DMV offices 
would be switched to the COBOL-based inquiry 
mechanism being utilized by certain outside users 
of the system. Meanwhile, the number of terminals 
capable of performing on-line updating trans
actions programmed in the IDEAL language would 
be limited to 200 (an "initial compromise," PW 
noted). In addition, certain programs in the new 
system would be reprogrammed in COBOL. Fi
nally, implementation dates for two "non-core" 
functions-driver rehabilitation subsystem and 
compulsory insurance and security responsibility 
subsystem-would be delayed from September 1 
to November 1, 1985. 

PW Sought More Money 

For "dealing with and compensating for the 
technical problem:; if! IDEAL" ""u in anticipation 
of work to be done "in accordance with the 
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proposed approach," PW requested "additional 
compensation authorization" for up to $600,000 
for fees and out-of-pocket expenses "at the ap
proved rates in effect for the project." The request 
for additional funds was properly denied by 
DMV's Kline. He did accept other aspects of the 
"modified" approach but reserved the state's 
rights under its contract with PW, including 
withholding acceptance Of the system lor warranty 
purposes, "until the limitation of terminals is lifted 
or mutually resolved," Since the DMV system was 
the only Sizable project utilizing IDEAL, Ii,,,, "genGY 
was, in the words of a more circumspect Kline, a 
"guinea pig" in this new software's development. 
(PW's r"'llu",sl for more money and DMV's denial 
will be reviewed later). 

rw belatedly recognized tho extent of the prob
lems resulting from exclUSive use of the IDEAL 
language and agreed in November, 1984, to use 
the COBOL language for certain major batch pro
grams. The IDEAL-based application programs 
were supposed to process all of the new trans
action information submitted by som .. 50 DMV 
agenCies on a daily basis. Despite PW's repro
gramming efforts, a substantial batch backlog de
veloped as new sllhsystAms were brought on line 
in early 1985. The processing (run) times of cer
tain progams still coded in IDEAL were too long 
to "lIow complete updating of the data base to 
occur every night. 

Computer Crisis Jolts Public 

By mid-May, 1985, the system's inability to per
form as promised reached notoriOUS proportions. 
Terminals were limited, nightly batch updating of 
files was impossible, response time to terminal 
users was nowhere near the desired 3-5 seconds, 
access to different SUbsystem files w"" 
cumbersome, users were delayed in signing on to 
the system each day, and duplicate terminals 
were required to allow DMV employees to ex
peditously switch from file to file. By September, 
1985, there were transaction backlogs exceeding 
1.4 milliu", "",ady 1 million more than the planned 
backlog neceSSitated by the conversion of the 
agjlncies from the old data base to the new data 
base. Transactions that were "batchod" from the 
agencies could not be processed in the nightly 
"window of time" available for the insertion of data 
from the batched tranoaetions into the central 
computer. 



This so-called "unprocessed transaction" 
backlog was finally reduced to 100,000 by Decem
ber 3, 1 985, primarily as a result of recoding cer
tain "work horse" programs from IDEAL into 
COBOL, and has been eliminated. At the time, 
however, it created chaotic conditions for DMV, 
the motoring public and police because current 
informAtion WAS not in thp. ~y~tp.m, p.vp.n tholJOh 

members of the public were able to walk out of 
agencies with documents retecting their DMV 
transactions. The old DMV system had at least 
processed this information every week. 

Another backlog involving "error corrections" 
also developed. Rigorous "edits", which are de
sirable when realistic, had been programmed into 
the system, By means of such edits a transaction 
containing information contradicting facts already 
in the data base would be temporarily held apart 
in an error correction file until the information 
could be corrected or reconciled, Diligent inquiry 
of the data system and recognition and correction 
of discrepancies at the agencies did not take 
place when the new system was first im
plemented, According to PW's Driscoll, this re
sulted In part from the state's delaying until Sep
tember, 1985, full implementation 01 data access 
capability at the agencies, after the new central 
system software had been implemented by PW, 
In addition, nowever, PW's system design re
quired greater than expected supervision and 
training of agency employees (the responsibility of 
DMV and SAC) in order to de,,1 will, Ihe erru'''' "I 
the agency level and avoid the error backlog at 
DMV Central. 

The reasons for the error backlog were concise
ly summarized by OTIS' Bruce Jones, under ques· 
tlonlng by tI'e SCI'", CI",k: 

Q, We've talked about the fact that there are error 
files, and that those tiles are created when 
data is shunted off by the system to the error 
files on account of edit criteria being too 
stringent, and I have the concern as to whether 
the deSign, the specific designs of the Price 
Waterhouse system, created such large error 
files or were responsible for it. 

A, Yes, they were, but it's a shared responsibility, 
In retrospect, it seems to me to have been a 
system that was built without a lot of searching 
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questions or a lot of conscience, It was the 
ultimate system in terms of [an attempt to ob
tain] clean data, however, it had little regard 
for the people that had to operate that system, 
end the ways that you would resolve those 
kinds of problems and the labor effort necess
ary to do that, the procedures necessary to do 
th"t with thp. J1p.nJ1lp. Ih"t "rp. oJ1p.r"ting it in the 
field, , , I don't think the system was realistical· 
Iy designed, I don't think it had enough input 
from the people in the agenCies, 

PW's Driscoll testified that 60 to 70 percent of 
the error backlog was to be eliminated mechan
ically by using the computer to retrieve cross
referenced files to match information and make 
corrections, He further testified that the balance 
would be eliminated by calling up the transactions 
at DMV and making judgments as to what infor
mation must be changed, PW's planned contribu· 
tion to the elimination of the error backlog was to 
modify the on-line portion of the new system to 
allow better response times and the addition of 
more terminals devoted to correcting errors. PW 
was to relax some noncritical edits or cross refer
ences so that certain data which previously would 
have been edited out and placed In the error Tile 
would get into the new system, 

Rey",tlillY tI,,,, f.!,ubl",", vf ,;Ivw ''''''f.!Vll'''''' till'''' 
for the on-line system, PW opted to recode some 
of the programs in COBOL and to "rearchitect" 
the on-line system, nearchitecting involves re
design of the programs to provide more efficient 
access to various subsystems, To aid in the repro
gramming, "orono-compiler" software wos ob 
tained which automatically converted IDEAL· 
based applications into COBOL, This software 
produced some immediate efficiencies during the 
remedial effort. 

COMPUTER FAILURE'S HUGE 
COSTS 

During the height of the computer cnSIS, by 
letter of August 15, 1985, J,F, Williams of PW 01-
fered to move ahead with a year-long IDEAL-to
COBOLlDL-conversion program in return for ad
ditional compensation ot $625,000-$750,000, In a 
strongly worded reply on August 26, 1985, then 



First Assistant Attorney General Michael R. Cole 
demanded that rw "commit to remedy the systom 
and to put it into proper working order in ac
cordance with the contract and at your [PW's] 
expense, and in the circumstances to replace 
IDEAL language with COBOL language." 

In a response to Cole, dated August 30, 1085, 
PW agreed to undertake the remedial project, and 
to pay for it. The PW letter said that: 

... We commit to "remedy the system 
expeditiously," within the terms and con
rJitians af our existing contract with the 
Division. Under this commitment, we are 
prepared to replace the IDEA L language with 
CODOL language at our expense. [Emphasis 
added] 

From all Indications, according to the SCI re
cord, PW's computer fiasco has become a multi
million-dollar headache. To correct problems with 
on-line system response times, help reduce the 
error backlog and redesign, reprogram and test 
the new system, PW has had to employ at least 
one partner (for 3ubstantial part timo work), a 
couple of outside consultants and several full-time 
PW staffers. PW also hired Pinkerton Computer 
Servicc3 and Trccoom to perform extensive 
COBOL programming under PW supervision. In 
all, remedial costs to PW alone are estimated at 
least at $2 million to date. Sooner or later the st"t" 
and PW must negotiate acceptance procedures 
and criteria for the repaired system. 

Increased Hardware Costs 

As previously noted, the $6.5 million contract 
covered only estimated software needs and ex
cluded hardware costs which the state was to as
sume. Hardware was to be puchased by SAC ac
cording to PW's specifications of its computer sys
tem's needs. As of October 16, 1985, the cost of 
all hardware utilized to run the system had ranged 
up to $5.8 million, already In excess of estimates 
even though additional hardware still had to be 
purchased. Whatever the ultimate total cost of the 
DMV project, it can be stated without question that 
PW's implementation performance Imposed a 
severe added-cost burden on the State. 
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Increased Central Computer Costs 

While it Is difficult to specify hOw mucn ad
ditional hardware expense will be attributable to 
PW's work, the SCI's record pOints to some ob
ViOUS added-cost areas. One of lhese Is the 

drastic increase in cost of the system's central 
processing unit (CPU), the capacity of which de
termines how fast im;lru(;liu!Il; U' l. ,,"saction5 re
quired by the system's users can be handled. 
(Such capacity is measured in "MIPS," millions of 
inslru(;liuII:; J.I"" secolld). Although PW originally 
estimated, In April, 1984, that its system would 
require a CPU capacity of 7.5 to 10 MIPS, It nar
rowed this requirement in September, 1084, to 
from 7.6-8.4 MIPS. As it turned out, however, a 
CPU of at least double the minimum capacity orig
inally called for by PW has proven necessary to 
operate the system effectively-at an additional 
hardware cost to the State of about $3 million. 

PW's initial processing capacity estimates led 
SAC to purchase a 16-MIP CPU to cover both 
DMV n""os. AS projected at the time by PW, and 
SAC's other processing needs. However, It be
came apparent, as noted, that PW had under
estimated the required DMV central processinq 
capacity. Thus OTIS-SAC is acquiring another 
central processing unit dedicated solely to DMV 
usage. Some excess capacity is expected with this 
acquisition but most of the added MIPS capability 
need over and above PW's Initial prOjections can 
be attributed directly to PW's design. The ad
ditional cost for this, therefore, can also be 
blamed on PW. 

Excessively large hardware costs, particularly 
to handle massive central processing functions, 
were due to PW's reliance on a central processing 
system rather than a "distributive" proceSSing sys
tem. SAC had already adopted the distributive 
format in its previous computerization work for 
DMV and elsewhere but, as previously noted, its 
technical Input into the PW operation was arbi
trarily restricted. Bruce Jones, OTIS deputy ad
ministrator, testified that such an acceptable 
alternative was ignored by PW: 

The Motor Vehicle agencies today have mini
computers in residence. These mini-com
puters have capacity to contain logiC and per
form deciSions on data and produce 811 or rne 



business of the Motor Vehicle agencies 
without bothering a central processing unit. 
The design that [PW] chose to pursue said, 
"No, we're not going to use that tool which 
Is out there, we're just going to forward it all 
and let the central processing unit do it," 
which in fact is a waste of resources which 
exist today in the Motor Vehicle agencies. 
The systems that are out there are called 
D.P.S. 6s. 

TheY're a Honeywell minI-computer. They are 
not being utilized to anywhere near their ca
pacity, not even close. They're probably 
,,/Juul (iv", p",{r.;",nl [ulili"",r}, Cli (/'''' /:i"m", lim",] 
we had a central processing unit that was 
being driven at over a hundred percent 
[capacity,] and we needled] more. 

Jones described why he felt that PW should 
have designed a "distributive processing" system 
instead of one relying entirely on central pro
cessing: 

It's my conclusion that [the old system] 
worked and the basic concept which they 
were using, which we call distributive pro
cessing, was the right way to go. Distributive 
processing means that at each of those agen
cies you had a mini-computer which housed 
some of the logic, some of the program which 
allowed that agency to do its business auton
omous of the central processing unit . .. That 
is a concept that was really ahead of its time 
when they started to implement that, because 
what that does, it builds a system so that you 
don't have all your response time failures due 
to everything trying to come into the central 
office. You don't have line contention. Every 
screen, for instance, that's generated out in 
the Motor Vehicle agency, (the screen is the 
thing that comes up and tells the operator "to 
do a license fill in these blanks") in the old 
system that data, the words that were on the 
screen were stored right there, there at the 
agency on rhar mlnl-compurer. Ar rne end or 
the day it had an ability to dump all its files 
into the central processing unit and you had 
better ~udi( tr~ils by doing it IfIClt w~y. TIr", 
[PWj design flaw, I think, was taking that 
mini-computer, turning it into what we call a 
dumb (e(mindl wit" flO logic . '" /lousing 
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everything at the central processing units. 
And now when Ille central proces/no unit is 
down or slow, it affects everybody. So when 
I say I think it has to be done over, I say that 
it's a violation of what was there prior to [PWI 
coming in. That was the right, right way 10 go 
Thai's the way technology is still moving 
today, to distribute function out at the site, not 
to do it all in one big central place. 

Jones estimated at the SCI that the additional 
expense of "having to take what was intended to 
be a turnkey system and analyze it for its 
lems and assist in the" correction of those prob
lems would amount 10 "several million dollars." 

In addition to the added costs noted above, 
DMV';; FY1987 buLly!;!l requ!;!sl c~lls for $2 mllllo" 
to conduct a "Business System Planning Study" 
to identify priorities and service levels 
for the "ret~il" operations concept envisioned by 
the current attorney general, W. Cary Edwards, 
and to redesign and recode the software for a 
"distrlbutive"-type system. rinally, another $3 
million is in the proposed budget to augment the 
Honeywell hardware in the agencies, that OTIS's 
Jones testified had boon ignorod in tho PW 
of the new system. 

Increased Cost for Data Storage 

A computer system's hard disk storage ca
pacity Is expressed in "gigabytes." PW originally 
estimated DMV's storage needs to be 16 
gigabytes in March, 1984. To satisfy more than a 
minimal requirement, SAC ordered hardware to 
provide 20 gigabytes of on-line storage. In Sep
tember, 1984, PW's revised capacity planning 
study showed that the system's storage needs had 
increased to 30-35 gigabytes. PW's revised esti
mate called for the purchase of additional hard
ware costing between $800,000 and $1 million 
more than had been planned. 

Increased OTIS Personnel and Consultant 
Costs 

OTIS' staff calculated the billings of outside 
consult1:lnts 1:Ind HIe value of OTIS staf! resources 
devoted to rectifying problems encountered in 
PW's new DMV system from May 1, 1985, through 
October 17, 1985. Tile total (;06\ of c;oll"uitanls 



was $258,985. The consultants included Pinkerton 
Computer Consultants, Inc., Sycomm Systems 
Corporation, IBM and ADR. By adding the value 
of OTIS personnel, the total cost of OTIS involve
ment in DMV projects during the period amounted 
to $758,204. Not all of these resources were de
voted to correcting problems in the PW system. 
Nonetheless, an additional $735,000 was obli
gated through June, 1986, for consultant services 
from Systems/Software Engineering-paid for on 
behalf of OTIS by the State-funded New Jersey 
I::ducatlonal computer NetwOrk, Inc. ThiS money 
was to be used substantially to help identify and 
correct problems in the PW system. The Com
mission, therefore, conservatively conclude>;; lIlal 
over one million dOllars in New Jersey's own data 
processing personnel resources have thus far 
ueell divelled lo lile corrective effort. 

In order to assist PW in redesiging and rewriting 
of many of the comprehensive system programs 
from IDEAL to COBOL and to support DMV in the 
system tests of the rewritten programs, OTIS has 
had to reassign its seven DMV project program
mer/analysts from working on DMV change re
quests and enhancements. Three OTIS Depart
ment of Labor programmers also hAlpAo IhA [)MV 
project people to design and program the necess
ary "bridge" allowing access to the backlogged 
traoRactiooR via the old data base. Over various 
periods of time approximately 20 OTIS employees 
had to work on corrections for the DMV system 
at the expense of other State data processinq pro
jects. OTIS funds earmarked to hire OTIS staff to 
work in other data centers were instead used to 

. pay overtime for people diverted to the DMV sys
tem from other projects. All this caused OTIS to 
fall behind in achieving its goal of tying all State 
data centers together through a single tele
communications link in order, among other aims, 
to substantially reduce the State's overall com
puter expenses. 

Disruption of DMV Budget and Operations 

As a result of problems with the new system, 
DMV was forced to pay approximately $160,000 
per month for about two months in overtime alone 
to process information at night. DMV's Christine 
Cox testified that at the time of her SCI appear
ance costs for overtime and temporary hires at
tributable to poor pertormance Of the I-'W's system 
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had amounted to approximately $300,000. As of 
March 31, 1986, her office estimated that DMV's 
overtime and temporary employee costs "for 
eliminating backlogs" would soar to $1,048,207. It 
is difficult to pinpoint what portion of this figure 
is attributable to errors by PW alone, but there is 
no question in this Commission's mind that much 
of it can be blamed on PW. In any event, the 
touted savings tor UMV that were to have resulted 
from PW's new system certainly have evaporated. 

Excessive "Recovery Time" 

The November 9, 1983, contract pointed out 
that any system designed for [DMV] must operate 
in an environment where the computer resources 
are shared with other users of the Criminal Justice 
Data Center. The environment of this data center 
calls for an around-the-clock operation with a 
premium on system availability. Therefore, any 
system designed to operate in this environment 
had to include the special features such an en
vironment demanded. 

As of November, 1985, if the data base of the 
new system were to have "gone down" because 
of power fluctuations or mechanical failure, 00 
recovery could have been achieved for at least 60 
hours. This meant that the entire DMV system 
would have been inactive fer an amount of time 
unacceptable for an agency required to function 
24 hours a day seven days a week. OTIS' Jones 
testified that PW's design had not provided for the 
easing of the impact of any system failure by 
segmenting files over separate hardware devices . 

PW contended that the projected recovery time 
was adversely affected by the fact that DMV failed 
to develop criteria to "purge" or "achieve" data 
more than four years old. PW representatives 
maintained that the resulting excess amount of 
data in the system added significantly to the time 
required for recovery of the data base from a 
mechanical failure. However, this factor alone did 
not account for the excessive recovery time, as 
OTIS's Jones pointed out in his testimony: 

I think [the extra data] has a significant but 
not the only effect. And I really truly believe 
a significant factor in recovery time ;s the way 
the file is segmented. You can recover, for 
Instance, a single dIsk drtve. It may take 2U 



minutes to recover or it may take, the range 
miOht hI'> frnm ?O minutes to 40 minutes, de
pendent upon how much is on there, But 
when you have your data base spread across 
multiple drives and you really don't know 
where it is, it is just randomly out there, you 
have to recover the whole thing, so it's more 
appropriate to desiqn than it is to the actual 
volumes of data that are in the system. 

DMV's Cox testified that as of the end of March, 
1986, OTIS personnel calculated that, as a result 
of PW's remedial efforts, it now would take seven 
hours to recover the system. According to SCI 
records, OTIS believes this time lapse might be 
acceptable for all but vital law enforcement func
tions, which should be operable within an hour or 
so. 

ABRUPT SHIFT OF 
RESPONSIBILITY 

As a result of the operational chaos created by 
the PW system, the Administration was forced to 
take extreme measures to seek remedies. In May, 
1985, OTIS took control of the project away from 
PW and project manager Kline. OTIS was created 
on October 17, 1984, by executive order to absorb 
SAC and to be the umbrella organization respon
sible for the operation and management of vir
tually all State computer centers. In late 1985 OTIS 
requested that the PW engagement partner, Ranjit 
Advani, be replaced. He subsequently was trans
ferred to another project. 

Jones was asked by the SCI's Clark about the 
OTIS demand for Advani's ouster: 

Q. Were you concerned about Mr. Advants tech
nical competence? 

A. Yes. 

Q. In what way? 

A. Mr. Advani did not take any direction from the 
t"chnic,,1 people. qualified technical people 
whom I respect at both the Law and Public 
Safety data center and people that later came 
to OTIS and were part of the OTIS organiza
tion, in terms of problems that we found and 
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identified and the way they were reacted to by 
Price Waterhouse. or not reacted to by Price 
Waterhouse. We just weren't getting any of the 
changes made that we felt had to be made, 
and we also had a problem with Mr. Advani 
continuously dealing with the OMV people and 
saying, "Don't worry about what the people, 
the technical people are telling you, we will fix 
it. It's not your concern and don't listen to 
them." It was that kind of environment. 

Kline belatedly realized that he had relied too 
much on Advani's advice and assurances that all 
was well despite evidence to the contrary. Kline 
testified at the SCI that he finally concluded mat 
"it came to the point where he had no credibility 
with us." 

DMV "Lacks Necessary Expertise" 

On October 1, 1985, W. Cary Edwards, then 
Chief Counsel to Governor Kean and now At
torney General, advised William C. Ridgway, III, 
OTIS' administrator: 

OTIS, as the division of State Government 
with the expertise in computer systemll, lIali 
primary responsibility for the successful 
completion and subsequent operation and 
fIIi;1inlend/l"'" vf tile /lew DMV computer ~y.5-
tem. The Division of Motor Vehicles does not 
have the necessary expertise to assume that 
respon.5ibility. The Adminis/ration is relying 
on OTIS to supervise the correction of the 
computerization problems currently existing 
in the Division of Molor Vehicles system. In 
that regard, OTIS must ensure that the DMV 
computer system performs to the specifi
cations set forth in this State's contract with 
Price Waterhouse. 

Since OTIS is largely supervised and populated 
by the same personnel who managed and staffed 
SAC when PW was chosen over SAC to bear pri
mary responsibility for the DMV project. these 
new roles represent a paradox. Robert Meybohm, 
then assistant director and acting director of SAC, 
is now Director of Network Services for OTIS. 
Donald Bianco, then director of SAC, is now ex
ecutive director of OTIS. The PW experience ap
pears to have finally overcome the prejudice con
cerning in-house expert competency-as primar-



ily reflected by DMV's Snedeker, Kline and 
Cox-but only after great cost 10 the t<lxfJaying 
and motoring public. 

POTENTIAL INFLUENCE OF 
POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

Initial Political Inactivity 

POlitical contributions made by Price Water
house contemporaneously with certain events 
surrnllnding the computerization project leave 
open to question the independence of State of
ficials' decisions regarding PW's contractual obli
gations. Even such future decisions as whether to 
accept the PW system or to sue for damages Wi II 
be tainted by the appearance of favoritism created 
by the contributions. 

Unintended political irony marks DMV Director 
Snedeker's June 7, 1983, memorandum to the 
Governor's Office touting PW lor the jutJ of design
ing and programming the new system. Snedeker 
noted that PW began its association with the DMV 
project in the Democratic adrnillistration of former 
Governor Byrne, and continued: 

It IS our undf:1l»tdlldlng that tho principals in 
the [PWj firm were not active in Governor 
Thomas H. Kean's campaign for governor. In 
additiulI, neither Deputy Director Robert S. 

Kline nor myself had any business dealings 
with [PWj prior to our taking office at [DMV]. 

Soon after, however, Kline did talk with PW 
partner Driscoll. According to Driscoll's SCI testi
mony, Kline asked him if PW principals had been 
politically active: 

DEPUTY DIRECTOR CLARK: ... Prior to the Gov
ernor's Ball, is it correct that in 1983, neither Price 
Waterhouse nor its principals were active financial 
contrihutors to public candidates in New Jersey? 

A. That's correct. 

Q. Now, just before the bid waiver came out on 
this comprehensive and surcharge system, the 
new DMV system, just before that was an
nounced, which I believe too/( plac& »Ulile time 
in late July of 1983, is it correct that the deputy 
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director at that time, Robert Kline, asked you 
to determine if Pri"" Waterhouse or its princi
pals were active contributors to the Kean Ad
ministration or those connected with the Kean 
Administration? 

A. That request was made 01 me in late June or 
early Julv. 

Q. Did Mr. Kline give any reasons for that re
quest? 

A. Yes. His concern was that at the time that the 
bid waiver would be announced, that there 
would be a press release and qutlstions might 
be raised as to whether Price Waterhouse had 
been an active contributor to the Governor's 
campaign. 

Q. Those were the only reasons that he gave? 

A. I believe so, yes. 

Q. Did he Gay who might rAi.~" those questions? 

A. Well, I think-I believe he said that he wanted 
to be pr"pared if. in fact, during this press 
conference that he intended to hold, if that 
question were raised, that he would have a 
re~ponse for it. 

As a result of Kline's request, Driscoll on July 
22, 1083, wrote to 40 pMtners of PW in the New 
York-New Jersey areas to determine the extent of 
their financial support for Republican campaigns. 
Driscoll further te"tified that the responses in
dicated that neither PW nor its principals were or 
had been active financial contributors to Re
publicBn "andidates in New Jersey and that he 
reported these results to Kline. 

PW's subsequent political contributions most 
pertinent to this investigation involved the annual 
Governor's Ball, an event sponsored by the Re
publican State Committee during Republican ad
ministrations to raise funds for Republican Party 
candidates. 

The first Governor's Ball of the Kean adminis
tration was held in the fall of 1982. Snedeker testi
fied that he pen,nnally paid $1000 for two 
tickets-at $500 each-for himself and his wife. 



He subsequently learned that the Ball Committee 
made arrangements for free admission for St"!A 
government division directors and their guests. 
Snedeker testified that in 1983 he accepted two 
free tickAt;, frnm thA CommillAe and sat at a table 
with friends. He testified that in neither 1982 nor 
1983 did he sit with anyone from a firm doing 
h"!'1ine!'1s with DMV. 

1983 Governor's Ball 

PW first became involved with the Governor's 
Ball in 1983. During that year PW partner Driscoll 
was a member of the Ball Committee (an honor 
which he testified was unknown to him until he 
saw his name on the program) based on the Com
mittee's simple formula that he had purchased at 
least two tables. 

Driscoll testified at the SCI that he received a 
letter, dated August 12, 1983, from J. Fletcher 
Creamer on behalf of the New Jersey Republican 
State Committee. The letter came just prior to 
active contract negotiations between the State 
and PW concerning the DMV project; however, it 
made no mention ot any business dealings be
tween PW and the State. The letter stated: "A table 
of ten is $5,000. Both personal and corporate 
CheCkS are acceptable. You may be sure yuur 
participation will be very much appreciated." 

Creamer sent the letter to Driscoll after contact· 
ing Clyde Folley, a former PW partner, to find out 
whom he should contact at PW regarding possible 
partiCipation in the Governor'$ 8011. Folloy loarned 
from PW partner Gary Dornbush that Creamer 
should correspond with Driscoll. After receiving 
Creamer's letter, Driscoll sent a memorandum, 
dated August 18, 1983, to PW partners in charge 
of policy for the metropolitan area. This notice 
stated that he had talked with DMV's Kline, "our 
primary contact on the DMV engagement," after 
speaking with PW partner Donald F. Chandler 
"about thA riA"irilhility" of PW's purchase of a 
table. Driscoll's memorandum continued in part: 

Kline, a candid, young lawyer, who demon
strated he is a masterful strategist in dealing 
with the State Government bureaucracy dur
ing the process which rl;!.sulteri in our .~nle 
source contract, made the following points: 
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1. Although PW's participation in the Gov
ernor'.~ RRII wOlJld hRve no impact on the 
present DMV contract with the State, be
cause of the size of the contract he thought, 
as a practical matter. it would be good busi
ness to do so. 

2. After researching the question, he ident
ified three CPA firms [Peat, Marwick & 
Mitchell; Deloitte, Haskins & Sells and 
Touche Ross] who had already reserved two 
tables each in addition to a number of promi
nent law firms and investment firms. 

3. He also commented it was common prac
tice, if one purchased tickets, to include as 
guests acquaintances who are members of 
the Governor'S administration. 

"Taking all this into consideration," Driscoll's 
memo went on, he had recommended on August 
17 that PW "should and would stand out with the 
purchase of three tables ($15,000.00)" ... Driscoll 
said he sent a check to the Dall Committee for 
$15,000 on August 17, 1983. 

Under questioning by SCI's Clark, Driscoll 
elaborated on his conversation with Kline that 
preceded the memorandum: 

Q. Now, you indicated that you asked Mr. Kline 
if he thought that it might be appropriate or-

A. I believe I said would it be inappropriate for 
us. 

Q. What was his response to that question? 

A. His response was, you know, that's a judgment 
you have to make in terms 01 whether you 
think it's good business to do so. 

Q. Now, Mr. Kline got back to you with some 
information; is that correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Did you ask Mr. Kline to obtain information 
concerning the level of participation by other 
Big Eight companies? 

A Irion'! rAIllly ",,,,,,11 whethAr I asked that or 
whether he volunteered it. 



Q. In any event, he got back to you with the infor
mation that three Big Eight firms had already 
reserved two tables each; is that correct? 

A. That's what I have written here, yes. 

Q. Did he say where he got that information? 

A. I don't recall. 

Q. Old yuu discuss with Mr. Kline whether you 
should purchase more than one table, which 
was your original intention? 

A. I don't believe so, no. 

Q. After YOllr r.nnversation with Mr. Kline, you de
cided to recommend to Mr. Williams, Jeffrey 
Williams of Price Waterhouse, that Price 
Waterhouse purchase three tables; is that 
right? 

A. That's correct. 

Kline testified before the Assembly Law, Public 
Safety and Defense Committee he did not tell 
Driscoll that it would be good bu:.iness to 
purchase seats at the Ball. Kline also testified that 
he did not obtain information for Driscoll concern· 
ing the level of participation by uti"". 6ig eight 
firms. Kline summarized his version of the con· 
versation with Driscoll: 

As [DriscollJ testified, he did contact me. He 
did ask me my opinion, and I expressed to 
him thai il was a decision of Price Water. 
house and Price Waterhouse alone. He 
further asked me as to how the Ball worked. 
In uiher words, what was it like, who "ffend· 
ed, and I told him that it was very, very di
versified. You would have a/l kinds of busi
nesses, law firms, accounting firms, Invest
ment firms, doctors, dentists, etc. He then 
asked me as to, you know, "Did the Adminis
tration participate in th"t? Were people pres
ent from the Administration?" In other words, 
who else attended besides public individ· 
uals? I told him yes, members of the Adminis
tration did attend and did partiCipate. That 
was the extent of the conversation. 

Kline's denial that he advised PW its partici
pation might be good business was more in line 
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with Driscoll's testimony on his recollection of the 
conve, salion than with Driscoll's memorAndum on 
the subject. Although Kline also denied imparting 
information to Driscoll concerning the level of par
tiCipation of other firms, Driscoll hp.ld to his pos
ition that he received this information from Kline. 

Those are minor di"putAs. They would be more 
important if PW representatives took the position 
that partiCipation in the Ball was suggested as a 
quid pro quo for obtaining the DMV contract or 
for enjoying smooth relations with the State during 
its performance. However, the SCI here is con
cerned with the perception that such influences 
might occur, despite the expressed good inten
tions of the participants. 

Driscoll testified that PW still had a policy not 
to make political contributions during this period. 
He contended that the Ball partiCipation was not 
a "political contribution" but rather "attendance at 
activities which were fund raisers" so that PW 
could become acq uainted with actual or prospec
tive clients and be visible In me commuility. The 
SCI concludes, however, that partiCipation in the 
Ball clearly was a pOlitical contribution in a mean
ingful sense. In addition to ill'" eased visibility 
among existing and potential clients, PW obvious
ly sought the gratitude of the Republican Adminis· 
tration by Its partlcipatiuli. 

Driscoll testified that he subsequently learned 
that the 6",11 Committee would assign peoplp from 
the Administration to a table with complimentary 
places. That is, the firm that purchased the seats 
wuuld not itself select those people from the Ad
minstration who would sit at its tables. Driscoll 
testified that he learned this from Mark Husik, 
executive director of the Ball Committee. when he 
contacted the committee to indicate who he 
preferred to sit at his table. Indeed, Driscoll testi
fied that none of the three people that he sug
gested in his memorandum-and later to the Ball 
Committee-as possible PW invitees actually sat 
at a PW table. Hnw<'lVer. there were occasions 
when State officials did sit at tables purchased by 
contractors who did business with their agencies. 

1984 Governor's Ball 

By the time the 1984 Governor's Ball occurred, 
I-'W'S total ralialll;e on the IDEAL language for thp 
DMV project had become a controversial issue 



among various State agencies and officials. 
Hence, it was in the midst of this internal dispute 
that Driscoll wrote a memorandum, dated Sep
tember 6,1984, to PW Policy Board partners sum
marizing PW's political involvement in the 1984 
Ball: 

In early August, MfAr ""Rr:hina Rn agreement 
with you both on the level of support which 
I thought was appropriate for Price Water
house for this affair. we made a contribution 
of $10,000 (two tables) . ... 

Driscoll recalled that on September 5 he re
ceived a call from Mark Husik, who told him that 
the "final tally" of participation among the "Big 
Eight" firms was two tables each by PeRt M"rwick 
& Mitchell, Arthur Andersen and Touche Ross; 
one table each by Deloitte Haskins & Sells, Arthur 
Young and Coopers & Lybrand, and none by Ernst 
& Whinney. 

Driscoll's memorandum now became pointed: 

Hu'sik reminded me that PW led the list last 
year with three raOles, and could rep"I:l' 'flis 
year if we believed it was a good business 
decision to do so. I suggested to him that, if 
we bought ttm;e {1:l1J1"" I:lf/I:lill tlJis year, he 
might very we/l be using up next year's a/loca
tion for support. He replied that we would 
worry about next year when it rolls around. 
Unable to reach both Luhmann (on vacation) 
and Williams (out of town), I called Don Chan
dler to discuss whothcr wo should reoonsider 
maintaining last year's level of participation. 
We decided it could not hurt to repeat last 
yoar's lovol of support in order to: 1) lead the 
list of Big Eight firms, 2) perhaps buy some 
insurance on the DMV job, and 3) continue 
for one more year a highly visible role in this 
event. [Emphasis added.] 

Chandler qave me a go ahead to purchase 
an additional table, which I did on September 
6. 

In 1984, as Driscoll observed under questioning 
by the SCI's Clark, PW apparently had more to say 
"hout who would be sitting at its tables than in 
1983: 
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Q. Regardless of final say, did you have a voice 
in who would sit at the table? 

A. I am sure I made suggestions. 

* * * 

Q. Now, Mr. Husik, you have indicated, contacted 
you in 1984, that's the executive director of the 
Governor's Ball? 

A. That's correct, yes. 

Q. He talked you into buying a third table? 

A. That's correct. 

Q. What did he eay to you to talk you into buying 
a third table? 

A. He appealed to my ego. 

* * • 

COMMISSIONER GREENBERG: 
Could you elaborate on this appeal from Mr. 

Huoik? 

A. I think it's well stated here in the memo ran
rillm, whp.rp. hp. lllJggested that we still lead the 
list [of Big Eight firms] with the purchase of a 
third table ... And he told me at that time, by 
firm. how many tables they had committed to 
and three of them had committed to two 
tables, so if we wanted to lead the list we could 
commit to three again this year and hold that 
position. 

• * • 

Q. Aside from what you have indicated in the 
memorandum, did you feel pressured in any 
way by Mr. Husik to make this additional con
tribution? 

A. In what sense? 

Q. In terms of anything that he said to you during 
the conversation. 

COMMISSIONER GREENBERG: 
Other than his appeal to your ego? 



A. No, he is a good salesman. I wouldn't call it 
lJ,essure. I would 0011 it appealing to my basic 
instincts. 

* * * 

Q. Now, during this conversation, did he, at any 
time, remind you of the amount of work that 
P,ice Waterhouso did for the State? 

A. Not at all, and I don't think he had any knowl
edge of that with AnY .'lpecificity. It never ap
peared to me like he knew what we were dOing 
in the State with regard to work and he was 
never asked ::.hOllt it. 

Driscoll testified before the Assembly Commit
tee that his use of the expression, "perhaps buy 
some insurance on the DMV job" was intended to 
be "synonymous with the maintenance of good 
client relations with the State of New Jersey." He 
further testified that "it was a very poor choice of 
words on my part, and regardless of how you want 
to characterize it and draw some further implica
tions, the implications just are not present:' 

Regarding the procedure for state guest ad
mission to the 1984 Governor-s Ball, DOfl<ll0 Bian
co, who at the time was with the Office of Manage
ment and Budget in the Treasury Department, 
pending his subsequent appoinlrllt",t as OTID ex
ecutive Director, gave an example. He testified 
that he was asked by PW partner Driscoll whether 
he wanted to attend. Bi<lrrvu stated that he initially 
declined but later changed his mind: 

Two uf three weeks aftor that I decided it 
probably would be a good idea to go. I called 
[Driscoll] back and asked if his offer to go to 
1/1e ball was still good. He said yes, and fhat's 
about what I remember. I remember I didn't 
get a ticket, either in '84 or '85, and that I was 
told, you know, just show up and you'll get 
your table assignment when you get there. 

1985 Governor's Ball 

As the next Governor'S Ball approached in 
198fi-Ihe year of the PW-DMV computer col
lapse-the Department of Treasury adopted an 
outwardly commendable official stance. In a 
memorandum to all diviSion directors, then State 
Treasurer Michael M. Horn stated: 
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Pursuant to the provisions of the Department 
of Treasury Code of Ethics, I have de
termined that it would not be appropriate to 
accept tickets to the upcoming Governor's 
Ball from any person or entity which does 
bUSiness with the Department Of Treasury. 

The Treasurer's letter only applied to Treasury 
Department employees. Thus it vuuld not guard 
against political influence being exerted upon 
DMV employees. In addition, the Treasurer's letter 
did not prevent Indiret;l accomplishment of the 
same end result. As Bianco testified under ques
tioning by SCI Deputy Director Clark: 

Q. Now, the 1985 Governor's Ball, what 
procedure did you follow? 

A. There were a number of invitations, as I re
member it, or-hOW 10 put this. 1 knew that we 
would be able to go to the Governor's Ball, but 
word came out, or a letter came out from the 
Treasurer that we weren't to accept invitations 
to the Gow,>rnor's Ball. but that we were to 
express to the Treasurer's Office our desire to 
attend the Governor's Ball and that's the way 
it wouln be handled. 

Bianco indicated that nonetheless, various of
ficials were recommended to be guests at certain 
tables and did sit at these tables. 

PW Political Activity Reduced in 1985 

Although extremely serious computer per
formance problems materialized as the July 1, 
1985, deadline approached tor completing vore 
functions of the new system, DMV officials con
tinued to approve PW bills for payment. As late 
as June 20, 1985, Senior ASSistant Dlret;lor Oox 
directed the Assistant Director for Administrative 
Services "to have outstanding approved pay
ments through March to Price Waterhouse pro
cessed and available for them to pick up the 
checks at DMV by July 8." 

These payments, amounting to about $1 
million, were subsequently delayed by higher of
ficials In lIle Attorney Ceneral's office. Howev",r, 
the public could reasonably question whether the 
payments advanced through the bureaucracy as 
lar as lIl"'Y did becausc of the favorE?d ro~ition 



held by PW on account of political contribu
tions-although the SCI does not have evidence 
to support any such SuspICion, Cox testified that 
she pushed for payment because the bills related 
to work performed during January, February and 
March, t 985, a period when 1t1e subsystems be;"y 
implemented were functioning satisfactorily, She 
testified: 

There was no controversy over that work, But 
by the time we got to early July, there was 
an overall system problem with this last piece 
that all the work wasn't going to get done, So 
a hold was put on these processed bills, They 
had everybody's approval on them and any 
bill subsequent to that didn't even go through 
an approval process, Any bills submitted 
after that haven't had a look at them, They've 
just been put aside for a final accounting, 

Checks to pay the bills that were approved for 
payment but not paid were secured in a safe, 
However, the SCI is concerned that State officials 

came so close to paying the bills at a time when 
unusually serious computer project performance 
problems were o~r.lJrring. 

By the time preparations for the 1985 Gov
ernor's Ball were underway, the Governor's Office 
had replaced DMV with OTIS as manager of the 
DMV project. At this time also, relations between 
PW and the State were not nearly as amicable as 
they had been in 1983 or 1984, Coincidentally, in 
1985 PW reduced its financial participation in the 
Governor's Ball from $15,000 to $5,000 (three 
tables to one) and Driscoll was not reaPPOinted 
to the committee, 

Under questioning by the SCI's Clark, Driscoll 
described the details of PW's reduced partici
pation: 

Q, Why did you reduce your participation to one? 

A, Well, the partners in my organization felt that 

due to the state of affairs of the Motor Vehicle 
system, that it would not be appropriate for 
f'riee Waterhouse to have a high visibility ot 

the Governor's Ball, 

Q, By state of affairs, YOLI mean what? 
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A, Well, the fact that we were having some dif
ficulty with the implementation, and, in fact, a 
month belore mat, we had started our dis
cussions with the Attorney General's office 
with regard to the recovery program, 

Will State OffiCials Act Without Favoritism? 

When efforts to remedy problems with the new 
system are finally completed, PW will request pay
ment of $1 A million in outstanding billings sub
mitted in early 1985, At the same time the State 
will determine whether it should offset liquidated 
damages against such sums for PW's failure to 
deliver a workable system within the contractual 
timeframe, Under the November 9, 1983, agree
mFmt, lirl'lin"tl'!n n"m"g"s on thl'! r:omprl'!hensive 
system would amount to $50,000 by September 
1, 1985, An additional $50,000 per month would 
become assessable on the first of every month 
thereafter, The State also will have to decide if 
actual damages should be OffSet against amounts 
payable or if it should sue PW for damage 
amounts not satisfied by a setoff, 

COn!rA"!IlAI provision,:; governing these de
cisions are ambiguous in some instances, leaving 
room for considerable discretion by state officials 
charged with interpreting or enforcing them, The 
1983 agreement states: 

In the event that because of an , " act of 
governmental instrumentality , , ,; failure of 
technical facilities; , , , or other cause of simi
lar or different nAtllre bp.yonrl thp. r:ontrol of 
[PWI, [PWI is unable to complete the tasks 
, ',' the State will not enforce [liquidated 
rlAmAGe!:] provi!:ions. 

The SCI cannot perceive how the public is to 
be reasonably satisfied that PW's political con
tributions will not unduly influence these import
ant future decisions, This perception will remain 
despite then First Assistant Attorney General 

Cole's strongly worded notices to PW on August 
26 and September 5, 1985, that the State would 
require PW to correct, without charge, all deficien
cies in a reasonable period of time and would 
review its position on liquidated damages in light 
()f the extAnt "nn timing nf PW's rAmeniAI efforts. 



The State has not yet invoked the liquidated 
damogec provision, although "" noted it is still, 
withholding payments to PW. The contractual 
provisions governing warranty and liquidated 
damoges leave altogAthAr too much room for dis
cretion and interpretation. The warranty provision, 
for example, states that the warranty "shall be 
implomented only by thA correction of errors in 
the Systems software by [PW]." The State should 
assert an expansive interpretation of this clause 
during any fuillre litigation or settlement of PW's 
system restoration obligations. Similarly, the key 
task for producing a functioning system-imple
menl"tion and turnover-is not included in the list 
of tasks which must be completed to avoid as
sessment of liquidated damages. Moreover, none 
of the listed tasks are expressed in strong "quali
ty" terms such as "operable," "workable" or "func
tionaL" 

This Commission believes the public must be 
confident that public officials will require full con
tractual performance protecting public interests 
and funds and that such officials will assertively 
interpret such ambiguous provisions as do exist 
in the public interest. The political contributions 
tarnish suCh expectations In tliis case. 

BILLING OF FEES AND 
EXPENSES 

Introduction 

In the SCI's review of fJ' ufessional fees billed by 
PW, an analysis of data obtained from both the 
firm and DMV has shown that a total of 3,361 
110urs of PW fJ' uject staff work were transferred 
by project partner Advani and project manager 
Trakimas and were billed to DMV for extra pay
ments outSide the $6.5 million contract. According 
to the SCI's breakdown, the hours originally 
shown on the staff ti me sheets for such extra work, 
as enhaneementn, totaled 1,275. HOwevAr, PW 
management subsequently transferred a total of 
1,770 hours from the same time sheets and 
charged those hours to enhancemAnt work. In ad
dition, 1,591 hours of staff work on these same 
sheets were re-listed by Advani and Trakimas 
from contract work hour" tn delay hours. unknown 
to the staff. Such transfers were important to PW 
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since, at the time they took place, the firm had 
either approached or exceeded the contract's 
$6.5 million cap. PW could not be paid for contract 
work exceeding this cap. Enhancement has been 
defined as work requested by DMV or OTIS/SAC 
which was not specified in the proJect's design 
and requirement definition studies and this was 
considered to be outside the DMV-PW contract 
Delay has been defined as me perioll uf time 
caused by the interruption of scheduled work at 
the behest of DMV or OTIS and which required 
PW staffers to occupy tllemselvt:::; with training or 
other non-essential employment, not con
templated within the contract cap, 

Contract Requirements 

The 1983 agreement between PW and DMV 
included a July 28, 1983, letter from PW (signed 
by partner Driscoll) to DMV Director Snedeker. 
This letter supplemented a July 12, 1983, proposal 
to provide for a "contract amount not to exceed 
$6,500,000,00, including out-nf-pocket expenses" 
that "will not exceed 8.8 percent of professional 
fees." 

The agreement itself provided that PW would 
be compensated on a monthly basis for actual 
servir.A!'l performed in an amount not to exceed 
$6.5 million without specifically mentioning the 
limitation on expenses contained in the July 28 
supplemental letter. Each monthly billing was re
quired to include the time and expense charges 
for services performed during the preceding 
month. The agreement continued: 

The billing shall be detailed in accordance 
with procedures and formats prescribed by 
the State so that the bills may be processed 
properly through the State's systems for pay
ment, cost distribution, and job monitoring, 

A supplement to the July 12 proposal, dated 
July 21, 1983, which was also incorporated by 
reference into the contract, expands on billing re
quirements: 

[PWj will bill the State on the fifteenth or each 
month for the professional time and out-of
pocket expenses incurred during the preced
ing month. The billing Will Include a delai/eli 



breakdown of hours and expenses incurred 
and will be supported by a written progres.s 

report. 

Elusive Expense Limits 

The contract limited expenses to 8.8 percent of 
total hourly billing". Howovor, I\ocictant DMV Di 
rector for Internal Audit Divock and DMV Audit 
Manager Ying F. Yee reported on December 13, 
198~, to Senior Assistant Director Cox that ex
penses billed were running over the cap, adding: 
"We merely want to bring this to your attention, 
and realize that Rob Kline h"d rrAvi()II~ly rlAcirlArl 
not to question the nonadherence to this portion 
of the contract, as long as total billings do not 
"xc""rl $fi.SOO,OOO." 

The SCI's expense calculations, after adjusting 
for expenses not included within the terms of the 
general contract, reveal that through May of 1985 
PW had billed the State $695,496 for expenses, 
or 12,3 percent. (Auditor Yee testified he also esti
mated the expense excess at over 12 percent), If 
the contract limited expenses to 8,8 percent of 
fees billed, the maximum amount that the State 
would have been obligated to pay would have 
been $525,735, Thus, with one month left to per
form, PW had already exceeded the cap on ex
penses by nearly $170,000, The SCI's accounting 
staff calculated that it cost more than the cap 
amount-approximately $565,000-just for lodg
ing, transportation, meals, etc., to bring and main
tain PW's workforce at the DMV project from De
cember, 1983, through May, 1985, 

PW's own project supervisors disagreed on 
how expenses should be treated. PW partner, 
Dr i:;\,;ull, l,,;';lified lila I out-of·pocket expenses 
were not to exceed 8.8 percent of the total fees 
billed. Nonetheless, he knew of no steps being 
taken by PW personnel to keep an account of 
expenses so that PW could determine at what 
point the expenses might exceed the cap. On the 
other hand, the day-to-day 3upcrvisor Or "engage 
ment partner," Ranjit Advani, believed that there 
was no percentage cap required for out-ot-pocket 
expenses, Advani elaborated under questioning 
by the SCI's Clark: 

Q I.e:: it yrllJr IJnrfp.r.~tRnrlino thAt thR RX{lenSBS 

were to be limited by the contract to 8. 8 per-
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cent of the fees that were billed by Price 
WAtP.rh()/J,~A? 

A. No, that is not my understanding. , , 

Q, Fine. Go ahead. 

A. The 8,8 percent figure was mentioned in the 
letter of July 28, 1983, I believe. That was a 
letter that was prepared by Mr. Driscoll and I 
had seen it. Following our discussions with Mr. 
Kline where we were discussing the fees and 
expenses arrangement, at that time we had 
only talked about $6 million in fees in round 
numbers, 

Advani continued to describe the negotiations, 
noting that he had wanted to add 15 percent for 
expenses but that Kline had rejected that figure 
and requested a letter in which PW would agree 
to a $6.5 million cap. Advani testified that he 
rrotp.~tAd to Klinp. and DMV's other principal 
negotiator, former Special Assistant Patrick Bran
nigan, that he believed the 8.8 percent limitation 
was an error and received a commitment that the 
issue would be addressed in the final negotiations 
before a contract was signed, When Advani saw 
that the contract incorporated the proposal letter 
containing the 8,8 percent limitation, he claimed 
that he was convinced that Brannigan and Kline 
would adopt his interpretation of the contract to 
eliminate the 8.8 percent requirement. The testi
mony on this point: 

Q. It is my understanding that you did not, then, 
when you saw the contract, go back in and ask 
Mr. Brannigan for any clarificMinn with rAgard 
to the cap on expenses? 

A. It I went back and asked him specifically as to 
whether that specifically removed the 8.8 per
cent cap, once again, no, I did not ask that 
question because it was removed or ju~t I"ft 
out of the compensation paragraph, and that 
had been discussed between Mr, Brannigan 
and my~elf, ;;nrl Mr. Rr;;nnig;;n had also in· 
dicated to me that he had reviewed that and 
discussed that issue with Mr. Kline. There was 
no reason for me to go back and ask him the 
same question, 



Q. Did you yourself review and discuss that issue 
with Mr. Kline at the time Of me signing of {he 
contract? 

A. I do not recollect my asking Mr. Kline or dis
cussing that directly with Mr. Kline during the 
contract negotiations. The contract nego
tiations were Wltn a Ilullluer of people in the 
room and we all discussed a number of issues. 
I do have a vague recollection of my dis
cussion In tne t.allway at DMV with Mr. Kline 
soon after my discussion with Mr. Brannigan 
on this subject. I was joking about, "Well, you 
guys better start on the right foot and don't 
add the things you don't want to add," and 
making the reference to 8.8 percent And I told 
nlm at tile time a3 to how I thought w'" "ould 
correct that or change that 8.8 percent limi
tation or remove that 8.8 percent limitation be
cause I definitely saw the need to remove that 
8.8 percent figure out of this whole issue. 

Q. rhar was elillief at the time that you first saw 
that second supplement letter; is that correct? 

A. That is correct, soon after th:!j 

Q. Did you get assurances from Mr. Kline that 
that 8.8 percell{ limitation would bo dropped? 

A. I recollect his comments along the line, "Fine, 
gu allead, let's do it. We are working with a 6.5 
million cap, just if your expenses go over 8.8 
percent or whatever, make sure you realize 
that you ore not getting a pAnny more than 6.5 
million, because that's what you are working 
with." That's my recollection. 

Brannigan testified, under questioning by SCI 
Counsel Gaal, that the percentage cap on ex
penses was never lifted: 

Q. Getting back to that 8.8 percent cap, was that 
cap ever lifted. tn your knowledge. 

A. Not to my knowledge. 

Q. Did you ever have any discussions with anyone 
from Price Waterhouse, and in particular, Mr. 
Advani, wh"rein you lifted the cap on the 8.8 
percent? 
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A. No. In fact, theoretically, it would have been 
imp033ible for me to do that, because of my 
role. I was an assistant and had no jurisdiction 
or authorization to do that. That was very clear, 
you know, thaI I had no authorization .... I 
have no recollection of lifting of any caps. To 
do that is a significant event. You have to go 
through-i!''' a contract. so you have to go 
through the contract procedures, which in
volve a number of people including the depart
m",nt IAvel and Treasury and a lot of formal 
ways. 

Q. It couldn't be done orally? 

A. That's right. And to be very honest, I would not 
attempt to do that because of my relationship 
with Director Kline. He made very dear what 
my role was and it was not to make deCisions. 

CHAIRMAN PATTERSON: 
The question really is, you didn't know of any

body-

A. -lifting the cap? 

CHAIRMAN PATTERSON: 
Whether it was you or anyone else in the 

Division of Motor Vehicles? 

A. No. 

Kline took a completely differ<'!nl pOsition from 
that held by Advani. Under questioning by SCI 
Counsel Gaal, he testified: 

Q. At any time was that cap lifted with respect to 
the limitation on expenses, on the contract 
work, b"ing 8,8 percent of the prOfessional 
fees? 

A. No. 

Q. And I want to go a step further. Have you ever 
indicated to anyone informally or formally dur
ing discussions or conversations trom Price 
Waterhouse, that the cap would be lifted? 

A. No. 

Q. The reason I'm asking that is that during our 
InvestigatIon we "ave gotten information from 



the Price Waterhouse side, or some people at 
Price Waterhouse, that that cap was lifted. 

A. No, the cap was never lifted. And, again, I don't 
know who at Price Waterhouse has rep
resented that I or anyone at the Division lifted 
the cap. In fact, to date, my understanding of 
the amounts paid to Price Waterhouse have 
not exceeded the 8.8 percent. I also under
stand that they have in effect billed certain bills 
at a rate in excess of the agreed upon 8.8 
percent, but those billS nave not been paid. 

CHAIRMAN PATTERSON: 
Su if lIl"y Il<lt.! <III ullt.!"r~l<lllt.!iIlY lIl<ll lIl" C<lP 

had been lifted, it's a one way understanding, it 
was something that they, for lack of a better word, 
invented without going to DMV and getting an 
agreement? 

A. That's correct, Mr. Chairman ... At no time did 
I or anyone, to my knowledge, represent to 
anyone at Price Waterhouse that the 8.8 per
cent figure for expenses would be lifted. It was 
always our understanding that the contract 
price, aside from any type of enhancements 
that would be done. would not e"ceed si" and 
a half million dollars. So any conversations I 
have, I have had with Mr. Advani, would have 
reflected that understanding. 

* * * 

Q Just one more on that, did anyone from PriCR 
Waterhouse ever ask that this 8.8 percent be 
lifted or can you recall any request in that 
area? 

A. I never received a request from anyone at 
Price Waterhouse. 

As to the issue of monitoring PW billings to 
ensure that expenses would not exceed the 8.8 
percent figure, Kline testified: 

Q. During our examination of the facts and the 
figure related to the contract, we have "een the 
total billings approved to be paid exceed 
$700,000 for expenses. 

A. You're incorrect. Total billings exceed 
$700,000, but what's been paid is five hundred 
and something, and that comes out to 8.73 
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percent. This is based upon what my assistant 
director in charge of administration provided 
to me when this question came up before the 
[legislative] committee. 

Q. We asked that question of Mr. Yee and we got 
a different answer. We got an answer of 12 or 
13 percent. 

A. That we paid out or were billed? 

Q. Billed. 

A. Well, there is a distinction. They can bill us 
whntever they wnnt. Thnt doesn't menn we are 
going to pay it. We haven't paid it. We have 
paid out 8.73 percent. 

Q. Will they be paid or is it that the expenses are 
now capped out? 

A. They will not be paid anything more than what 
was agreed to in the contract. 

DMV's Assistant Director for Administration, 
Salvatore F. Marcello, testified, under questioning 
by the SCI's Caal, that expenses should not have 
been billed after the 8.8 percent figure was 
reached. Nonetheless, he also observed that DMV 
wno not paying much nttcntion nbout whether tho 
cap had been reached. 

Q. What can you tell us about . .. how It came to 
be that the bills exceeded 8.8 percent? 

A. They were billing us with regard to their actual 
expenditures, which I think were running 13 
percent at some given pOint in time. We 
weren't lool<ing at thc picture of whether or not 
their expenses were running 13 or 14 or even 
15 percent, we had a contract that said 6.5 
million, of which [expenses can be no more 
than] 8.8 [percent] of the total. We weren't 
really paying attention to the number, other 
than they had to get us from A to Z fOr a certain 
contract amount. 

Q. At some point, then, they would get to the 8.8 
percent cap? 

A. At some point, they WOUld, yes. 



Q. What was to occur, as you understood it, if 
they were to reach the 8.8 porcent cap on 

expenses? 

A. They would have to stop, 

Q. Stop what? 

A. Billing expenses-they would have to stop bill
ing expenses, and from my perspective, any 
other expenses would have to be borne by the 
company. 

Q. Now, at any time, was that ever changed? Was 
that cap ever lifted? Was the 8.8 cap ever lifted 
on expenses on the contract work? 

A, Not to my knowledge, no. It was never lifted. 
It was never negotiated, It was billed at more 
than 8,8 percent. 

Q. Your feeling was that at some point-

A. At some point in time, there had to be a final 
accounting, 

Despite DMV's consistent declaration,; intAr
preting the contract as imposing a cap of 8.8 per
cent for out-of-pOcket expenses, PW billings for 
expenses far exceeded th"t ""I', The SCI is con
cerned that DMV managers appeared-by their 
actions in approving paymentS-willing to wait 
until thfl I'aint that total billings approached the 
$6,5 million cap before attempting to resolve the 
expense issue. Had the Attorney General's office 
not ordered that payments of PW bills be withheld 
until problems with the system were remedied, the 
payments for out-of-pocket expenses would have 
significantlv exceeded the amount which DMV of
ficials claimed to be PW's contractual Obligation, 
Checks were drawn to pay PW's last bills without 
anyone at DMV raising the fact that the 8.8 percent 
cap had been exceeded. The SCI criticizes DMV's 
failure to monitor this issue. 

DMV Lacked Expense Policy 

After the bid waiver for the surcharge and com
prehensive systems had been <lppruved, but 
before the formal contract with PW had been ex
ecuted, DMV and PW created a system to account 
tor fees and expenses bilh::lu by PW on the project, 
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DMV's Assistant Director Marcello sent a letter, 
dated September 30. 19ft'. to Roy Levi. then PW's 
DMV project manager, asking PW to follow its own 
guidelines regarding support for fee and out-of
pockfl! flxpense billings or, in the absence of a 
company policy, to utilize Treasury's guidelines. 
PW opted to use its "New York Office Time and 
FXl'ense Policies" as confirmed in a letter, dated 
October 4, 1983, from Levi to Marcello. A docu
ment containing these policies, dated July, 1983, 
was supplied to the SCI by PW. 

Although Levi's letter indicated that a copy of 
the New York Time and Expense Policies was at
tached to the October 4 letter, it was not actually 
forwarded. Marcello testified as to what happened 
when he pointed this out to PW's Advani: 

I told him we did not get the policy and he 
said to me, okay, we will take care of it. But 
then in some subsequent conversations, we 
talked about it some more. He said, "was it 
<lutu<llly imperative that we had the policy." I 
said, "it's not critical that we do have it here 
in our posseSSion, what's important is that it 
exists and there is some placo that ws can 
review it." 

Marcello's testimony, under questioning by the 
SCI's Gaal, confirms the CommiSSion's view that 
DMV manaQement paid no attention to its obli
gations to ensure that PW complied with the 
guidelines that were to govern the project: 

Q. Did you contemplate, at DMV, conducting an 
audit at some time, a complete audit? 

A, If necessary, yes. The purpose ot the letter and 
the purpose of trying to get this policy was to 
make sure that if we-to create an audit trail, 
to go back and examine what was being sub
mitted as far as expenditures were concerned. 

Q. Ttlere Wal>"'{ <lily way for you to compare what 
was being submitted with the policy, was 
there? You didn't have the pOliCy? 

A. No, we didn't have the policy, If we had to do 
an audit, we would have to go to the New York 
[PWj office and review the policy, 



Q. That was my next question. Did anyone go to 
the New York office to review [the policy]? 

A. No, not to my knowledge. 

Q. To your knowledge, did af/yuf/e !Jver go to the 
New York office and actually look at their re
cords, the Price Waterhouse records? 

A. To my knowledge, no. 

Marcello confirmed, under questioning by Sr.I 
Chairman Henry S. Patterson, II, that one reason 
DMV representatives did not press for the prom
ised copy of PW's polici"s w"~ th" rl"ference 
shown to a Big Eight accounting firm: 

r.HAIRMAN PATTERSON: 
I don't understand why Motor Vehicles didn't 

ask for the poliCy. I would be awfully curious, if 
somebody said, "here is the policy" and then 
didn't attach it, and then you had a conversation 
with the man in charge and he said, "Oh, we will 
send it to you," then he said, "Oh, do you really 
need it." I would be very curious why somebody 
didn't follow-up and say, "yes, we want to see it." 
I would just be suspicious. I would assume they 
were hiding something. 

A. We did not look at it in that fashion. 

CHAIRMAN PATTERSON: 
You did not? 

A. ThRt'S correct. 

CHAIRMAN PATTERSON: 
Because it's Price Waterhouse? 

A. Because they are a Big Eight accounting firm. 

One-time PW project manager Raymond 
Trakimas testified that he never saw or heard of 
a document containing the New York Office Time 
and Expense Policies. A team leader on the DMV 
engagement. John Hencinski. testified that he also 
did not recognize the document. Interestingly, the 
client partner for the engagement, Driscoll, who 
worked out of PW's Morristown, New Jersey of
fice, testified that he never read the New York 
Office Time and Expense Policies until the SCI 
asked for them in its investigation. 
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DMV's day-to-day manager of the project, Cox, 
testified that she was not aware that Advani had 
not prOVided me PW policies to Marcelio. 51,,, 
further testified that she knew of no one at DMV 
who evaluated the PW policies to' determine 
Whether they were adequate lu protect the State's 
interests. Nonetheless, Cox stated that the State 
would be bound by those policies, having ac
cept"rj tI'"", fur U8", on tile engagement: 

A. Quite honestly, I have mixed feelings about 
[whcthcr ccrtain expanse itams are ap
propriately billed], because if that's an ap
propriate reimbursement in the company pol
icy, we, as the State, accept their reimbur",,
ment policy. We have accepted that. 

r.OUNSFI GAAL: Coincidentally. yOU haven't 
seen their policy and Mr. Marcello says he never 
got a copy of that? 

A. Yes, that's correct. 

Q. For several years [you] have been proceeding 
with a policy that DMV has never seen? 

A. That's right. 

Q. If these expenditures were inconsistent with 
the company policy, that would cause you 
more concern? 

A. Yes, I would expect the company to audit that 
and find that out. 

Trakimas testified that the staff on the DMV 
engagem<:mt utilized a memorandum from ArlvAni, 
dated April 12, 1984, which set forth some brief 
details regarding per diem and meal allowance 
charges. It did not, howevpr, ,",ontAin any guidance 
concerning the recording of other types of ex
penses or billable hours. 

Individual Time and Expense Sheets 

PW kept twice monthly time and expense (T&E) 
sheets for each employee and informed DMV that 
they would be available at PW's New York office 
for auditing by state representatives. Bimonthly 
T&E sheets are a standard PW record used for 
payroll purposes to bill clients, They show the 
number of hours that an individual worked in any 



given day and provide space in which to indicate 
codes designating the particular projects the per
son may have worked on during that time. There 
is no space for indicating more specific break
downs of hours by task. The T & F "heets are 
required to be signed by the individuals who fill 
them out. (The SCI found that seven percent were 
not). 

Raymond Trakimas, testified that as a project 
m"nager he merely spot-checked the T&Es of em
ployees working on the DMV project. PW's initial 
project manager, Roy Levi, who served on the 
DMV engagement from July, 1983, through De
cember, 1983, testified that the T&Es were for
warded to him so that he could prepare manual 
records as source documents whose numbers 
were utilized by PW office staff in preparing the 
monthly bills. Levi lurther testified that he did not 
review the time sheets for accuracy. 

Expense Reporting 

PW's monthly bills speCified the hour~ worked 
lor each project employee. PW also itemized indi
vidual out-ol-pocket expense records in four 
categories-transportatioll, lodging, meals and 
"other." Certain expenses not allocated to any 
particular person were also listed. These included 
expenses for <.:al:; and apartments used by moro 
than one person during a billing period. 

After PW's noy Lcvi left the project, PW re
turned to its typical practice lor large engage
ments of using bimonthly T&E sheets to prepare 
computcrized "work in process" (WIP) ~t"te

ments. These were substituted for Levi's system 
of recording T&E information on manual logs. The 
WIP records, generated by thp. PW data center in 
Florida, were intended for use in preparing the 
monthly billings. Delays in the preparation and 
forwarding of time sheets and underlying expense 
documentation (vouchers or receipts) prevented 
the immediate reconCiliation of bill amounts with 
time Finn expense sheets and other documenta
tion in existence at any given time. 

The WIP statements did not delineate the indi
vidual categories of out-ai-pocket expenses. 
Rather, they calculated the total expenses for 
each person. Although that total would be billed, 
it would not necessarily conform to verified, 
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categorized expenses based on underlying 
nocumentation obtained at a later date. 

In January, 1984, Project Manager Kline re
ported to First Assistant Attorney General Cole 
that the expense breakdowns proposed by PVV 
were reasonable "and are appropriately 
documented and available lor audit at Price 
Waterhouse." Kline indicated that requiring f'VV 10 
submit detailed documentation 01 the expense 
breakdowns with each monthly bill would require 
"significant extra effort" to develOp a system to 
provide such data. Cole responded to Kline on 
February 15, 1984: 

I see no reason to put Price Waterhouse to 
extra effort in furnishing a detailed break
(fown ot expem;"s, so 10l1g as we do in foot 
audit their expense figures before final pay
ment on the contract. The audit report will 
provide the detailed breakdown as well as a 
basis for the disallowance of any inap
propriately charged expense item. 

Despite the leeway afforded by Cole, PW, which 
had recorded the detailed information on a per
sonal oomputer, said it intended to continue the 
monthly detailed individual breakdown of ex
penses. DMV's Cox inlormed ASSistant Director 
for Internal Audit Divock thAt "it is understood, 
however, that these breakdowns may not exactly 
reconcile with the final bills, because certain sub
missions m"y occlIr after the billing period has 
ended." 

In a letter dated February 6, 1 984, PW's Driscoll 
reviewed with PW partner Advani and project 
manager Fryd the desirability 01 the more detailed 
breakdown of expenses: 

With regard to expense reporting in general, 
I am aware of the dialogue which has been 
going on between Pw, DMV and the AG's 
office. I have read the memo from Kline to M. 
Cole on the subject and do not totally agree 
wltn our propose(f solution, "V,,/1 though it 
appears to satisfy Kline's wishes. While I re
cognize your concerns regarding the poten
tial malmenan"" uf a double set of records, 
I believe the compromise to bill in summary 
invites the probability of a State internal 
audfr. Allf/oug!' ill" ("cords will undoubtodly 



support the billed amount, the time required 
to do this, after the fact, could well exceed 
the effort required to submit additional detail 
on a current basis. Regardless of the ar
rangement, I also believe, billing each month 
in large summary totals will in turn raise ques
tions each month regarding more details. I 
might also point out if the details of my ex
penses for October, 1983 (attached) reflecl 
the general level of accuracy of this sub
mission in total, we certainly will not make an 
impression (underwhelm in Kline's 
terminology) with regard to our bookkeeping 
and reporting expertise. 

Separate Time Control System 

In an attempt to ensure that the engagement 
stayed on course, PW established a separate 
internal control system, not related to its billing 
system, for the tracking of hours devoted to par
ticular tasks. (Control systems are routinely 
created by PW in managing its projects. th" r"r
ticular format and procedures varying from pro
ject to project depending on size and complexity.) 
PW proposed for th" IJMV project a control sys
tem that would report hours spent, by task, on a 
weekly basis. 

Weekly control time sheets were filled out by 
individuals assigned to the engagement. These 
sheets indicated the tasks performed by a given 
individual and the hours spent on each task. They 
provided more timely progress information than 
the bimonthly T&E sheets prepared for billing 
purposes. DeSignated tasks conformed to the pro
ject phases. Task codes were supplied by PW's 
management personnel. The control sheets were 
supposedly filled out by the individual workers 
and were reviewed weekly by each person's team 
leader. 

Copies of the control sheets then were turned 
over to team leader Hencinski. He had created the 
time control system used dUring me DMV engage
ment and was responsible for entering the data 
from the individual sheets into a personal com
puter. HenclnsKI supplied hard copy report~ for 
review by PW project managers, team leaders and 
partners. The original weekly control sheets were 
retained by lile lect[ll l\:!ctLIt",~. 
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Hencinski testified at the SCI that project con
trol reports were reconciled periodically with WIP 
reports used for billing purposes. Hencinski could 
not recall whether the work papers created during 
these reconciliations were retained. He testified 
further: 

COUNSEL GAAL: Would you have normally kept 
[SUCh records]? 
A. Not necessarily. 

Q. Why flot necessarily? 

A. Well, because, essentially, what we were look
ing at is trying to make Duro that in terms of 
the sum of total hours on these reports, that 
we were at least consistent with what was 
boing reported on the WIPs. The significanCI> 
of doing the reconciliation above and beyond 
that didn't really warrant the retention of any 
adjusting documents because, again, we are 
looking at this from the standpoint of trying to 
monilor our progress, especially through 
phases like progr"mming So it rlirln't h"ve 
any significance above and beyond that. 

The project control system was PW's only sys
tem of breaking down an employee'S hours by 
task. Certainly the State's representatives were 
under the impression that this detailed task break
down would be available to allow state auditors, 
if necessary, to trace an employee's efforts on 
particular extra work assigments. From time to 
time PW personnel seem to have regarded the 
control system as an adjunct to the billing system, 
even though the firm now steadfastly denies any 
such connection. 

The SCI's view that there was some relationship 
between the billing and control systems is 
bolstered by the fact that periodic attempts were 
made to reconcile the data in the two systems. In 
addition, PW project manager Trakimas testified 
that he would consult the project control system 
during his attempts to summarize and allocate 
hours between general system work ctrru "xlr ct 
work not governed by the $6.5 million contract 
cap. 

Hencinski testified that for the reports from 
March 29 through April, 1985, the individual 
sheets and the report3 were 3ubmitted every two 



weeks. Ironically, from January through March, 
1985, the project control ,:;y,:;tem was not in oper
ation because Hencinski was so involved in other 
duties he had no time to enter the data. During 
this period a m!1nual system was in operation to 
keep track of hours posted from the individual 
sheets. In June, 1985, when the engagement was 
winding down, rroject manager Trakimas ap
proved of the discarding of various copies of 
weekly or biweekly sheets used as time documen
tation Trakimas testified he was not aware of any 
PW record retention policy that would have 
precluded discarding such documents. He stated 
that "it was a decision arrived at between myself 
and [Hencinskij just for purely space consider
ations and their usefulness to us in the project; 
they were no longer useful to us." Under question
ing by Counsel Gaal, Hencinski testified: 

Q. Did there come a time when there was some 
discussion about discarding [the weekly 
sheets]? 

A. My praCtice was this. As I i"dicated earlier, I 
would receive copies of the weekly time sum
maries for the purposes of entering the hours 
Into the proje<.;\ <.;onlrol system. And the prao 
tices that I had was to retain the copies for a 
period of a week or two after the reports had 
bee" dblributed baok to tho individual team 
leaders and to the project manager and after 
that time period simply discard those copies 
by virtue of the foct that they had an opportuni
ty to review the report itself, and going on the 
assumption that if there were any problems, 
those could be addressed within the confines 
of the report. 

Q. In oth"r words, yew were discarding them 
throughout-

A. There was no real formal process, It was sort 
of a periodic thing. I'd hang onto them for a 
little period of time. 

* * * 

Q. The actual copies of the weekly time summary 
you had been discarding throughouti' 

A. Yes. So it's not as if I had a complete stack 
or a comprehensive VOlume 01 weekly UII'" 
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summaries itself. Basically. I had duplicate 
copies of reports that had been previously dis
tributed. 

Superficial Review of Fees and Expenses 

The contract with PW set forth guidelines for 
State audit and inspection of time and expense 
records on ttJe DMV project: 

[PWj shall maintain accounting records and 
other evidence rclating to the tim" devotAri 
to and expenses incurred on the projects 
which are the subject matters of this Agree
ment and shall make its time anri Axpense 
records available to the State at all reason
able times during the contract period and for 
thrGe (3) full years from thA riate of final pav
ment. These records are subject to audit by 
the State. 

Under present procedures, once a bid waiver 
is approved by the State Treasurer the USing 
agency is rp.spnnsibile for monitoring the work. 
Therefore Yee, the DMV audit manager working 
in the Internal Audit section, was aSSigned to re
vip.w the PW billings, His primary task was to 
check their arithmetic for accuracy. On a monthly 
basis Yee would question the reasonableness of 
a particular expense item or ask for substantiation 
of it. Copies of back-up documentation would be 
forwarded to him from PW. Yee never visited PW 
offices to review original documentation since he 
was not authorized to do so. 

Yee testified that he was never given a copy of 
PW's New York Office Time and Expense Pulicil:l8 
to aid in his assessment of the reasonableness of 
PW billings. In addition to reviewing the PW bills, 
Yee had to perform a multitude uf audit:> and re
views of DMV agencies and bureaus. After Assis
tant Internal Audit Director Divock left DMV in 
early 1 985, Yee also had to supervise the audit 
unit. Even though this left little time for him to 
perform more than a cursory assessment of PW's 
billS, Yee was a still "" effective auditer. 

The reasonableness of hourly billings was also 
,,,viewed by DMV assistant directors with re
sponsibility for certain projects on which PW staf
fers were working. In addition, through November, 
1900, SAC Acting Director Meybohm wOlild in-



dicate whether the hours billed for PW employees 
working at SAC facilities seemed in order and in 
agreement with sign-in, sign-out logs maintained 
at SAC. In November, however, as a result of PW 
objections, Meybohm had to discontinue his at
tempts to require that PW employees sign in and 
out at SAC facilities. Meybohm testified regarding 
the circumstances surroundinQ his decision: 

DEPUTY DIRECTOR CLARK: Did any person from 
Price Waterhouse or supervisor from Price Water
house indicate that there would come a time when 
they were not going to utilize these sign-in sign
out sheets? 

A. No. In other words, my clerical person who 
was handling that, you know, it just became 
very eVident that people weren't signing and 
yet I knew the people were there. Yet if I were 
to look at the time sheet, there would only be 
a few people there. So then we got to the point 
where that was brought to the attention of 
Motor Vehicles and they didn't seem to be 
concerned. 

Q. Who' brought it to the attention of Motor Ve
hiclos? 

A. I did. 

Q. Who did you speak to at Motor Vehicles? 

A. I spoke very specifically to Bob Kline. 

Q. Anyone else? 

A. I don't know that Chris Cox might have been 
there. This was in the course of some of those 
meetings that we would have. 

Q. And what response did you get back? 

A. I didn't get any. 

Q. Did [Kline] ever address the concern that you 
oxprossod? 

A. Not to my knowledge. 

* * * 

Q. So, In effect, he really macif1 flU cif1U/";/UfI? 
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A. That's right. I don't think there was a conscious 
decision that someone said Price Waterhouse, 
you don't have to do that. 

Q. They just didn't do it, as much as you would 
have liked them to, then you raised the con
cern about that with Mr. Kline, and then you 
heard nothing back, and then Price Water
house discontinued doing it altogether? 

A. That's correct. 

* * * 

Q. Did you ask anyone from Price Waterhouse to 
improve their sign-in sign-out acttvlty? 

A. Early in the game, but, you know, early in the 
same game this was at the exact polnl ill Ii,"o; 

when I was told that I was being [an] obstruc
tionist to the project and I should get with it 
and stop being [an] obstructionist and cooper
ate. 

Q. $0 you didn't pursue it? 

A. Just dropped it. ... Basically, we would sign 
off in the sense that they seemed to be reason
able and that those people were at SAC. 
Whether they were there for 132 hours or 148 
hours, we couldn't [tell] 

Meybohm and his successors as Acting Direc
tor of OTIS/SAC. Alfred L. Bochese and Ralph 
Bencivengo, testified that they conducted little 
more than mathematical checks of the bills sub
mitted by PW. At the present time all OTIS' con
sultants, except PW, sign-in at the State locations 
where they work. 

Too Much Reliance on Big Eight Reputation 

Essentially, DMV officials in charge of the pro
ject counted on PW to provide reliable bills. They 
assumed, without adequately satisfying them
selves through inquiry and examination, that PW 
recordkeeping would be sufficient to reSolve any 
questions that might arise during any audit at the 
conclusion of the project. 

In part, this lack of vigilance by DMV resulted 
from the belief that any problems could be dealt 
will, wl,o;" UfO; I.)fvjo;!;t w"" fi"ally audiled. This 



notion was based on the faulty assumption that 
sufficient undorlying documentAtion would be 
available, and on the further assumption that an 
audit, although allowed by the contract between 
the State and PW, would autom8tir.ally occur. The 
lack of vigilance was to some degree attributable 
to the assumption by DMV managers that PW 
would, by virtu" of it~ mputation and standing in 
the national and international business communi
ty, meet high standards of accountability without 
doubt. DMV's Klin>'! testified in hindsight: 

Well, I think, unfortunately, that the State may 
have been somewhat naive in dealing with 
Price Waterhouse. I think one of the things 
that we relied on was their reputation, I think 
that's one of the things that we felt very good 
about. It was one of the Big Eight firms, It had 
a national reputation. And I think that to a 
great extent we relied upon that to our detri
ment. 

DMV's Cox echoed this reliance on PW's repu
tation: 

COUNSEL GAAL: Did you have a certain degree 
of confidence, If I can u~e lhat term, in tho oom
pany? 

A. Ye~, Gtbsolutely. 

Q. Did you feel you approached Price Water
house differontly than you would have ap
proached a different company in terms of con
fidence in their integrity and keeping track of 
their hours and so forth? 

A. To a certain extent, yes. 

BILLINGS BEYOND THE 
CONTRACT CAP 
Agreement Permitted Certain Extra 
Charges 

ThA 1983 agreement provided for payments to 
PW in excess of the $6.5 million cap if changes 
were made in the scope of the project. The agree
mAnt also limited the scope of the comprehensive 
system "in terms of functions and features" to 
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descriptions contained in the requirements defi
nition studies dated June 24 and September 30, 
1983. It continued: 

The State recognizes that changes to these 
requirements may result ill increased oosts 
and delays in the completion of the project 
and agrees to assume tull responsibility tor 
suCh addlClonal (;u:;(:; (consultant's foos and 
out-ot-pocket expenses) and delays subject 
to the approval of the State Treasurer. 

Increased fees and expenses were also allowed 
for State-imposed changes in the insurance 
surctlGtrge system. In genoral, the agreemAnt 
stated that if government acts, failure of technical 
facilities "or other cause of similar or different 
rH:ilure beyond the control of [PW] .. rA""lt in 
delays and additional costs, a further reasonable 
amount of compensation may be agreed upon, 
subject to the approval of the State Treasurer." A 
key aspect of such provisions was the require
ment that extra work be performed "subject to the 
approval of the Stat" TrAH;:;urer." Undoubtedly, 
this condition was inserted to impress upon PW 
the fact that a presumption of competition under
lioo State work, and that only the State Treasurer 
or his designee can override that presumption 
through a waiver process. In addition, the con
dition created 8 mAr.hanism to insure the avail
ability of funds. 

In the earlv stages of the project it was not 
anticipated that PW would have much responsi
bility for enhancements of the new system. How
ever, PW eventually assumed responsibility for 
en hancements and certain tasks because SAC re
mained understaffed and because PW staff were 
more knowledgeable about the details of the de
sign and programs of the new system. PW em
ployees thus could do these tasks more efficiently. 
In addition, even though SAC received numerous 
extra responsibilities to support the new project, 
required personnel had not been provided. 

Separate Waivers Not Obtained 

For its earliest substantive extra work PW esti
mated enhancement charges of $125,000 
($110,400 in fees and $14,600-about 13% of 
fees-in expenses) in order to meet the require
ments olleglsli:il!ve amendment:;; to the insurance 



surcharge program. On February 15, 1984, DMV's 
Kline instructed PW to proceed with the enhance
ment. Meanwhile, DMV applied for a supplemen
tal bid waiver to accomodate these changes. First 
Assistant Attorney General Cole wrote Kline on 
March 14, 1984, directing DMV to accumulate 
such requests and submit them as a group at the 
conclusion of the project. Cole explained in the 
memorandum: 

It has been suggested that there is no need 
to process a supplemental waiver at this time 
because the full amount of the contract, $6.5 
million, has not yet been exhausted and will 
not be for some time. That being so, it seems 
reasonable to withhold processing of this 
supplemental waiver until a point near the 
end of the contract, when the supplemental 
waiver can be processed together with any 
other supplementals, should they become 
necessary because of subsequent, legislative 
enactments. 

Delaying waiver approval did not, hOwever, 
mean that PW billings for extra work were de
layed. PW submitted bills for such work as it oc
curred. For example, in the case of me surcharge 
system enhancement, PW billed the State 
$124,966 ($114,545 for fees and $10,421 for actual 
expenses). DMV's Cox testified about her Inter
pretation of Cole's ruling: 

I took [Cole's memojlo mean, in fact, do what 
has to be done and then get the approval for 
the payment-the whole philosophy at that 
time was, six and a halt million dollars isn't 
going to be reached for another 18 months. 
Don't worry about an addition to six and a half 
million now, worry about It when you are 
going to reach the six and a half, in order to 
get the authorization beyond that. That was 
the gist of it. 

By delaying State Treasurer approval until near 
the end Of the contract period, JObS totaling a 
substantial amount of money were performed and 
billed without the evaluations that would normally 
accompany me waiver process. PW's DrisculI, 
under questioning by the SCI's Clark, described 
the billing procedure followed by PW for extra 
worK: 
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Q. So ... is it correct to say that there were bill
ings submitted which included these changes 
in the scope or enhancements, along with the 
billings that ref/ected performance under the 
$6.5 million contract? 

A. That's correct, and they were so identified. 

• * * 

Q. The intention was to, at the end of the contract, 
identify the total of those separate billings and 
enter into a further waiver with the State in 
which the State agreed to pay those amounts? 

A. I he contract supplements me amount of thOse 
approved changes, yes. 

Q. Those paymenrs woUld have been made over 
the course of months as the bills were sub
mitted by Price Waterhouse; is that correct? 

A. That's correct. 

Q. So that the payments that would finally have 
been totaled in this separate agreement at the 
end of the implementation would merely con
firm in writing the amount that would previous
ly have been paid under the billing 
procedures; is that correct? 

A. That's correct. 

The work for which extra billings were sub
mitted included jobs caused by DMV changes in 
scope, PW performance of tasks originally as
signed to DMV or SAC and "additional time 
charges incurred by Price Waterhouse as a result 
of delays caused by factors beyond its control." 
Since no waiver request was planned for extra 
work until the project billings approached $6.5 
million, and since PW was billing and receiving 
payments for such work as it was performed, DMV 
bore a heavy responsibility to ensure that the extra 
work was both necessary to produce an effective 
computer system and reasonable in price. 

DMV also was responsible for determining if 
any of the extra work could have been performed 
willi foml<:ll u, ill fUll IH:II GUflIjJetiLiull. At le<:l"t one 
project-development of bid specifications and 
bid evaluation support for a microfilm index re
l,lev<:I1 "y:;;t"III-"ee,":;; tu I ,<:Ive invulved tas"s fo, 



which PW was not singularly qualified. PW was 
paid $29,426.73 for this without any official de
termination that competition might have resulted 
in a better job at a lower price. 

Inadequate Accountability for Extra Work 

DMV's Christine Cox estimated on Mav 2,1985, 
that PW's total extra charges would add up to 
between $1 million and $1,200,000. PW submitted 
a tot,,1 of $271,895 in billings for enhancement 
work and $136,928 for delay work through May, 
1985. At the request of Project Manager Kline, the 
extrll billings were to be submitted to DMV on 
invoices separate from those for the overall pro
ject. 

It was particularly important to determine 
precisely the amount of time PW devoted to speci
fic contract work versus the amount of time de
voted to enhancements, "extended support" or 
delays, because the contract provided for maxi
mum billings of $6.5 million. No such limitation or 
cap was imposed on billings tor the extra worK 
categories. Indeed, PW's Trakimas calculated the 
total billings for the general system to be approx
imately $6.36 million with the inclusion of its May, 
1985, bill. 

PW SUbmitted to lilt; SCI a three-volume 3ct of 
documents with supporting explanation in an at
tempt to respond to questions raised over its man
agt;fTlt;IIl's decision to transfor hours of the staff 
from work under the contract cap into extras such 
as enhancements. The request for and approval 
of enhancements was tho rosponsibility of DMV 
and specific instructions were belatedly issued by 
Cox on March 25, 1985 In this matter. However, 
information in thc aforementioned submission hy 
PW revealed that there were approximately 500 
hours of work on enhancements that had neither 
prior nor subsequent written approval except for 
after-the-fact memoranda by PW which explained 
that the extra work had verbal requests and ap
provals. 

DMV relied upon OTIS/SAC to administratively 
verify the completeness of the enhancement work. 
Ralph Bencivengo, almost immediately upon be
coming acting director, was charged with the re
spoMihility of reviewing PW's enhancement work. 
Such verification for the months of January to 
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March, 1985, was done after-the·fact, with expla
Mtion from PW and with some review for reason
ableness by Bencivenga's technical staff. The bills 
for April and May, 1985, were held up by him be
cause the on·line system was not working. 

Bencivengo qLlestioned some of the time 
charged for enhancements but PW had more 
knowledge of the system than his people had and 
he had to accept PW's opinion in the matter. 

Most of PW's extra worK occurred <.lur illg the 
first half of 1985. Until April, 1985, enhancement 
requests could be made by any number of DMV 
employees; there was []O organized system to 
keep track of early enhancement activity. PW's 
Hencinski testified that in the spring of 1985, he 
and UMV's Cox deslgflt;U a standard enhance
ment request form so that there would be some 
method of controlling enhancements. Cox ap
proved some enhancements as obviously necess
ary while approval of others awaited review at 
weekly meetings of representatives of DMV, SAC 
SIIU PW. The system required a DMV assistant 
director, as well as Cox, to sign off on any 
enhancement request before PW's time and ex
penses for the particular tasks could be submittArj 
as extra bills outside the $6.5 million cap. Cox, as 
noted above, instituted the system in a memoran· 
dum to DMV a33iotant directors, dated March ?ii, 
1985. She testified that in some situations a 
memorandum would suffice to document an 
enhancement approval. 

Under questioning by SCI Counsel Gaal, Cox 
described how approvals were often given to per
form enhancements before cost estimates were 
provided by PW: 

Q. In other words, they might get the go ahead 
before you would know what it was going to 
cost? 

A. Absolutely. 

Q. Did there come a time wnen you would find out 
what it was gOing to cost or would it be after 
the enhancement was completed? 

A. Frequently it was after the enhancement was 
completed. 

* * * 



Q. Just so we are clear, you would give them the 
co ahead and they would do the work and then 
come back and tell you what it cost? 

A. We used both. In some cases, they would 
come back and tell me it looks like it's going 
to take 60 hours, I would say okay. Other cases 
we are sitting around on a Thursday afternoon 
and it's a fix program or something that needs 
to be done right away, they would just go and 
do it and it would come back in the bill, but 
it was something we knew about. They might 
do a follow-up memo or I might have a follow
up memo from [a DMVj assistant director. 

Bencivengo, who became acting manager for 
the OTIS/SAC data center on April 1, 1985, testi
fied abOut Cox aSKing him to ""view lile reason
ableness of time anticipated or actually utilized to 
accomplish particular enhancement requests. 
Bencivengo, under questioning by the SCI's Gaal, 
described the difficulties connected with judging 
reasonableness: 

Q. Were there ever any substantial disagree
ments between you [and PW representatives]? 

A. There were, but it seemed as though they 
came on the upper hand all the time. 

Q. Is that because they had more information 
than you did? 

A. No, they had more knowledge on the system 
than our people did. 

Q. Because your people were, baSically, not in

volved with the system, is that right? 

A. I hat's correct. 

Q. Did you feel that you were somewhat at a dis
advantage? 

A. Yes, positively. 

* * * 

Q. Why? 

A. Price Waterhouse knew more about the sys
tem than we did, which is the first, since I've 
been in data processmg, that has been tM first 
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time, to my knowledge, that this has hap
pened. Usually our data processing people are 
on top of the project, which did not happen. 

PW's Trakimas summarized the enhancement 
and extended support information In five 
memoranda to Bencivengo. PW contends im
properly that Bencivengo's approval of Trakimas' 
memonallZa1l0n Of thiS worK constituted a virtual 
audit by Bencivengo of the PW employee hours 
devoted to it. Actually, Bencivengo testified that he 
understood that all of H,e exlra work listed in the 
memoranda had been previously approved by 
DMV's Cox. His approval of the memoranda rep
resented nollling rllore lhan an acknowledgement 
that he had no information to refute PW's break
down of time spent on various tasks. 

Bencivengo had just assumed control of the 
SAC data center when he learned that he would 
have responsibility for verifying the time spent by 
PW employees on extra work. He received the first 
memorandum from Trakimas in early April, 1985. 
Moreover, the time lag between the dates when 
the work was performed and when the memoran
da were submitted-up to as much as three 
months was too great for Bencivengo's review to 
be deemed realistic or accurate. 

A~ide from the memoranda to BencivenQO. the 
only document summarizing for DMV the so
called subcode 400, representing enhancements 
and extended support, was an attachment to a 
memorandum, dated May 2,1985, from Cox to 
Salvatore Marcello, DMV's Assistant Director for 
Administration. This attachment accounted for 
only 1,496 of the 3,045 hours charged by PW to 
subcode 400. The SCI cannot determine how DMV 
was supposed to keep track of extra work for 
which PW may have been entitled to submit extra 
billings when it did not have a list of the extra tasks 
until well after the work was completed. 

The Commission attempted to substantiate the 
actual hours worked by PW staff from time sheets. 
However, only 1,275 staff hours could be IdenLifit!u 
by SCI accountants as hours worked on enhance
ments of the 3,045 total hours PW listed for 
ennancements. Surprisingly, PW hl:lu 110 project 
control system for enhancements because 
enhancements were described as "ad hoc" re
quests. III its pll:ll.'t! PW, through Ilencinskl, 



prepared a computer run for Enhancement Billing 
Summary, which information was admittedly i,,
complete, concerning enhancements from Febru
ary to May 1985. It was difficult for the SCI to 
determine the exact purpose Of the Enhanctl.llent 
Summary Billings, since all the estimates of hours 
for each enhancement had, with one exception, 
the same figure for actual hOurs WOrktlll. It ap
peared to be another after-the-fact document to 
substantiate the billings of about 40 enhance
ments to DMV. 

PW explained in their submission how requests 
and approvals r.urn DMV totaled the 3,045 hours 
billed on enhancements. PW has submitted only 
after -the-fact memoranda from PW to DMV to 
substantlaltl lhese hours. 

Expense Limitation Increased Without 
Clear Agreement 

PW informed the State in a letter from Advani 
to Kline on Marcn 15, 1985, that it intended to bill 
out-of-pocket expenses for the extra work at a flat 
rate of 13 percent of fees billed. On the overall 
proJect, at! noted, expenseo had been limited hy 
the agreement to actual expenses up to a maxi
mum of 8.8 percent of fees. On the $125,000 
surctlarytl "ystem enhancemont PW had biliArl 
actual expenses, which amounted to approximate
ly 9 percent of fees charged. On the first phase 
uf lhe microfilm index retrieval system Anhance
ment, PW had also billed actual expenses, which 
amounted to less than 5 percent of fees. PW in
troduced its 13 percent el<rAnSe levy for extra 
work for the first time when it billed for additional 
time charges in January, 1985. PW billed the un-
3ub"tantiated 13 percent figure on the second 
phase of the microfilm index retrieval system 
enhancement, even though actual expenses for 
the first phase had amounted to less than 5 per
cent of fees. 

The 1 ~ percent ratio now was utilized regard
less of the actual expenses incurred. PW's Driscoll 
testified that since certain expenses might be in
curred on behalf of an employee working on both 
the general system and enhancements, the figure 
resulting from the 13 percent calculation would be 
credited aQainst the expenses billed on the gen
eral system. 
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Kline testified that the 13 percent figure for 
enhancement cxponses was determined unilat
erally by PW rather than negotiated with the State: 

Q. Are you 3aying today that even on enhance
ments they cannot get paid at a higher rate 
than [the contract cap of] 8.8 percent? 

A. I can't answer for the Attorney General. But as 
far as my understanding, that is correct. It has 
"ever been discuocod as far as sredfically 
their bills. It's my understanding that the 
agreed upon expenses were 8.8 percent. It has 
never been discussed that thAre would be a 
different type of payment for enhancement, at 
least not with me. Again, I haven't dealt with 
thc onhanoement sidA of this. 

Q. Who did? 

A. Christine Cox, who is the Senior ASSistant Di
rector. Now, if there is some other type of 
under::;landing, it wes not done by myself 

Q. Let me throw a number at you, 13 percent on 
ennancerflf;lfl(s for expenses. 

A. The only time I remember 13 percent is that 
In melr uriy'"al proposal, going back to July. 
[1983,] they had asked for anywhere from 10 
to 13 percent for expenses, and, of course, 
thal was dismissed, and you had the whole 
philosophy with putting the amount of ex
penses into the [total] waiver [amount]. 

Cox testified that PW dictated the 13 percent 
figure: 

Q. You have that figure from their end, from Price 
Waterhouse saying {they were] going to bill at 
13 percent? 

A. Right. It was more of "Here is how we are going 
to do It. .. I dun't remember honostly focusing 
on it to say, yes or no, but there was no explicit 
approval that it was okay to do that at 13 per
cent. 

Q. But the billings get paid at 13 percent or get 
ClfJfJfvved? 



A. The billings went through and got approved 
with that on it, yes ... It's my impression thAt 
top management at Price Waterhouse wasn't 
aware of that 13 percent either. 

Q. By top, are you speaking [about] above Ad
vani? 

A. Yes. 

* * • 

Q. Where have you gotten the impression that top 
level people were unaware of that figure? 

A. From discussions with Bill Driscoll. 

Q. Was he aware of the figure? 

A. Again, my impression was that he was not. 

The above excerpts from testimony by Kline 
and Cox illustrate the confusion that prevailed 
among DMV's lay managers of the computer pro
ject, particularly in regard to such critical issues 
as enhancements and what was to be paid for 
such extra work. 

The hourly billing rates for time spent on the 
extra work were to be the same as those effective 
July, 1984, for the qeneral project (partner-$165, 
senior manager-$135, manager-$85 and consult
ant-$75). However, the rates were to be increased 
by 7 percent on July 1,1985, "to reflect the annual 
firm-wide increase in our staff billing rates," In 
addition, the staff programmer rate of $50 per 
hour for contract work would not apply to 
enhancements. Instead, the higher "consultant" 
rate of $75 per hour would apply to all such non
managerial staff time. DMV's Cox testified that she 
did not specifically recall the change in billing 
rates for staff programmers for enhancement 
work: 

COUNSEL GAAL: Did you ever discuss that on 
enhancements the minimum would be $75 an 
hour whether they were programming or consult
ing? 

A. Not in that context, not in the money context. 
In the context that consultants would also do 
the programming, both tasks [designing and 
programming] and not oplit it. 
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Q. Prior to our raising this to you, were you aware 
that individuals on enhancements were getting 
no less than $75 an hour? 

A. If you would ask me that, I would say I don't 
have specific knowledge of that. I am not pin
ning myself, but, yes, conceptually, I do re
member the discussions about using a con
sultant to do both of the tasks, but to say, there 
was never going to be any programming cost 
per se in an enhancement, no, I would not 
have recalled that being agreed to. 

Elusive 2,500 Hours 

In a letter to Kline on January 8, 1985, PW's 
Advani described work that he maintained should 
be billed as extra charges beyond the $6.5 million 
cap. This concerned the "modified implementa
tion approach" proposed by PW to resolve prob
lems encountered in its use of the IDEAL pro
gramming language: 

To date, we have spent 2,500-plus staff hours 
of effort in dealing with and compensating for 
the technical problems in IDEAL. In addition, 
we expect to spend in the range of 
2,000-3,500 additional staff-hours to mod
ify, test and implement the system in ac
cordance with the proposed approach. This 
additional effort totaling 4,500-6,000 hours 
Is being expended by PW as a result of the 
technical problems with ADR software, a fac
tor clearly beyond our control. It was not an
ticipated as part of our planned system de
velopment activity and was not included in 
our project estimates. Therefore, I am re
questing additional compensation 
authorization for this effort of an amount not 
exceeding $600,000 for our fees and out-of
pocket expenses to be billed at the approved 
rates in effect for the project. 

Kline flatly rejected payment of extra amounts 
to remedy the problems stemming from PW's use 
of IDEAL. Nonetheless, the "2,500-plus" hours 
mentioned by Advani had already been billed (in 
1904) to the State as part of the original worl' on 
the system. Unless the State were to eventually 
approve extra bills for these hours, and others 
dovoted to the remedial offorto, they would be 



added to the hours applied to the capped billings. 
Tnls would till !:laten PW's ability to remain within 
budget and achieve a desirable profit on the en
gagement. Unless the State determined which of 
the hours billed had boon rejeoted by KlinA. it 
could be overcharged by as much as 2,500 hours 
($200,000 at an average hourly rate of $80). 

Under questioning by the SCI's Gaal, Kline de
scribed the procrastinating manner in Which DMV 
doalt with billings inflated by the disapproved 
extra charges: 

o Thf'l last sentence of that paragraph [in Ad
van/'s memorandum], "The 2,500 additional 
hours already expended by Price Waterhouse 
as a result of ADR technical problems en
countered to date is a sunk cost regardless of 
the alternative selected." What does that 
mean, it's a sunk cost? 

A. I assume it meant that they-it was done, it 
was billed. 

Q. It was billed? 

A. We were goiny to pay for that. Again, my pos
ition on that was that remained to be seen. So 
we could always get that back if, in fact, it were 
proven. 

CHAIRMAN PATTERSON: Excuse me, you use 
th'" ",,,pression "it was billed." It wasn't billed at 
that pOint, was it? 

A. I don't know. See, that's a term that they used. 
In my way or reading this it may have been 
billed. As far as my thought about this, was 
that it was something that ultimately would be 
decided. There's various ways that we coulu 
have approached this. If, in fact, it had been 
billed, we could then withhold payment later 
to compensate for that. If, in fact, it hadn't 
been, that would be something somebody de
termined. 

DMV's Cox testified that she believed the 2,500 
hours had not been billed as they occurred: 

Q. Is it your understanding that those hours were 
billed to the State under the contract at that 
point and rricc Watorhouse is asking fM ad
ditional compensation as an enhancement? 
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A. No. My impression was that those hours had 
not been billed, that they had accumulated 
them. They know what they are, they know 
what they did during that time. That's the way 
I interpret it. They were putting us on notice 
and getting, I will call it, approval to submit 
those bills. 

Kline wrote a strong response denying PW'5 
request for additional payments for coping with 
the problems arising from use of IDEAL in the 
DMV project. Nonetheless, ne failed to e"::;ure that 
the State could identify the billings attributable to 
such problems and to demand that PW refrain 
from submitting sucn bills. 

In her memorandum of May 2,1985, regarding 
tne $1 mllllo" to $1.2 million worth of enhance
ments which PW had informed her it would bill to 
the State, Cox noted: "Some of these items have 
already been billed for and others are estimates 
for potential billing." One item reads, "Estimate of 
1984 technical support charges (to be billed in 
April 1905) ... $200,000." Another item reads, 
"System enhancement and extended support 
charges billed for December 1984-February 
1965 ... $107,000." The $200,000 figure obviously 
relates to the 2,500 hours worked in 1984 which 
Kline rejected for payment. Thus, PW did not con
sider that Kline had dednAn the matter. Instead, 
PW clearly intended to continue to bill extra 
charges outside the contract for coping with prob
lems strictly asso,-,j"tAd with its misQuided use of 
the IDEAL language. 

Haphazard Time Keeping 

PW partner Driscoll testified that for billing 
purposes the DMV project utilized the primary 
billing code assigned by PW to the State of New 
Jersey, as well as subcodes to identify particular 
projects for New Jersey, including DMV. Different 
subcodes were assigned to work within the scope 
of the 1983 agreement (surcharge and com
prp.h",nsive systems) and work outside of the 
scope of that agreement (enhancements and de
lays). Accuracy in allocating of hours and ex
penses to categories within or outside of the con
tract scope was important for billing purposes be
cause of the contractual cap on fees and ex
penses for work within the scope of the agree
ment. 



During the initial period of performance of work 
outside tne scope 01 Ine Original agreemellt, PW 
employees accounted for time spent on such ac
tivities by noting a 400 subcode (enhancement) on 
their T&E sheets insteGld uf lin,; 200 subcode 
utilized for regular contract work, A 100 subcode 
was utilized for work on the insurance surcharge 
:;y:;terll, A 300 suueode was used for the enhance
ment PW provided for DMV's microfilm retrieval 
project A 500 subcode was utilized by PW man
agement to designate delay chargcQ, 

Former PW project manager Levi testified that 
In tne early stages of the project, u"ru,,, extra 
work was performed, employees allocated the 
hours recorded on their bimonthly T&E sheets for 
surctlGlrge "Hld/u, cUlflj.Jlellensive systems as ap
propriate, However, this accurate method of al
locating hours was later perverted when PW su
periors began reallocating lime and tasks without 
adequate consultation with the employees who 
actually had filled out the T&Es, 

Undoubtedly realizing the importance of indi
vidual accountability for time spent on tasks that 
could be billed In excess of the $6,5 million cap, 
PW project manager Trakimas wrote a memoran
dum on April 1, 1985, to PW team leaders and 
staff IIUUIIY lil" lIew "ystell1 imposed by DMV's 
Cox to keep track of enhancements, The 
memorandum concluded, "All enhancements 
work should be charged to codc 400 [cnhance 
ments], All staff members must maintain an ac
curate log of all time charged to code 400, Copies 
of thc log shoots along with the System Change 
Request Form [developed with Cox] should be 
forwarded to John Hencinski to facilitate billing," 

Trakimas testified that compliance with his in
structions was incomplete; that is, certain of the 
hours devoted to enhancements were not re
corded by the staff members under the 400 code 
on their time sheets , He contended that certain 
employees tended to charge to ennancemellb 
only the lime that they had spent on actual pro
gramming, rather than include time spent discuss
Ing the details of HIe GI~~iy''''lellt, u8"i911 work and 
test efforts, Due to this alleged unreliability of the 
hours recorded by PW staffers, PW supervisors 
uv"" uu"" IIldllY of tbe time allocation decisions of 
their employees and eventually changed the sys-
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tem to take the individual employees altogether 
out of the allocation proce"3 for timo and tasks, 

Trakimas testified that in May, 1985, PW discon
tinued the 200/400 subcode T&E sheet nnt"tions 
used to allocate hours worked on the general sys
tem, enhancements and delay, Instead, PW em
ployees were orally instrur.t"rl tn ins"r! the 200 
internal billing code on their T&Es, regardless of 
whether the work was performed within the con
tm"t ""npe or on an enhancement. Interestingly, 
T&E sheets reveal that Advani and Trakimas 
themselves, as well as four subordinates, con
tinued to deSignate subcodes in May and beyond, 
In describing this system, which operated during 
the period when billing activity outside the cap 
was most frequent, PW's Trakimas stated in a 
memorandum on June 14, 1985, to DMV's Cox: 

After the reporting period, this time is dis
cussed with each staff member by the Price 
Waterhouse project manager, The staff 
member indicates what tasks were ac
complished and reviews the aSSOCiated pro
ject deliverables, 

The project manager, in preparing the billing, 
determines what time will be charged to the 
nRW DMV "y"tRm project and what time will 
be charged as extended support above and 
beyond the scope of work for the new DMV 
system as defined in the contract. 

* * * 

In practice, the use of the 200 and 400 sub
code [to capture at that timesheet level the 
two types of work] ha" boon discontinued 
since the individual staff members otten did 
not record all of the time including meetings, 
design, programming and testing, in addition 
to, the updating of documentation for 
enhancements they worked on at DMV man
agement's request. 

This procedure deviated substantially from the 
PW New York Office Time and Exponco Policies 
whiCh DMV had been told would govern this pro
ject Those policies emphasize timely recording 
by Imowlodgoablo omployoos of the hours they 
spend on a project: 



The key resource of any professional or
ganization is me time of Its profel3l3iufII;t1 and 
adminIstrative staff. Further, the Integrity and 
financial performance of the firm are directly 
related to the diligence willi which each staff 
member accounts for his or her time charges, 
especially with respect to clients. Thus, the 
Importance uf i;1<c(;urately measuring timo 
charges as they relate to client activities is, 
or should be, obvious. This must always be 
tilt; <case-there can never bo an exoeption. 

The formal record for charging time spent on 
professional activities starts with the Diary. 
Manual where we expect that each day's ef
forts will be recorded by you while the ac· 
tivlr/es are fresl! ill your mind. The daily (0 .. 

cording of time by activity and client (Includ. 
ing appropriate subclient code) and the ac
curate preparation of time sheets are the per
sonal responsibilities of each staff member. 
We must all remember that the firm relies on 
each staff membor'/') ropresentations to de. 
fend its time records. Once you Sign the time 
sheet it becomes the formal acknowl· 
edgemont by you-and you alone-of YOlJr 
efforts expended and the clients to be 
charged. 

The admonitions of this policy became particu· 
larly pertinent where, as under the DMV-PW con
tract, there is a cap on the billings for a project 
that may only be exceeded if hours are properly 
allocated to enhancements, delays, extra support 
work and the like. Trakimas's description to (;ox 
of the method of allocating hours substituted 
after-the-fact guess-work by PW supervisors for 
precise allocations by employees whO actually did 
the work. Under such a system the employees' 
signatures on their T&E sheets, certifying that they 
accomplished the particular tasks indicated, were 
meaningless. 

Despite Traklmas's descriptions to the contrary, 
Cox under questioning by the SCI's Gaal testified 
that she had expected PW to maintain, for later 
review by state officials, the underlYing documen
tation on which PW employees would accurately 
record the time they personally devoted to 
enhancements; 
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Q. Did you expect [PWj to have records support
ing the hours on the enhancements? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Did you ever discuss that with them? 

A. No. not that I recall, no. 

Q. Was there any reason that you didn't discuss 
it? 

A. No. 

Q. was It because you were su :;alisfied with the 
detail? 

A. I a:;:;ullled the record keeping was exaotly 
what I had seen before and was being handled 
in accordance with their company's needs as 
well as in accordance with laying out what they 
were doing for our project. 

Q. '" If . .. you [decided to AUriit the hours 01 a 
particular PW employee], what kind of backup 
documentation [would] you expect to find in 
Price Waterho(lsl'!? 

A. I would expect to find what I will call a basiC 
timA sheet ... some kind of, I will call it, a 
project control sheet indicating where they 
were and what they were working on .. < I 
would also expect then for those number of 
days working on the DMV project, some level 
of detail in accordance with what the company 
needed as to what they were doing during that 
time, whether it was programming or analYSIS 
or design or development or operations or 
whatever. 

Q. Do you expect it to indicate that they were 
working on enhancements . .. ? 

A. Given that this billing was beyond the initial 
contract, I would expect that that would be 
noted, in some way, with an a:;lerisk or in 
some other way noted. 

Q. When yuu say noted, you expeot to find these 
items in writing, J take it? 

A. I would expect that, yos. 



Q. Not verbally? 

A. As to who worked on what, and whether it was 
an enhancement? 

Q. Right. 

A. I would expect it in writing, yes. 

Q. When you mentioned the progress control 
sheet earlier, what were you referring to 
specifically? 

A. I was referring-you asked me what I would 
expect? 

Q. Right. 

A. Conceptually, I would expect some kind of, 
think I used the word project control, a de
lineation of what kind of work was being done. 
See, I understand clearly that the same person 
... could have worked for three hours in the 
morning [on] something which w~S p~rt of th" 
six and a half million dollar basic system and 
[on] an enhancement for two hours in the 
~fternoon 

Q. That's exactly the question. What is your 
understanding in terms of the backup or sup
porting documentation that should exist to jus
tify the enhancement bills? 

A. I would expect that that would be somehow 
annotated, even if it was just a notation on a 
time sheet for seven hours or eight hours, 
three of those were enhancements, I would 
think that was necessary for billing purposes. 

Q. Do you expect that to be on the employee's 
time sheet, when you use the term time sheet? 

A. I would expect it to be in one of those backup 
documents, again something that feeds into 
the billing, to be able to know how many of the 
hours were spent on enhancements. 

Cox could not know the degree to which the 
procedure described by Trakimas deviated from 
PW's own policies because, as previously noted, 
DMV never received a copy of those policies. In 
addition, Trakimas's assurances that "tim,::. is rli~-

cussed with each staff member by the Price 
W~terhouse prnj""! m"n"gp.r" proved false. 
Trakimas testified that he did not review each indi
vidual's T&E sheets but only spot-checked them 
from time to time. 

Trakimas testified that team leaders, the project 
manaQer or the enQagement partner utilized vari
ous sources (their individual records or recollec
tions, addenda to T&E sheets, formal change ap
proval forms, and a log) to decide how hours for 
an individual employees would be reallocated. 
The necessary paper work was then completed to 
effect the changes. Conspicuously absent from 
this reallocation effort were timely and systematic 
consultation with employees who did the work. 
Henclnski testified under questioning by the SCI's 
Gaal about the method used as of March, 1985, 
when he became a manager and leader of a PW 
team on the DMV project: 

Q. How did you arrive at the hours, number of 
hours [to be allocated to [enhancements]? 

A. The number of hours that were worked? 

Q. YOG. 

A. Basically, through recollection at the time. 

Q. Would it be done in a group meeting or an 
individual meeting, formalized meeting? 

A. Ray [Trakimas] and I would sit down, I'm not 
sure you would call It a formal meeting, and 
discuss the status of events that had taken 
place over the past couple of weeks. 

* • • 

Q. Were there any occasions where this occurred 
for individuals whom you supervised on your 
team? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And were they handled Similarly? 

A. Yes. I would try to get an accounting of their 
time with respect to the various types of issues 
or Rr.tiviti"" th"t th"y w"r" working on. 



Q. Whon you say try, whl'lt would they utilize, the 
same things you would utilize? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Which would be, essentially, your notes or rec
ollection? 

A. Yes. primarily recollection. 

* * • 

Q. How many of these meetings where the time 
changes were discussed can you recall? 

A. They were approximately monthly. So I would 
say about three or four. 

Q. And can you put it in a time frame for us? 

A. Again. it would be commencing about 
April-March. April, May [1985]. that time 
period. 

Q. Would you have been the only person with Mr. 
Trakimas at the time or would ali the team 
leadore; have been tOGAther in sort of a group 
meeting? 

A. The way I (moerstood it. there was no formal 
policy established with respect to who was 
represented. It was not their worse situations 
whNe other team leaders were present. 

Q. When you were there? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Did it ever occur more frequently than once a 
month? 

A. I seem to recall that It was a monthly practice. 

Q. Would it have occurred like two times a month 
or three times a month? 

A. I don't believe so. 

The "practice" op.!">cribed by Hencinski deviated 
from PW policy as described in the standard PW 
Diary Manual: 

Prior period adjustments-this section ap
pears on the back of the Time Sheet and is 
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used to report adjustments to time and ex
pense charges made Uf( lime sheets and ex
pense reports filed in previous time 
periods .... The net change resulting from 
the adjUstments IItust be shown on the front 
of the time sheet, even if zero. 

Engage!Itt"'! partner Advan; aeknowledgAo that 
some PW employees on the project utilized prior 
period adjustments. He testified that "there is no 
suc;1l requirement" that a staff mAmber be told 
that his or her hours were reallocated by super
visors. Advani interpreted the prior period adjust
ment policy narrowly: 

It's not a formalized procedure in Price 
Walerhousp. It's one of the ways in which it 
can be done. In most instances, the 
procedure is used when the time is er
roneously charged to a different client. So for 
transferring or reflecting the time or trans
ferring out the time from one client code to 
another client code, that procedure is used. 
For transfer of time charges or expenses that 
might have been erroneously coded on the 
same client but on different subcodes, that 
procedure can be used, however, most often 
another procedure is used where the change 
is made directly to the WIP adjustment 
without requiring individual statt member:; tu 
resubmit the time sheets. 

Trakimas testified that he used T&E sl""ets, 
work-in-process (WIP) reports from the PW com
puter center in Tampa, Florida. and weekly time
sheets from the project control sys!e", to prepare 
worksheets maintained on a personal computer. 
The work sheets were used to prepare the 
monthly bills submitted 10 DMY. After the hours 
which individual employees had allocated to the 
general project were reallocated by PW manage
ment between the general project and other work, 
Trakimas submitted memoranda to PW's New 
York office indicating the hours which were to be 
adjusted for eactl ",rnployee on tho WIP ledgAr 
(computerized compilation of data from T&E 
sheets). Thus, the billings for general project ver
sus other work would, in thGory, be recnnciled 
with Trakimas's summaries. 

Mecu (Wllile, the fire! Jevel of (moerlyinq 
documentation, the T&E sheets, reflected the total 



hours spent on all DMV work. In addition, certain 
PW ~t"ff mp.mbers continued to use prior period 
adjustments and to allocate their time sheet hours 
between the general work and extra work. This 
information also eventuallY wound up in the WIP 
ledger. Thus, there ultimately was a disparity be
tween the WIP ledger and the Trakimas sum
maries. Therefore, the Trakimas summaries coin
cided with the bills, but the WIP ledger did not. 
This disparity is troubling since PW representa
tives repeatedly asserted that the WIP ledger was 
the "bible" when it came to billings. 

PW representatives have strenuously asserted 
throughout thiS Investigation tt,,,l rt<C!lIuc;"lions of 
hours by knowledgeable supervisors was an es
tablished practice and resulted in accurate bill
Ings. Tt,t<y I,,,vt< "ygressively maintained that this 
method of reallocating hours was allowable under 
the New York Office Time and Expense Policies. 
Indeed, a so-called ET·14 procedure was utilized 
by Trakimas to submit T&E changes to the WIP 
system. PW has maintained that "if there are mul
tiple corrections to bc proccssed (and where, 
therefore, corrections on the time sheets aread
ministnitively burdensome)," the preferred prac
tice to oorrect allocations of hours is to use the 
"Time and Expense Corrections Form ET-14." The 
ET-14 procedure is provided for in PW's Adminis
trative Information Manual (AIM) Th .. rAIAv"nt 
section of the AIM states: 

An Office may use Form ET-14 to transfer 
incorrectly coded time and expenses of its 
own staff to the proper project code. How
ever, it is preferable to have such corrections 
made by the staff member via the time sheet 
... Use of Form ET-14 is suggested when 
multiple changes are required. 

PW has contended that the use of prior period 
adjustments by the staff member who actually did 
the work was preferable only "because this 
method of data input will result in the corrected 
charges being reflected more readily in certain 
internal manpower summaries and in our [WIP] 
ledgers at the billing rate in effect at the time of 
the original charge." 

In a submission to the Commission, PW has 
offered the following explanation, in part, as to 
why PW management reallocated staff's hours on 
the DMV project: 
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It was hoped initially that the staff's extended 
support time charges could be captured 
using the normal time recording means in 
semi-monthly time and expense reports. 
However, in the environment of intense activi
ty on the part of as many as 30 PW personnel, 
at a time when many of the PW staff worked 
simultaneously on multiple tasks-some 
called for by the basic contract and others 
constituting extended support tasks-it soon 
became apparent that it was not possible to 
identify all the time fairly applicable to ex
tended support with any reasonable degree 
of accuracy solely by using this normal 
means. Many protect team members wen; 
uncertain as to which specific programming, 
testing or support services were within or 
beyond the basIc COn(ri;ic;I',; 1t<'1uilements. 
Some staff charged only programming activi
ty to the enhancement 400 code, overlooking 
such necessary related activity as testing, 
user meetings, documentation and the like. 

Driscoll of PW tcotifiod at tho SCion the same 
subject: 

I don't Imow whothor tho SCI fully appreciates 
how hectic it can get in the stages of im
plementation of a very large system and the 
f30t that the client will be asking you tn rio 

everything, including sweep up and clean up 
the place when you turn the lights out at 
night. 

It's very, very hectic time and there is a lot 
of pressure. and these thinr:;s-I am fully 
aware that that's the kind of environment that 
these people were operating under when this 
enhancement Question came up. 

Also, project partner Advani of PW in testimony 
before the SCI elaborated on why he felt PW staff 
was unable to properly allocate their time on their 
time sheets on this project: 

Well, this was a unique situation in the sense 
where people were inVOlved in performing a 
number of things simultaneously. They were 
working on the basic system activities, they 
were also working on a number of specifically 
requested enhancements, programming 
enhancements at the time, and at the same 



time, they were also responding to a number 
of, you know. requests for help in the face of 
crisis or anything else. 

The time sheet was the last thing on their 
mind at the time, They were just looking at 
the time sheets, the preparation of time 
sheets as an administrative item that they 
were trying to get out of the way on the dates 
when the time sheets were due. 

The SCI cannot demonstrate-nor does it evell 
allege-that PW fraudulently misallocated hours. 
Neither can this Commission say that PW's inter. 
pretation or situational modlflcClUu[J of its own 
policies was an attempt to create a system tolerant 
of excessive misallocations. Nonetheless, the 
CommissiOn Is dlsturbeu lilClt two admirable prin
ciples,which are even contained in PW's official 
pOlicies, were disregarded during the DMV pro· 
ject. These are: 1) the requirement that each pro
fessional personally participate in the decision to 
allocate his hours a certain way, and 2) the re
qulr"r"en! that each profc<l<lional personally par· 
ticipate in the documentation of those allocations. 
These principles were especially important for the 
DMV engagement. Because of the $6.5 million c"'-p 
for general work and the budding dispute between 
DMV and PW concerning the amount of work 
properly allocatod to ext<?nd<?d ""pport and 
enhancements, any deficiencies in employee par
ticipation and documentation of time changes and 
charges r<?nd<?r<?d the r""lloeation system un
satisfactory. 

A review of certain audit guidelines and 
procedures used by State and Federal auditors 
reaffirms that the individual employee time· 
keeping record is fundamental to time billing ac
countability. Without employee approval a time 
sheet should not be changed after the employee 
has signed it and turned it in to his supervisor. 

The SCI has been informed that auditors in the 
Office of the State Auditor of New Jersey would, 
in most circumstances, taKe exceptio" lu esti· 
mated time allocations prepared by persons other 
than the individuals doing the work. When con
fronted With estimates by thu:;e nut actually per
forming the task, auditors require that during in
terviews the individual employees confirm the 
time they expended. Til" Guidelines for Com 
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prehensive Audit of Labor Costs by the Defense 
Contract Audit Agency conclude that "audit 
evidence obtained from managers or supervi~uI s 
regarding employee time charges is indirect infor. 
mation and is not as reliable as information ob· 
tained directly from the ernfJluyee and cor· 
roborated with written documentation of the em
ployee's work." 

DMV, instead of insisting on obtaining a copy 
of PW's policies, chose to remain ignorant of PW 
jJulicies containing th03C principles of individual 
reconciliation and documentation. Nor did man· 
agement at DMV apparently feel a need to insist 
on a system which ineorporat<?d such principles. 
However, regardless of DMV's or PW's confidence 
in the accuracy of the extra billings, PW did not 
provide a system of accountahility "'-ppropriate for 
a complex project involving massive public fund· 
ing, 

Although PW relied upon individual employees 
to supply detailed records by task for the project 
control system, these same employees were de· 
emed incapable of properly determining time al
locations between general work and extra work. 
However, at one time PW supervisors had more 
faith in their employees' ability to reconcile the 
detailed task reports of the project control system 
with their T&E information. Trakimas's memoran
dum to the DMV project staff, dated October 17, 
1984, stated, "Staff members should ensure that 
hours reported on the Price Waterhouse Time and 
Expense Sheets are the same as reported on Ine 
weekly interval project [control] time Sheets." 

No serious attempt was made to retain informal 
records or notes that served as the basis for 
supervisors' reallocation of hours. As Advani testi
fied: 

Those kinds of documents were really not 
necessary after those tasks were completed, 
the enhancements were satisfactorily im
plemented, they were no longer necessary 
and those would hovc boon discarded in the 
normal course. 

Altogether, the ET-14 methoci was L1sed to re
allocate the hours on 36 monthly time sheets. Ten 
employees had their hours transferred two or 
mor<? tim<?s in a monthly period. One of these 10, 



in fact, had his hours changed four times in one 
month MAAnwhilA, from January through May 
1985, six employees transferred a total of 286 
hours from general system work to enhancement 
work using prior period adjustments. Durinq the 
same period one employee used prior period ad
justment to move 85 hours from enhancements to 
the general system, 

The adjustments to the WIP reports did not 
differentiate among particular enhancement 
tasks. Neither did the T&E sheets make any such 
distinction. Nonetheless, PW was able to supply 
complete breakdowns of hourly allocations 
among other work categories for each PW em
ployee working on the project. Trakimas recorded 
these allocations of hours in his personal com
puter spreadsheet. 

From January through May, 1985, PW em
ployees allocated 1,275 hours on their T&E sheets 
to subcode 400 enhancements and extended sup
port. In that same period PW management re
allOCated all additional 1,770 hours to subcode 
400. Thus, approximately $155,000 in extra work 
was billed based on poorly-documented super
visor estimates in reallocating hours, 

Delay Billings Questioned 

Between March and May, 1985, DMV was billed 
almost $137,000 in fees for five PW employees 
hA"A">lA thAY WAre "delayed" from working on the 
Comprehensive System. Although not enhance
ments, these amounts were also billed outside of 
the $6.5 million cap. 

Regarding delay billing (500 code) Trakimas 
testified that DMV approved such billings when 
DMV asked PW 10 delay some phase of contract 
performance "because of some timing problems 
that the client was having pulling pieces together 
. . . " Trakimas continued: 

Now, these people were on site. Now, what 
to do with those hours. Well, mose hours 
were spent in doing additional things like ad
ditional training, answering extra questions, 
prOViding examples for training (;1i;J/;:;e:;, 

those type things, that if we were to go up on 
target, on time, they wouldn't have gone and 
done those extra addilium;/ litiIlY:;, !.Jut be-
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cause the implementation was delayed, those 
hours would be captured and billed under a 
delay category and so we would see delay 
bills. 

In addition to PW's billing delay hours at its 
normal-for-profit rate, the SCI noted that the hour
ly billing for a programmer on the general project 
was $50 but if that same person was delayed from 
such work the time would be billed at the higher 
consultant rate of $75 per hour. Under question
ing by SCI Counsel Gaal, however, LJMV'S cox 
testified that this was news to her: 

Q. It's our understanding, luul<ifllJ at ille records, 
that individuals whose time was billed for de
lays were billed at the higher rate, ... and we 
are interested in how that came to be. 

A. I don't have any knowledge of that. 

Q. If you had known, at the time, that you were 
approving a bill that an individual was being 
billed for del,;,y ,;,1 ,;, hiohAr ratA thRn Ih!>ir reg· 
ular rate when they are working [on the gen
eral contract work], would that have caused 
YOII .~om!> concern? 

A. For the same time period, yes, it would have, 
yes, it would have. 

Through May, 1985, Trakimas calculated that 
delay billings amounted to $136,928 for 1,591 
hours of work. Records indicate that at least 200 
overtime hours (hours beyond those worked in a 
typical month) were billed for delay work. DMV's 
Cox testified that she was not aware that overtime 
hours were being billed as delay, or that some 
"delayed" employees were working as much as 12 
hours a day, seven days a week. HaVing ItS em
ployees work overtime while on delay is inconsis
tent with the generally accepted, good faith prac
tice of minimizing a client's cost in such situations . 
The SCI is equally distressed with DMV's role in 
allowing such a one-sided arrangement at the ex
pense of the taxpayer:;. 

Remaining Extra Work 

When OTIS took over management of the pro
ject in May, 1985, enhancement work was halted 
ulltil the comprehensive system could be made to 



function properly. OTIS Deputy Administrator 
Bruce Jones testified that from lhat time until the 
present "more than 900 man-weeks of change 
effort have accrued." Jones elaborated as to the 
source and impact of till» substantial change ef
fort: 

ThestJ ", tJ changes which DMV would like tn 
make to the system because in seeing it per
form, there are things which were not in the 
original specifications that they now Mle don't 
work quite the way they want them to, so 900 
man-weeks of analysis time to see how that 
fits to thc oxisting Price Waterhouse system 
is a significant workload. So if [OTIS] were to 
support this system as it exists {in May, 1986J, 
continuG to run it o(lRrafionally. yes, we're 
ready to do that, we would have no problem 
with that. In terms of applying those changes, 
we really can't intelligently say until we 
analyze them. get them and. as I said, there's 
900 man-weeks by a combined estimate of 
both th" DMV and the OTIS people of what 
those changes would entail to the existing 
system. And to date we have no budgeted 
(lositions to handle that workload. 

It should be noted that the estimated 900 man
weeks to make changes represent about 45 per
cent of the total of 81.060 hours which PW orig
inally proposed to complete the whole project. 

Jones indicated that the FY 1987 tJudget 
proposal requests 18 DMV funded staff positions 
to support the new DMV system. This new DMV 
budget also would provide for $2 million for (1 

study of the DMV system, including the necessary 
software. An additional $3 million is budgeted for 
computer hardware. 

QUESTIONABLE EXPENSES 

1\ number of PW p.mployees were brought in 
from distant locations to work on the DMV en
gagement. Instead of lodging them in motels, PW 
leased up tn 1/l apartments in the Plainsboro area. 
The rentals for these apartments were included in 
out-of-pocket expenses charged to the State. In 
additinn. in order to supply its employees with 
motel-type services, PW purchased 18 television 
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sets as well as household items and cleaning ser
vices which were hilled to the State. Furniture ren
tals were also included in the expenses, PW gave 
the State a credit when security depOSits were 
repaid The television sets, each of which cost 
approximaely $278 new, were sold to PW em
ployees for $75 each and the sale amounts were 
tn hp. credited to the State. Finally, cars were 
rented at State expense for use by team mem
bers. 

PW contended it saved approximately $200,000 
in expenses by renting cars and apartments for 
el<tp.nded periods instead of utilizing more ex
pensive auto rentals and motels. On the other 
hand, DMV's former Special Assistant Patrick 
Brannigan testified that it surprised him to learn 
that so many apartments had to be rented. He 
stated he had anticipated that only a relatively few 
high level experts-not the day-to-day program
mers who occupied many of the apart
ments-would have to be brought in from afar. 
Brannigan further testified that he put PW in touch 
with a real estate agent so that houses could tJ" 
rented and occupied by a number of people at 
less expense than individual apartments. He 
stated that PW decided instead to utiliz" its own 
contacts and rent apartments. 

Some questionable expenses were billed lu tile 
project. Although the amounts are relatively small, 
the SCI is concerned with the type and number 
of such expense items. 

A PW internal audit, conducted after the SCI 
began its investigation, resulted in a total of 
$7,328.15 in disallowed project expenses, includ
ing $2.289.35 in per diem expenses, $944.66 in 
telephone charges and $801.1 b In transportation 
charges. PW maintained that it had always in
tended to conduct its own internal audit of ex
penses on the DMV project. Indeed. in July, 1984, 
an audit was proposed by New York area part
ners. Nevertheless, these early plans were not im
plemented until the new DMV "ystem failed to 
function properly and the Legislature and SCI 
began to probe various DMV activities. An internal 
memorandum from PW partner Edward F. Millar, 
III,dated May 8,1985, explains PW's belated move 
to conduct its own expense audit as a result of 
untoldlng contruv", ::lies at DMV: 



The contract [with the State] does not detail 
what types of expenses oro allowable whieh 
makes any expense charged subject to differ
ing interpretations. 

As this is a government job, the governmen
tal agencies involved have a right to audit, 
and may in fact audit Ih" ")(p"n.~es charged 
to the engagement. Moreover, the Director of 
the DMV has recently resigned amid allega
tions conc!'>rning an unrelated. but contem
poraneous, contract. It therefore seems pru
dent that we now undertake a comprehensive 
r!'>view of the charges to the engagement, 
before they are reviewed by some gov
ernmental "watchdog." 

The Commission is primarily concerned with 
approximately $4,800 in expenses-for more than 
1 00 items-which demonstrate a rather cavalier 
attitude toward the State. Many of the judgments 
which resulted in these expenses being charged 
to the client were made by PW's supervisory staff 
including engagement partner Advani and project 
manager Trakimas. The fact that Advani and 
Trakimas lacked proper judgment regarding ex
penses is particularly trOUbling conSidering !nat 
they were the two individuals most responsible for 
reallocation of the much more costly billed hours 
between the general prOject, Which Ilad a fJ' i(;e 
cap under the contract, and extra work, which had 
no cap on what could be charged to the Stale. The 
SCI IS concerned that PW'" ullfJrofessional lack of 
care in charging for expenses may have continued 
when PW turned to reallocating hours that the 
company (;oul<.l bill for extra work-and 
money-beyond the $6.5 million contract cap. 

The expenses di""lIowed under PW's 1985 
audit had been were charged to the State in viol
ation of PW's own policies. The New York Office 
Time and Expense Policies, which PW informed 
DMV would govern its billings, set reasonable 
criteria for justifying billing expenses to a client. 
ThAM policies included standards regarding 
meals, refreshments, entertainment and gifts 
which were violated during PW's performance. 

For example, Advani testified at the SCI that he 
was not sure whether the $263.52 cost of a PW
only breakfast held on October 11, 1984, at the 
Hyatt Regency in West Windsor was billed to the 
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State or billed with at least corresponding down
ward adjLlstments in th", PW employees' per diem 
allowances. PW partner Driscoll testified that PW 
policy precluded billing clients for meals attended 
solely hy PW employees to build morale of en
gagement teams or to discuss company issues. 
Trakimas testified that the breakfast included a 
,;hart ';Bssion "to convey to the proiect partners 
and the visiting partners what the status of the 
[DMV] project was." Some of the testimony sug
gested an unprofessional flexibility about specific 
standards of conduct. Although no State official 
was present at the breakfast, Advani testified that 
in his opinion the expense was properly billed to 
the State. Not only would such a result contradict 
PW policy, however, but the cost of the breakfast 
was misrepresented in the expense billing as 
"Staff Supplies." Advani could not explain this, 

PW policies regarding per diem and meal al
lowance charges were issued to staff on the DMV 
engagement in memoranda from engagement 
partner Advani and project manager Trakimas, 
dated April 1:<, 1984, and October 17, 1984, ,e
spectively. Both memoranda stated: 

PfJr c.ii"",s and meal expenses should not 
overlap among two or more stalf members, 
i.e., if someone else paid tor a staff member's 
breakfast or dinner, he/she ohould not 
charge full per diem for that day. Appropriate 
adjustments . .. should be made in the per 
diems claimed. 

As a result of failures to make such required 
adjustments, a total of $2,2R!1.::Ifi in per diem ex
penses were improperly charged to the State. 

Nllmerous expenses involving specific referen
ces to consumption of "drinks" or "refresh
ments"-a number attributable to high-level PW 
project executives-appear as charges to the 
State, For example: 

Date & Am't 

10/3/83 
$16.50 

1/24/84 
$11.UU 

Description 

Drinks Project Team Leaders 
... Hyatt ... to discuss 
project status/prOblems 

Refreshments ... 



Date & Am't 

2/23/84 
$53.75 

2/26/84 
$10.00 

6/28/84 
$65.25 

7/5/84 
$56.18 

917184 
$32.50 

10/10/84 
$266.93 

12/4/84 
$05.45 

6/5/85 
$11.03 

Description 

Hors D'Oeurves & drinks
PrOject Team at Hyatt Regency 
re: DMV Project Progress. 

Titles and Insp. Team Meeting 
-nrink" and Hers d'oeurves 
... at Hyatt Regency 

Project team N.J. DMV
drinks & Hors d'oeurves at 
Hyatt Regency 

Project Team N.J. DMV 
meeting/drinks hors 
d'oeurves E.J.P. (new)-RMS 
(leaving) ... 

Drinks (DMV Project Team 
Members) 

Refreshments & Dinner with 
DMV project managers ... 

DMV Project Team meeting at 
Joe's Mill Hill Food & Drinks 

Refresh ments ... 

Gifts and professional or client relations ex
penses also were improperly charged to the State, 
also involving PW's project managers: 

4/25/84 
$18.00 

5/1/84 
$24.00 

9/15/84 
$24.91 

9/15/84 
$43.41 

2/27/85 
$23.17 

Flowers for Secretary 

Flowers from NJ DMV Project 
Team to Mark ... & wife & new 
baby 

Flowers from Project Team 
Steve & Tracy ... Boby Girl 

Princeton Flower ShoplProject 
Gift [record indicates employee's 
last day on the DMV job] 

Pmf rp.IAtinn 
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Date & Am'! 

5/15/85 
$60.52 

6/20/85 
$85.00 

6/20/85 
$10.00 

Description 

Secretary's Day gifts to DMV 
Secretaries 

Client Relations 

Client Relations 

Sixty lunchcG attended solely by PW staff mem
bers also were charged to the State in violation 
of PW's expense policies. 

In one situation PW partners Driscoll and Ad
vani had lunch on February 10, 1984, in New York 
City for " rlP'"ignated purpose. "to discuss 
proposal." The cost of this luncheon, $109.20, was 
billed to the State. PW's New York Office Time and 
Expense Policies would not permit the billing of 
such an expense to a client, a violation that was 
aggravated by its extravagant amount. Upon 
learning of this expense, DMV's Cox testified: 
"February of '84 would have been [around the 
time of] their proposal to do the surcharge modi
fications, and it sounds to me like they were very 
hungry." 

Certain lunches with State personnel, at which 
the project was cllscusseu, we'" also charged to 
the State without the State's permission. Since 
client representatives had not requested that the 
State be ctla,yeu, lilese meal expenses eventually 
were disallowed under PW's own policies. 

On eight occasiono at least the State was billed, 
and paid, a total of $3,600 for Trakimas's ex
penses for his wife and himself to travel to their 
home in Pittsburgh. Trakimas testified that h" re
ceived approval from PW's Advani for reimburse
ment of his wife's travel expenses. Advanti testi
fied that he did not believe the State had to be 
notified before such an expense was incurred and 
billed to the State. 

An exchange between SCI Chairman Patterson 
and counsel for PW illustrates the Commission's 
concern that the Questioned expenditures, 
although often minor, can undermine public con
fidence both in the integrity of firms doing busi
ness with the State and the vigilance with which 
the State monitors abuses. The testimony: 



CHAIRMAN PATTERSON: 
I understand that [we Flre not talking about iarge 

amounts], but, as I said before, it's not what I 
perceive, it's what I think the public is going to 
perceive, that" VAry I"rge accounting firm, work
ing for the State of New Jersey, could hire some
body with a responsible job who would think it 
wOlllrl he proper to charge $18 worth of flowers 
to the State of New Jersey, It's not the amount, 
it's the principle of the thing, The question then 
comes, in the public's mind, "okay, where does 
the $18 stop, what else is there that someone in 
that position could charge to the State of New 
Jersey that you or we have not yet found out 
about?" 

I don't, in any way, want you to believe that I 
think that it's very important or that there is any
thing of [a fraudulent nature], but I think we have 
to make sure that, as best we can, we have to 
answer the questions that we know the public is 
going to ask, 

MR. HUPPER: I undersl""u. Alii al11 saying it's not 
surprising to me in a job of this length and over 
a year and a half, people away from home under 
a great deal 01 stress, where there are some 
errors, abSolutely good faith, 

CHAIRMAN PATTERSON: 
Error in judgment. 

MR. HUPPER: Error in judgment. 

The record shows that State oversight of PW's 
expense practices was not militant, DMV's Assis
tant Director for Administration, Salvatore 
Marcello, candidly acknowledged that there was 
no mtentlon at DMV to oulaill a copy of PW's 
pOlicies and conduct a thorough audit of the billed 
expenses or hours as long as the project 
proceeded smoothly: 

A, You asked me earlier was It planned to con
duct 0 full audit? 

COUNSEL GAAL: Yes. 

A. Not to my knowledge, 

Q, Do you think a full audit should be conducted 
on a project like this; and my second {ques-
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tion] is, would DMV have the facility or staff to 
do something like that? 

A, You have to look at whether or not you get the 
deliverables, If the deliverables are there, 
there is not a need to do the full audit. When 
the deliverables fail, you have to look and see 
what happened, 

Q, If it had been a successful project-

A, It It had been C\ ,;u"",,:;slul project, we prob
ably would not have done full audits, other 
than what we were doing from month to 
month, the sporadic checks, 

After reflecting on DMV's difficulties in obtain
ing time and expense policies and in monitoring 
fees and expenses on the project, DMV's Cox 
recommended a different system: 

Maybe I am jumping the gun here, but if I 
learned anything from all of this, I would 
make a strong recommendation that [the 
Division of] Purchase and Property, one, 
have uniform poliCy on expenses for all con
sultant contracts, period; and that they have, 
meaning Purchase and Property-because 
anyone unit like in Motor Vehicles, we hap
pen to have internal audit. A lot of operations 
don't have that kind of a staff to spend-How 
much time did your people spend-to do that 
kind of in depth work [on expenses], and if 
the State wants to do that, I think the place 
to do it is Purchase and Property and have 
an arm that does nothing but that and to start 
ott in all consultant contracts with a fixed per
centages not having different consultant con
tracts handle expenses differently. I am being 
very, very honest with you, It was sometntng 
we had never had to deal with in this scale, 

CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATONS 

Commission Findings 

As this report demonstrates, the Commission's 
investigation confirmed mismanagement by UMV 
and professional misjudgment by PW in the im
plementation of the $6,5 million DMV computer 
contract. 



DMV's managerial deficiencies resulted in es
t"hli~hino " rI::lno"rn"" r.nur"" fnr the project from 
its outset. The Division, as the SCI's probe record 
illustrates, avoided competitive bids that might 
have provided more alternatives and options as
suring the project's success. Instead, it decided to 
rely solely on the so-called "Big Eight" repute of 
its prolect master planner PW, arbitrarily dismiss
ing in the process the available expertise of in
house technicians who already had achieved 
major computer successes elsewhere in State 
government. Further, DMV insisted on "man
aging" the computer project itself, a highly techni
cal burden that more appropriately is assigned to 
technical experts. And, as the project's "man
ager," DMV decided to add to the Administration's 
political laurels by setting an all but impossible 
deadline-the gubernatorial election of 1985-for 
completion of the drastic makeover of its complex 
procedures for regulating the motoring public. 

PW, in this Commission's opinion, deserves 
even more criticism than DMV. 

Even though its contract with the State 
emphasized a "team" operation in handling major 
technical problems, it joined DMV in ignoring the 
technical talent available-and eager to con
trihl1tp.-in thp. ~t,qh:~'~ tf:!IAr.nmmllnir:.A:tinns Ann 
data processing offices. 

Indeed, disregarding the warnings that came 
from these experts, PW opted for excessive 
utilization of innovative software, hoping to com
plete ito work within the $6.5 million cost limitation 
by DMV's political deadline-with disastrous re
sults to the motoring public. When PW belatedly 
realized that it could not rely on the I DEAL pro
gramming language alone for the new DMV sys
tem, which by then was fragmenting, it sought to 
evade full blame for iis software misjudgment in 
an apparent effort to avoid the cost of correcting 
the problems its misjudgment had caused. 

PW can be faulted in other areas, according to 
the Commission's findings. 

PW not only agreed to meet an unrealistic dead
line for completion of the work, but certain of its 
conduct throughout the project was surprisingly 
unprofessional. 
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PW assigned a large percentage of recent hires 
!o thA projAr.t. it mi"r"prA"AntAri it" Ahility tn mRin
tain staff continuity and it failed to adequately 
manage iis project staff. 

Further, PW billed at least $170,000 more for 
out-ot-pocket expenses than its contract with the 
State allowed without obtai nino any formal ap
provals from DMV, PW forwarded no copy of its 
official time and expense policies to DMV, as re
quested. It then charged several thousand dollars 
of expenses to the State in violation of those poli
cies. It also unilaterally increased expenses on 
enhancement work to 13 percent of fees billed, 
regardless of actual expenses, without gaining 
DMV approval. 

As to reallocation of employee billable hours 
between the work within the $6.5 million cap and 
enhancements, which are not governed by the 
cap, PW failed to adequately account for the time 
devoted to enhancements. Individual employees 
were expected to keep elaborately detailed re
cords of time spent on specific tasks for the pro
ject's internal control system and were, on at least 
one occasion, admonished to designate task sub
codes for billing purposes. Nonetheless, as bill
ings for enhancements dramatically increased, 
PW orally abandoned employee designation of 
the enhancement subcode on their time sheets. 
Instead, supervisors estimated enhancement 
hours, long after the performance, without con
sUlting With tne individual employees who had 
done the work as had been promised to DMV. 
Informal records that allegedly served to refresh 
the after-the-facl recollections of PW supervisor;; 
were discarded. Only summary documents, 
whose conclusions proved impossible for State 
audilurs to adequately review, were available for 
audit of hours reallocated from general work to 
enhancements. In addition, overtime hours were 
billed for PW employees working in the delay cat
egory. Finally, while charging $75 per hour for the 
lowest category of staff working on enhancements 
or delay, PW oharged only $50 per hour for ouch 
staff doing the general work. 

The Commission is dismayed that such a litany 
of improprieties must be voiced against so highly 
reputable an institution as Price Waterhouse. It 
cert<linly dcmonstmte3 thot if the Stotc of New 
Jersey, as in the past, intends to continue its re-



liance on such giants of the private sector for 
consulting work, Sf"j" gnv"rnment must arm itself 
with statutory and regulatory safeguards against 
the repetition of the mismanagement and mis
judgmAnts thaI have plagued the computer pro
ject. Additional safeguards must be imposed 
against the influence of political contributions by 
firms doing business with the State. To these im
portant ends the Commission proposes a series 
of recommendations that it hopes will receive the 
immediate attention of the Legislative and Ex
ecutive branches. 

Recommendations 

As amply indicated by the serious deficiencies 
in DMV and PW conduct highlighted in this report, 
lIle State's controls over the award and pcr 
formance of technical and professional contracts 
must be expanded and strengthened. Projects as 
complicated as DMV's new computer system 
present a formidable challenge to the State's pol
icy makers and managers. Any innovative general
ist may oonceivo a grand scheme to improve an 
agency's performance with relative ease. The 
manage,ment challenge arises principally during 
implementation by private contrJactors ThA StAte 
cannot afford to: 

1) lose the benefits of competition; 

2) take undue risks with emerging 
technologies; 

3) relinquish firm and knowledgeable control 
of projects; 

4) set ambiguous performance standards in its 
contracts; 

5) fail to adequately develop its in-house ex
pertise; 

6) allow the impression that POlitical contribu
tions have influenced project decisions; or 

7) neglect to ensure proper accountability for 
vendor billings. 

The Commission therefore recommendc a 
number of changes in the way the State does 
business with its professional and technical ven
dors in order to avoid thc deficioncies In these 
areas which occurred during the DMV project 
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Mandate Informal Competition in Bid 
Waiver Situations 

There are no apparent deficiencies in the statu
tory exceptions to the rule that State contracts 
shall be awarded only after formal advortisements 
for competitive bids. However, when conditions 
for a waiver of formal advertisements have been 
satisfied, informal propooalc ohould still be solici
ted from potential competitors. 

The former Division of P"rr.h"!lA "nd Property 
took a step in the right direction when it changed 
the language of the governing procurement 
"irr."IAr tn mandate informal competitive biddinQ 
in bid waiver situations, Procurement Circular 25, 
effective March 1, 1981, stated, "Informal com
petitive bidding among multiple suppliers is en
couraged for all purchases even if a waiver of 
formal advertising is granted," Just over one year 
after the Price Waterhouse $6.5 million contract 
was awarded, this provision was revised, effective 
December 3, 1984, to read: 

Informal competitive bidding among sup
pliers must be obtained for al/ purchases 
even if a waiver of formal advertising is grant
ed. Sole source requests must be tully and 
completely documented, 

On APril :<4, l~bb, James J. Rosenberg, Diret,;
lor of the DiviSion of Procurement and Central 
Services (formerly Division of Purchase and Prop
erty), Issued a mernUlalillurfi to key agency of
ficials forwarding a further revision, This new pol
icy requires that waivers "for consult
allU.,rufes;;iolial services be granted only whcn 
competition has been received from at least three 
(3) or more firms" using a request fOr proposals 
ueveloped jointly by Treasury official:; and the 
using agency. 

The SCI endorses these regulatory reforms but 
recommends that they be added to the bidding 
statutes in order to have the greater force of law. 

Reveal All Public Exigency Sole Source 
Contracts for Public Inspection 

Informal as well as fOrmal competition may still 
be improperly bypassed, as in the case of the 
Waterhous'.' conjr"ct, hy "hIJ"ing the public ex
igency exception to competition. Since genuine 



emergencies do occur, this exception must con
tin"A to Axi~t Procurement circulars 25 and 25A 
use identical language to provide standards for 
the public exigency exception to competitive bid
ding: 

As a matter of policy, waivers are granted for 
public exigency when the fol/owing con
ditions prevail and are documented by the 
uSing agency: 

• Competition Is not practical or cannot be 
obtained. 

• A potential health or safety hazard exists. 

• A critical agency mandate, statutory or op
erational requirement muM be fulfilled. 

• Competitive specifications, placing al/ bid
ders on an equal footing, cannot be de
veloped because sufficient lead time to de
velop bid specifications is not available. 

Agencies should describe the above circum
stances with pertinent detail and focus the 
justification on the consequences of 
nondelivery of the item of services within the 
time frame specified by the using agency. 

The Commission does not see how these stan
dards can be improved. The key to avoiding the 
elimination of competition on the basis of flimsy 
justifications is critical analysis by the officials in 
the Treasury Department. The department head 
requesting the waiver signs a certification which 
reads, "I certify to the accuracy of the above state
ments." The "statements" include identification of 
"the program consequences of not meeting the 
delivery date" and the "date your agency first re
alized the need for this item/service." This 
certification has little value, since evaluation of the 
program consequences may be highly judgmental 
and since the information on the form may be 
supplied by many subordinates. It would be naive 
to expect the requesting department 10 provide 
anything other than a result-oriented justification. 

There is no way to guarantee proper invocation 
of the public exigency exception. The ultimate 
watchdog role must be performed in the Treasury 
Department. When the Governor's Office getn bo 
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hind a proposal, as happened in the case of the 
Price Waterhouse contract. the abilitv and willinQ
ness of Treasury to ask the tough questions and 
to say "no," if necessary, is subtly compromised. 
Nonetheless, it is inappropriate to remove the 
Governor's Office from important policy decisions 
affecting the pursuit of Administration initiatives. 

Charging a bipartisan commission or commit
tee with the watchdog role would unduly en
cumber and embroil a procedure which, by defi
nition, must be swift. On the other hand, casual 
use of the public exigency exception would be 
sufficiently discouraged if public officials knew 
that their JUstifications mignt be exammed, ex
posed and criticized at a later date. If justifications 
were truly flimsy, officials would tend to avoid 
uSing me eXCeption. Accordingly, me Commission 
recommends that summary details of all public 
exigency sole source contracts awarded by the 
State, including the statements of when the agen
cy first realized the need for the service and the 
program consequences of not meeting the de
livery date, be forwarded on a regular basis to the 
Office of the State Auditor in the legislative branch 
and be made available for public inspection. 

Continue Experimentation With Exclusivity 
Policy 

In his April 24, 1985, memorandum to key agen
cy officials, Director Rosenberg of the Division of 
Procurement & Central Services instituted a poliCY 
requiring, where feasible, that consulting firms 
providing the "needs analysis and/or feasibility 
studies" for a project accept an "exclusivity clause 
which will void their right to bid on the actual 
design and implementation" phases. This policy 
was patterned after a program adopted by me 
federal government, and it was intended to en
courage competition on the later, more expensive 
stages of projects, because potential bidders 
would not feel that the vendor on the planning 
stages would have the inside track to receive con-
11",,,1» on subsequent stages. 

Another advantage of an exclusivity policy is its 
potential to discourage eonsulting firms from sub
mitting unrealistically low discounts on the initial 
stages of a job in order to get the inside track on 
subsequent phases that it could perform at much 



higher prices. Price Waterhouse did not do this on 
tho'! nMV jnh. hilt thp. rmcticp. has been noted in 
other contexts. 

In a memorandum, dated March 24, 1986, 
Purchase Bureau Supervisor Giulio Mazzone ad
vised Director Rosenberg that the new program 
"does not detract from the level of competition 
desired by the State." Mazzone further advised 
that rates obtained under the new policy were 
competitive with rates obtained on jobs without 
exclusivity. He concluded that the State "should 
continue to include [the exclusivity] provision in 
several other projects before we make a final pol
icy determination." The Commission recommends 
that this experiment continue. 

Clearly Specify limits on Expense Billings 

The Commission's investigation has revealed 
haphazard treatment of out-ot-pocket expenses in 
the DMV computerization contract In situations 
where formal or informal competition is ap
propriate, the SCI recommends that the State re
quire, where possible, that expenses be included 
in the prices or fees contained in vendor 
proposals. ThiS would provide a more uniform 
basis of price comparison among vendors. 

When competition is nul ClVClilClUI!:' UI ajJ
propriate, a clear cap on expenses should be re
quired in the contract with the vendor. Whether 
tI,!:, <CajJ i:; !:'''P' essed as a percentage of fees 
billed, a total dollar amount or another method, 
the cap should be plainly stated in the contract. 
When competition ie appropriatc and cxpcnscs 
cannot be included in the basic prices or fees, 
requests for proposals should clearly specify limi
tationo on expenoeo. 

Adopt Uniform Standards for Expenses 

The Commission recommends that the 
Treasury Department adopt uniform standards to 
govern the payfTl!:'flI uf !:'XiJ!:'fI:;!:'b on Slale con
tracts for those situations where expenses are not 
included within the basic prices or fees. It is not 
acceptable to merely tell the vendor to utilize State 
expense practices or, alternatively, its own com
pany policies. By adopting policies to be used by 
all Gtate vendors, New Jersey wculd cn3urc that 
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proper standards are adhered to and would 
provide a uniform baSis to Quide vendors submit
ting proposals in competition. 

Set Standards for Audits and 
Documentation 

The Commission recomm"'nrl~ th"t th", 
Treasury Department adopt uniform standards re
garding the documentation required of State ven
dnr" In Accnunt for time and expenses billed on 
State contracts. At a minimum, there should be a 
basic time sheet, certified by the individual actu
ally performing the work. indicating the hours 
spent, by task, on any time contracts. The 
documentation required for expenses should also 
be specified. In addition, the place where the orig
inal documentation would be available for inspec
tion and audit should be specified. Language re
quiring retention of the original documentation for 
a period of years should be included in each con
tract. The State's right to audit each contract 
should be specified. 

Professional contract administrators within the 
Treasury Department or user agency staff, utiliz
ing guidelines supplied by the I reasury Depart
ment, should conduct a review of each significant 
vendor's system of accountability and documenta
tion In the early stages Of Slate JObS. This review 
WOuld note any deficiencies while there was still 
time to take effective corrective action. 

Have OTIS Manage and Control Data 
Processing Contracts 

The complexity and technical difficulty of data 
processing contracts require management of ven
dor pertormance on such contracts by a technical
ly sophisticated and experienced State agency. 
The creation of the Office of Telecommunications 
and Information Systems (OTIS) in the Treasury 
Department provided an organization ""ith the 
foundation of expertise to provide necessary con
trols am.! <cuuluiflaliull. The CommiSSion rec
ommends that OTIS manage private vendor per
formance on all significant data processing con
tracts. 

The SCI recommends that New Jersey continue 
to build OTIS into a first-rata data processing op-



eration with capabilities to maintain all State data 
centers, to build certain new systems exclusively 
with in-house resources and to supervise sup
plemental assistance by outside vendors accord
ing to coordinated data processing policies. Indi
vidual departments should not be allowed to 
maintain or develop significant data processing 
components independent of OTIS; however, OTIS 
should always work in close consultation with the 
departments that it serves. 

The Commission recommends that U liS par
ticipate in the negotiation and approval of all State 
contracts for data processing. This participation 
would ensure that clear performance and testing 
standards, precise scope of work, well-defined 
roles of State and private participation and clear 
gUidelines lor approval of paymefll,; fur exl." wo. k 
would be provided forevery data processing pro
ject. Contractual standards should be devised for 
acceptable response times, numbers of terminals, 
sign-on times, batch processing periods and the 
like. 

Vendor Political Contributions 

The Commission recommends that the N",w 

Jersey Campaign Contributions and Expenditures 
Reporting Act, N.J.S.A. 19:44A-1, et seq. be 
am .. nd .. d to r .. quir", thAt firm'" Ann inniviouals 
doing business with the State pursuant to a waiver 
of advertising for competitive bids, or pursuant to 
any contract involving potential billings of more 
than $25,000, report summary details of such 
work to the Election Law Enforcement Com
mission (ELEC) at the time of any political con
tribution of $500 or more by the firm or individual. 
This reporting obligation should continue for at 
least one year following the completion of the 
State work. Finally, any individual or firm bidding 
on a job of more than $25,000, or negotiating any 
contract involving a waiver of competitive bidding, 
should be required by statute to notify ELEC of 
any political contributions of $500 or more during 
the year preceding the contract award date. Con
tract documents and requests for proposals 
should include form language notifying potential 
vendors of these obligations. 

The knowledge that such contributions would 
be available for scrutiny in the full light of a given 
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firm's or individual's business dealings with the 
State would encourage private vendors and public 
officials to deal with each other at arm's length 
and to take steps to avoid any appearance that 
the contributions might influence decisions in
volved in such dealings. 

Furthermore, some method of prohibiting ven
dors from providing free places tor publiC ol1lclal$ 
at privately funded political affairs must be man
dated. Such munificence, in the case of key of
fiCialS whO ShOUld exerCise independent Judgment 
in the disbursement of public moneys, can erode 
public confidence that such officials will act 
without favoritism. Ttlerefur", lile CU'lIJllission 
urges that the Joint Legislative Committee on Ethi
cal Standards and the Executive Commission on 
Ethical Standards consider proposing a statutory 
prohibition embodying the Commission's con
cerns through an amendment of the New Jersey 
Conflicts of I nterest Law. 

Referral to Attorney General 

Despite the fact the PW has invested consider
able effort in correcting the new DMV system, the 
Attnrn",y General will have to make several dif
ficult decisions regarding remedies which may be 
available to the State. These deCisions are com
plicated by the lack of performance standards in 
the contract with PW and ambiguities in the terms 
relating to liquidated damages, warranties and the 
like. They are further complicated by the size and 
technical complexity of the project. Without mak
ing any judgment as to the appropriate course 
which the Attorney General should take, the Com
mission believes that its voluminous record will 
assist the Attorney General in making these dif
ficult decisions. We will, accordingly, make this 
record available to his office. 

(The SCI's investigative team for this report 
conSisted ot Deputy Director (and Counsel) 
Robert J, Clark, Counsel Charlotte K. Gaal, 
Special Agent Richard S. Hutchinson, In
vestigative Accountants Arthur A, Cimino and 
William V. Miller, and Secretaries Diana N. 
lagay and Patricia M. leach). 
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